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Chapter 1
Preface

Watch and clock industry is one of the few industries that first implemented Qualifications
Framework. In April 2004, the Education and Manpower Bureau (now Education Bureau) assisted the
watch and clock industry in establishing the “Industry Training Advisory Committee (ITAC)” to facilitate
the implementation of Qualifications Framework in the industry. The ITAC formulated “Specification of
Competency Standards” for the watch and clock industry in 2007. It has been more than five years since
the first edition of “Specification of Competency Standards” for the industry was launched. In the wake
of the continuous development of watch and clock industry and technology, the ITAC reviewed the first
edition of “Specification of Competency Standards” in early 2011, and recommended updates and
amendments to cater for the development of the industry. The Vocational Training Council was
commissioned to perform the updates. The major tasks included content enrichment of the competency
units with reference to the new technology and knowledge currently required for the industry; and
insertion of one new functional area  “Brand Management”. The second edition of “Specification of
Competency Standards” of watch and clock industry not only lists out the competencies required by the
present and future development of the industry but also better meets the practical needs of the industry.
Background of the Industry
Watch and clock industry is a traditional industry in Hong Kong. Between the 1950’s and the
1980’s, Hong Kong’s economy was mainly supported by manufacturing industry while watch and clock
industry was the predominant industry during that period, having a pivotal status.
In the early days, watch and clock industry mainly manufactured watch and clock accessories e.g.
watch bands, watch cases, etc. The export of watch bands became the mainstream of watch and clock
exports in Hong Kong. According to trade records, overseas sales of watch bands in 1968 valued up to
HK$53.19 million1. In the 1960’s, Hong Kong watch and clock manufacturers adopted the operation
mode of OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) and mainly produced custom-made accessories and
watches.
As Hong Kong watch manufacturers mastered the production technology of electronic watches in
the mid-1970s, product categories became diversified, covering LED digital watches, LCD digital
watches and quartz analogue watches. In 1980, registered watch manufacturers numbered 1,187. It
was an era when the industry grew most rapidly2. In 1979, Hong Kong watch export reached 73.39
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million in number3, with 70% being digital watches. It ranked first in the world in watch production4.
In the 1970’s, OEM manufacturing still prevailed in the industry.
The “Reform and Opening policy” of China in 1979 had attracted many Hong Kong manufacturers
to relocate their factories to the Mainland to save operation costs. Although the products were not made
in Hong Kong, the export volume was still great. The total value of watch and clock exports increased
from HK$6.288 billion in 1980 to HK$17.355 billion in 1989. The key export markets included the
United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Japan, etc. In the late 1980’s, watch and clock industry
substituted toy industry and became the third largest industry in Hong Kong, just next to clothing industry
and electronic industry5. At the same time, watch and clock manufacturers began investing in ODM
(Original Design Manufacturing) business apart from OEM business.
Coming to the 1990’s, since watch and clock manufacturers mostly set up their production lines in
the Mainland and re-exported goods through Hong Kong to other parts of the world, watch and clock
export values dropped while re-export values rose. The total values of Hong Kong watch and clock
exports (including domestic export and re-export) increased from HK$30.453 billion in 1990 to
HK$42.016 billion in 19996. Overall speaking, the watch and clock industry in Hong Kong still grew
steadily in the 1990’s and many manufacturers had changed their operation mode from OEM to ODM to
maintain their competitiveness.
According to the statistics in 2003, about 90% of watch and clock enterprises in Hong Kong set up
factories in Shenzhen and its surrounding areas. They re-exported goods through Hong Kong to other
parts of the world. They only retained administrative departments and inspection and model making
procedures in Hong Kong. At the same time, they ran their retail business in the model of “shop front,
factory back”. This business model had sustained the development of the entire industry7. The entrepot
trade of Hong Kong watch and clock industry increased from HK$40.713 billion in 2000 to HK$74.3
billion in 20128, showing its important status in the world. The increase in production cost and the
intensified market competition had brought about pressure to OEM and ODM manufacturers. OBM
(Original Brand Manufacturing) thus began to develop in the industry.
It can be seen from its history that the watch and clock industry in Hong Kong has undergone great
changes in the past few decades, from labour-intensive OEM to design-specific ODM, and then to
technology- and brand-patented OBM. With the persevering efforts and innovative spirit of practitioners
in the industry, the watch and clock products of Hong Kong became internationally well-known and
ranked second in the world in terms of export volume and value. However, in the wake of the
globalization of economy, the industry now faces quite a number of challenges. The following will
analyze the current situation of the watch and clock industry from political, economic, social and
3
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technological points of view, and explore the prospects for the industry and its future development with a
view to strengthening its international status and maintaining its edge for sustainable development.
Scan of Political, Economic, Social and Technological (PEST) Factors
Prior to the formulation of the new edition of Specification of Competency Standards for the watch
and clock industry, a critical review of the macro-environment is conducted by adopting a systematic
approach advanced by PEST, in which the Political, Economic, Social and Technological factors affecting
the macro-environment are scanned, so as to master the present situation of and the challenges faced by
the industry and to predict the future development trend of the industry.
(A) Political Factors
Hong Kong watch and clock manufacturers began relocating their factories to the Mainland since
the 1980’s and they established large processing and production bases in the Pearl River Delta Region.
As a result, the policy changes in the Mainland have greatly influenced Hong Kong’s watch and clock
industry. China’s participation in the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001 has enabled Hong
Kong enterprises to save part of the import tariff for components. The signing of the Closer Economic
Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) between Hong Kong and the Mainland in 2003 has opened up the
Mainland market. It enables Hong Kong enterprises to enjoy zero-tariff preferential treatment, thus
facilitating the export of finished Hong Kong watches to the Mainland market and encouraging Hong
Kong enterprises to invest in local watch and clock industry. Despite the positive impact brought about
by China’s entry to WTO and CEPA, the implementation of the “Labour Contract Law” in the Mainland
in 2008 has significantly increased manufacturers’ operation costs, thus making operation difficult.
Besides, the implementation of the “free traveling” policy, a relaxed policy for Mainland travelers
to visit Hong Kong, has given a positive impact on the development of Hong Kong’s watch and clock
industry, making local watch and clock retail market grow prosperously. However, the continuous
upsurge of shop rental in Hong Kong and the implementation of the Minimum Wage Ordinance have
undoubtedly increased the operation costs of the industry and bring latent troubles to manufacturers.
In addition, the European Economic Union formulated the “Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE) Directive” and the “Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive” in 2005
and 2008 respectively, which imposed stricter environmental protection requirements on the production
processes for watches and clocks and the finished products. In this connection, watch and clock
manufacturers were required to change their mode of production in order to meet the new standards and
thus increasing the operation costs and the pressure to the development of the industry.
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(B) Economic Factors
Hong Kong watch and clock industry has become an important member of the global market of
timepiece products. Her products are well-received by buyers worldwide. However, Hong Kong
traders are facing great challenges brought about by the rising labour cost in the Mainland, the
appreciation of Renminbi (RMB), severe inflation, the economic downturn in Europe and the United
States, the shrinkage of overseas market and the intensification of market competition.
The rising labour cost in the Mainland is one major challenge currently faced by Hong Kong
watch and clock manufacturers. Up to end of September 2011, 21 provinces or areas in the Mainland
had adjusted their minimum wage level upward by 21.7% compared with the previous year. Shenzhen
Special Economic Zone further raised the minimum wage level by 13.6% effective from 1 February 2012.
According to official releases, the average wages of staff and workers in Guangdong Province increased
by 10.9% in 2010, and by 12.2% in the first three quarters of 2011. The overall increase for the entire
country was 14.9%9. In addition, Consumer Price Index in the Mainland continues to increase. Since
Hong Kong traders in the Pearl River Delta Region must provide food and accommodation for
“out-of-province workers”, the increase in food prices will inevitably affect their operation costs.
Apart from labour cost, the appreciation of RMB has become a major challenge for Hong Kong
traders in the Mainland. In June 2010, China implemented a Reform of RMB Exchange Rate
Mechanism, allowing greater exchange rate flexibility. On 30 December 2011, the exchange rate of
RMB against US Dollars appreciated to 6.2933, representing an appreciation of nearly 5% compared with
that at the end of 2010 and 8.5% compared with that in mid-June 2010. Owing to RMB appreciation,
the production cost in the Mainland keeps on rising, thus increasing the operation costs for Hong Kong
traders.
Subsequent to the cancellation of import quotas and tariff upon China’s entry to WTO, more and
more watch and clock manufacturers entered the Mainland market, which has become very competitive.
Notwithstanding the advantage of leveraging on the special relationship with the Mainland while
engaging the world at large, Hong Kong faces great challenges from Asian countries like Singapore and
Korea where watch and clock industry has flourished in recent years. Besides, the enterprises in the
Mainland have also become a strong competitor. Since Hong Kong manufacturers relocated their
production lines to the Mainland in the 1980’s, a group of highly skilled and knowledgeable Mainland
workers were gradually trained, who later set up their own business and created increasing threats to
Hong Kong traders. To cope with the competition from the Southeast Asia and the Mainland, Hong
Kong traders must proactively explore new markets and strengthen competitiveness by enhancing quality,
design and productivity.

9
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(C) Social Factors
Social factors include population statistical data of customer groups, their attitude and living style,
etc. These factors affect customers’ preference and demands for different watch and clock products and
services. In the wake of social development, watches and clocks are not just basic necessities but
fashion accessories. Watch design not just considers its time function but also different fashion
elements. Premium brand watches are a symbol of status. Trendy watches are for fashion. Sport
watches are worn at sports fields. People nowadays no longer have one watch but multiple watches of
different varieties and this situation will continue. The demand and market for watches always exist.
Currently, most Hong Kong watch and clock manufacturers still mainly operate in the mode of
OEM and the greatest problem of OEM operation is labour shortage. In recent years, manpower
shortage commonly happened in the Pearl River Delta Region, which not only concerned labourers but
also the higher ranks. At present, talents of watch and clock design are difficult to recruit no matter in
the Mainland and Hong Kong. Owing to the shortage of talents with professional knowledge about
watch and clock manufacturing, most enterprises can only train their own staff or recruit talents from
competitors. In the long run, it will affect the sustainable development of the industry. Hence, to
maintain the competitive edge of the industry, provision of training for watch and clock talents allows no
delay.
(D) Technological Factors
Technology advances at a tremendous pace and changes rapidly. The speed of technological
changes as well as the effectiveness and standard of scientific research activities will affect the cost,
quality and quantity of watch and clock products. Today watches and clocks not only function as a tool
to give accurate time but a symbol of fashion and collectors’ targets. To cope with competition,
technology plays an important role and has a decisive part in competition.
Technological development mainly consists of two major aspects, product-based functional
development and the development of production technology. At present watches not only show time but
incorporate other functions like music player, health monitoring device, telephone, and digital
entertainment system. This is attributed to the miniaturization and computerization of electronic
technological development. The development of watch and clock production technology includes
micro-processing technology and new material development. The interaction of watch and clock
production technology, micro-technology and micro-machine technology has brought about numerous
technological innovations to the world of watches and clocks.
Hong Kong’s telecommunication system is one of the most advanced systems in the world.
Similar to other industries, the watch and clock industry also benefit from the Internet service. The
Internet has greatly influenced companies’ marketing strategies. It enables customers to perform
24-hour online shopping and collect information on different styles and models of watches. Companies
can make use of this platform to contact millions of new customers, particularly those from the emerging
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markets. To stand out from competitors, enterprises have to understand the importance of customer
relationship management. Hong Kong traders must fully understand market demands in order to attract
and retain customers. They must also attend to the development of watch and clock technology with a
view to producing multi-function watches to cater to market demands.
Prospects for Hong Kong Watch and Clock Industry
One should have deeper understanding of Hong Kong watch and clock industry after the above
review on political, economic, social and technological factors. The challenges faced by Hong Kong’s
watch and clock industry mainly include the following: (1) The rising labour costs and RMB appreciation
have increased the production costs in the Mainland; (2) Hong Kong is facing severe competition, which
mainly comes from the Mainland China and the Southeast Asia; (3) Hong Kong lacks talents with
professional knowledge about watch and clock manufacturing, which makes it difficult to sustain the
development of the industry. The future business environment will keep changing. Hong Kong, as a
watch and clock merchandising centre, must take measures to enhance its competitiveness.
To reinforce the international status of Hong Kong watch and clock industry and to maintain its
edge of sustainable development, in this highly-competitive market environment, Hong Kong traders
must take the path of “high technology, high quality and high added-value” by making good use of
innovative technology, designing value-added products and improving product quality, as well as making
use of their advantages to explore new markets. In the future, companies in the watch and clock
industry will invest more in quality control and production process, with a view to building their own
brands in the long run through continuous improvement of product quality. They will adopt new
technology and production methods to enhance product quality to a level on a par with Japan and
Switzerland, leading the industry to a high-class path and creating a new situation for the industry.
Besides, fellow traders need to go beyond the frame of “watch and clock” and expand the scope of
research by paying more attention to the technological advancement in other domains.
China’s economy grows rapidly and people’s consumption power greatly improves. Consumers
have strong demand for quality products and go after brands. Besides, under the policy of “free
traveling”, there is an increasing share of customers from the Mainland China and they have unique
personality and needs. Hence, China will become an important consumer market in the future. Watch
and clock manufacturers need to design special services for this particular consumer group such as
providing excellent aftersales services to eliminate customers’ worries. It is a very critical factor to
success. Since Hong Kong’s watch and clock industry is internationally renowned for its quality image,
watches of Hong Kong brands have advantages in sales and price. The industry should ascertain its
market positioning and actively explore the Mainland market by making use of Hong Kong’s
advantageous geographical location as well as the delicate design, reliable quality and experienced
production techniques of its registered brands.
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Besides, since buyers become more and more concerned about product quality, Hong Kong watch
and clock manufacturers must strengthen their quality management systems. They also need to increase
investment in modern production technology to enhance quality and productivity e.g. developing better
technology in die-casting, mould making, plastic manufacturing, metal stamping, surface finishing and
electroplating, etc. In addition, overseas buyers continue to exert higher demand on suppliers in terms of
quick response and delivery. Hong Kong exporters, as a result, are required to improve their operation
efficiency and handle more orders of small quantities, along with short delivery lead time, in order to
cope with the market demand.
Talents are foundations of successful enterprises. Manpower training and human resources
development play a major part in the sustainable development of the industry. Effective human
resources strategies emphasize the matching of staff’s talents and positions as well as enhancement of
staff’s professional knowledge and skills. To encourage training of talents, the watch and clock industry
and the Education Bureau of the Government set up Qualifications Framework and formulated
“Specification of Competency Standards” for watch and clock industry in 2004, providing lifelong
learning opportunity for staff with a view to training a group of high quality and competitive practitioners.
Hong Kong has sound infrastructure, free trade environment, and proximity to the production base
in the Pearl River Delta Region. Its watch and clock industry possesses profound sales experience and
perfect distribution channels. All these can make Hong Kong a worldwide watch and clock
merchandising centre. Without doubt, the business environment of Hong Kong watch and clock
industry will keep changing. Hong Kong must adopt proactive measures to maintain its competitive
edges and ally with the Mainland for “win-win” situations. Besides, education and training as well as
the Qualifications Framework implemented by the Education Bureau are all important tools to prepare the
industry for the future. The Qualifications Framework has set a uniform standard for human resources
management and development. Hence, it not only strengthens the competitiveness of the watch and
clock industry but reinforces Hong Kong’s status as a watch and clock merchandising centre.
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Chapter 2
Qualifications Framework and Specification of Competency Standards

Qualifications Framework
The Qualifications Framework (QF) established by the government aims to provide clear learning
pathways for individuals to draw up their own roadmaps to obtain quality assured qualifications. Learners
may either pursue a specific learning pathway to upgrade their skills in a particular area of specialization in
a gradual and orderly manner (vertical development), or progress through traversing learning pathways to
become multi-skilled (horizontal development). Through the full-scale implementation of the QF, we will
foster an environment and culture conducive to lifelong learning and continuing education in the industry.
With the active participation of employers and employees, as well as the wide acceptance of the industry,
the QF will also encourage the development of quality training programmes by providers to meet the needs
of the community and the industry.
Qualifications recognized under the QF are outcome-based and are not confined to academic
attainment. In the case of the academic sector, the outcome standard of qualifications is mainly the
knowledge and skills a person possesses. Generally, these standards are set by scholars. In the vocational
sector, the outcome standards of qualifications are set by individual industries. To identify the specific
outcome standards required for different levels of qualifications, these industries need to develop SCSs. A
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) mechanism developed by individual industries is in place to recognize
existing workers' skills, knowledge and work experience. With qualifications so obtained, the employees
may pursue further studies at different levels to obtain higher and wider qualifications.
To facilitate lifelong learning, employees require flexibility in the mode and pattern of learning to
cater for their work and family responsibilities. A Credit Accumulation and Transfer (CAT) system will
provide the flexibility to suit individual circumstances and minimize duplication in training. With a CAT
system, learners can systematically accumulate the credits of learning and training gained from various
courses with a view to converting the accumulated credits into a recognized qualification. The development
of the QF will facilitate CAT arrangement between sectors and training providers by providing a unified
platform and common benchmarks.
Generally speaking, the QF has relevance not only to the workplace but also to secondary education.
The SCSs developed by industries would support the Applied Learning Courses under the new academic
structure for senior secondary education, so as to provide diversified learning experience and choices to
students and enable them to master the basic skills required by various industries.
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Qualifications Framework Levels
The QF has seven levels, from level 1 to level 7, where level 1 is the lowest and level 7 the highest.
The outcome characteristic of each level is depicted by a set of generic level descriptors (GLD) (Appendix
1). The GLD specifies for each QF level its generic complexity, demand and challenges in the four
dimensions below:
a. Knowledge and intellectual skills;
b. Process;
c. Application, autonomy and accountability; and
d. Communications, IT skills and numeracy.
The units of competency are benchmarked to the QF levels in accordance with the GLD. It is
worth to note that competency elements in a unit of competency may fall in some or all of the GLD
dimensions as what it naturally should be. The QF level assignment is essentially a holistic judgement on
the unit’s integrated outcome requirement.
Applications of Specification of Competency Standards
The development of SCSs is an important step in implementing the QF and its associated quality
assurance mechanism. Industries play a pivotal role in the process through participation in the Industry
Training Advisory Committees (ITACs), which are tasked to develop, maintain and update the SCSs. To
ensure continued relevance of an SCS, the ITAC concerned must review and update the SCS regularly to
keep abreast of the latest manpower requirements and to meet the full range of education and training needs
of the industry.
The SCS consists of competency standards of different levels. Competency standards are
benchmarks for the industry-specific knowledge, professional skills and soft skills required for performing
different job functions of the industry. The functional areas and competency standards under SCS will be
practical and competence-based. The SCS not only sets out the professional knowledge and skills required
for today, but also takes into account factors such as the development trend of both the industry and the
society. The assessment guidelines for the outcome standards will also be stipulated in the SCS. The
competency standards applicable to an industry are presented as "units of competency" in its SCS. Every
"unit of competency" comprises eight basic items: name, code, level, credit, competency, range, assessment
criteria and remark.
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Since SCS-based programmes are developed with units of competency, trainees may have their
qualifications (including qualifications obtained from formal studies as well as those obtained from the
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) mechanism) accumulated and move along the ladder of progression
without the need to start from scratch. The SCSs also provide clear progression pathways whereby trainees
may draw up their own career development plans.
As the SCS is drawn up by the industry, the training courses can meet the needs of the employers.
An employee who has completed SCS-based courses is believed to achieve the skills standards under
objective assessment, which can be used for meaningful reference. Therefore, employers can recruit
suitable staff and reduce the loss incurred by wrong decisions and shorten the adaptation period of new
recruits and save relevant costs for the enterprises. In addition, employers can provide relevant in-service
training for individual staff members based on the SCS, and use it as a reference for recruiting applicants
and promoting employees with proper skills and knowledge.
In short, the SCS recognized by the
industry is the key to enhancing its competiveness for sustained development.
After the formulation of the SCS, a training institute can design courses to help trainees reach the
specified competency standards based on their own needs. Trainees can choose to study any unit of
competency recognized under the SCS and accumulate the credits they need to attain a certain level of
qualification, including vertical qualifications (qualifications of different levels in the same functional area),
horizontal qualifications (qualifications in different functional areas of the same level) and complete
qualification (certificate, diploma, etc.).
The SCS assists training providers in curriculum design and supports human resources managers in
their staff development efforts. It also lays out the criteria for industry-wide recognition of outstanding
performance and for the award of relevant qualifications. Also, it will facilitate ongoing implementation of
the Qualifications Framework.
Major Functional Areas of the Watch and Clock Industry
As proposed by the Watch and Clock ITAC, the Specification of Competency Standards (SCS) may
consist of the following major functional areas:
(i)

Manufacturing
This functional area covers the knowledge of timepiece product manufacturing, process
of manufacturing timepiece components, timepiece production management and
methods of manufacturing timepiece products, e.g. application of CAD/CAM,
processing of complete watch components, watch case treatment, electroplating and
complete watch assembly.
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(ii)

Design
This functional area covers the timepiece design concept, application of timepiece
design techniques and the use of computer software in designing new timepiece
products, so as to improve product outlook and quality as well as to enhance the design
of functions. Practitioners of the industry should also master the timepiece product trend
and development in order to design creative products to meet the market demand.

(iii)

Quality management
This functional area covers the quality check and management for timepiece production.
Practitioners of the industry should ensure that the timepiece products meet customer
requirements and international standards, be able to analyze and handle customer
complaints on product quality, and to execute corporate quality management and
training, so as to promote the corporate culture of quality management.

(iv)

Product development
This functional area covers the latest technological development and research for
timepieces, including the knowledge and technologies related to product development,
application of materials and advanced manufacturing and production, so as to enhance
product quality and business efficiency of the organization.

(v)

Operational management
This functional area covers operational management knowledge, operational plan,
organization and control of complete watch and component factories and
wholesale/retail, so as to improve management efficiency and effectiveness.
Practitioners working in timepiece factories should possess operational management
knowledge, including that of factory management, finance, logistics and human
resources. For store operation, practitioners should possess knowledge of cost
accounting, human resources, logistics, marketing, commercial laws and risk strategies.

(vi)

Sales and Marketing
This functional area covers the history, types and functions of timepiece products and
brands sold by the organization as well as customer service relationship skills.
Practitioners should possess certain knowledge of market research, sales and marketing
strategies, retail supervision and customer service/relationship management.
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(vii)

Aftersales repair
This functional area covers the skills of aftersales service and repair. Practitioners should
be able to use all kinds of different specialized equipment and instruments for timepiece
repair correctly in any timepiece product repair locations, and master the code of safety
and the maintenance methods for the equipment and instruments. They should also know
about the strategies for repair stations of the entire district as well as the formulation of
aftersales service and technical training plans for repair.

(viii)

Brand management
This functional area focuses on the business characteristics and the development of the
industry, and covers the application of brand building and marketing knowledge in
formulating timepiece product brand strategies. Practitioners of the industry should
possess knowledge in major timepiece brands of different levels, master the relationship
of brand positioning and brand identity, build good partnerships with brand distributors,
and formulate publicity and marketing plans for timepiece brands (including franchised
brands and original brands), so as to enhance their brand image and achieve the sales
target. In order to successfully build a new brand, they should also use brand design and
brand creative development skills for timepiece products to position the market of new
products by matching the trend development.

Based on the Generic Level Descriptors and these functional areas, the Clock and Watch ITAC
has formulated a List of Competencies for the practitioners of the industry (Chapter 4). The List
provides details of the training requirements of the industry by different competency levels and major
functional areas. It is designed to provide individual learners with a clear and unified guide for drawing
up their learning programmes. With reference to this guide, they can either pursue learning in a
particular professional area along a progression path (vertical development) to upgrade their specialized
skills, or learn a variety of skills through various pathways (horizontal development) to diversify their
skills in their own profession.
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Functional Map showing the Major Functional Areas of the Watch and Clock Industry
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Competency Summary of Manufacturing
QF Level Competency
1
Know about the Assembling Technique of a Complete Watch

UoC Code
104819L1

Credit
9

Page
36

Know about the Assembling Technique of a Movement

104820L1

9

37

Apply Safety Standards for Timepiece Products

104821L2

6

38

Carry out Surface Treatment of the Components of a Complete Watch

104822L2

9

39

Master the Electroplating Technique for Parts of a Complete Watch

104823L3

9

40

Master the Application of Computer-aided Design / Manufacturing /
Engineering
Master the Assembling Management of a Complete Watch

104824L3

9

41

104825L3

5

42

Master CNC Machining Technology to Manufacture Timepiece
Components
Master the Operation of a Traditional / Semi-automatic / Fully Automatic
Movement Assembling Line
Master the Efficiency Control for Production of Complete Watch

104826L4

9

43

104827L4

5

44

104828L4

5

45

Master the Manufacturing Technologies of Timepiece Products

104829L4

5

46

Master the Manufacturing of Timepiece Components

104830L4

9

47

5

Assess Production Management and Performance Requirements

104831L5

9

48

6

Formulate Comprehensive Production Management and Performance
Requirements
Formulate Plans to Improve Timepiece Manufacturing Technologies

104832L6

9

49

104833L6

9

50

2

3

4
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Competency Summary of Design
QF Level Competency
2
Identify the Qualities and Features of Different Timepiece Components

3

4

5

Credit
3

Page
52

Understand the Principles and the Functional Structure of a Complete Watch 104835L2
and a Quartz Movement
Understand Timepiece Design Concept
104836L2

3

53

3

54

Master the Basic Techniques for Making Prototypes of Timepiece Products

104837L2

6

55

Apply Basic Photography Techniques for Timepiece Products

104838L2

3

56

Apply Timepiece Window Display Design Techniques

104839L2

6

57

Apply the Techniques of Drawing Timepiece Design Sketches

104840L2

6

58

Master Creative Thinking Methods for Design

104841L2

3

59

Apply the Structural Principles and Functions of Basic Mechanical
Movements
Understand Intellectual Property

104842L3

6

60

104843L3

3

61

Apply Analogue Timepiece Product Design Techniques

104844L3

9

62

Apply Rapid Prototyping Techniques for Timepiece Components

104845L3

3

63

Apply Advertising Photography Techniques for Timepiece Products

104846L3

6

64

Apply Graphic Design Software to Colour Drawings of Products

104847L3

6

65

Apply Techniques of Colour Rendering with Markers

104848L3

6

66

Apply Timepiece Shop Environment Design Techniques

104849L3

9

67

Master the Mechanism and Functions of a Mechanical Multi-function
Movement
Apply Digital Timepiece Product Design Techniques

104850L4

6

68

104851L4

9

69

Apply 3-dimensional Modelling Applications to Timepiece Design

104852L4

6

70

Apply Timepiece Exhibition Booth Design Techniques

104853L4

6

71

Apply Graphic Design and Post-production Timepiece Promotional
Materials
Apply Three-dimensional Computer Scanning to Timepiece Design

104854L4

6

72

104855L4

3

73

Master Timepiece Trend and Cultural Development

104856L5

6

74
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UoC Code
104834L2

Competency Summary of Quality Management
QF Level Competency
1
Apply the Basic Knowledge of Quality Control in Timepiece Products

UoC Code
104857L1

Credit
6

Page
76

Master the Quality Check Standards for Movement/Components of
Complete Watch
Apply Testing Instruments for Movement/Components of Complete Watch

104858L2

9

77

104859L2

6

78

Implement Quality Control on Timepiece Products

104860L2

6

79

Compile Quality Control Reports on Movements, Parts and Complete
Watches
Analyze Quality Control Reports

104861L3

6

80

104862L4

6

81

Handle Complaints from Buyers on the Quality of Timepiece Products

104863L4

6

82

Implement Quality Management and Staff Training

104864L4

6

83

Promote Quality Management Culture in the Organization

104865L4

9

84

Coordinate the Implementation of Quality Management System

104866L4

6

85

5

Implement Total Quality Management

104867L5

9

86

104868L5

9

87

6

Implement ISO (International Organization for Standardization) Quality
Management Standards
Formulate Comprehensive Quality Management Strategy

104869L6

9

88

2

3
4
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Competency Summary of Product Management
QF Level Competency
2
Apply Basic Knowledge in Product Development

UoC Code
104870L2

Credit
6

Page
90

3

Apply Technologies Relevant to the Development of Timepiece Products

104871L3

6

91

4

104872L4

6

92

5

Master the Technological Development of Timepiece Materials and
Production
Execute Product Development Plan for Timepiece Products

104873L5

6

93

6

Formulate Product Development Plans for Timepiece Products

104874L6

6

94

7

Formulate Comprehensive Strategy for Developing Technological Support
and the Research and Development of Timepiece Products

104875L7

9

95
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Competency Summary of Operational Management
QF Level Competency
1
Apply General Occupational Safety and Environmental Ordinances

2

3

4

5

6

UoC Code
104876L1

Credit
6

Page
97

Know about the Operational Framework of Timepiece Companies

104877L1

3

98

Apply General Labour Regulations

104878L1

3

99

Apply Inventory Management on Timepiece Products/Components

104879L2

6

100

Procure General Timepiece Products and their Components

104880L2

3

101

Implement Supervisory Management and Production Control

104881L3

6

102

Handle Orders for Timepiece Products/Components

104882L3

6

103

Implement Inventory Procedures

104883L3

9

104

Apply Cost Accounting

104884L3

9

105

Master the Import and Export of Timepiece Products

104885L3

9

106

Implement Worksite/Factory Management

104886L4

9

107

Implement Financial Management

104887L4

9

108

Implement Logistic Management

104888L4

6

109

Apply Business Laws

104889L4

9

110

Appraise Staff Performance

104890L4

6

111

Handle General Labour Disputes

104891L4

6

112

Apply Information Management

104892L4

6

114

Execute Retail Inventory Control

104893L4

9

116

Formulate Recruitment Strategies

104894L5

6

118

Formulate Human Resources Management Strategies

104895L5

9

119

Formulate Financial Management Strategies

104896L5

9

121

Formulate Logistic Management Strategies

104897L5

9

123

Formulate Risk Management Strategies

104898L5

9

124

Assess the Manpower Market and Establish the Salary System

104899L5

9

125

Handle Complicated Labour Disputes

104900L5

9

126

Formulate Business Strategy

104901L6

9

127

Formulate Project Management Strategies

104902L6

9

128

Formulate Procurement Strategies and Performance Requirements for
Timepieces and Components

104903L6

9

129

19

6

Master the Commercial Laws in China

104904L6

6

130

7

Develop Innovative Thinking

104905L7

9

131

20

Competency Summary of Sales and Marketing
QF Level Competency
1
Promote the Sales of General Timepiece Products

2

3

4

5

6

UoC Code
104906L1

Credit
9

Page
133

Know about the Basic Knowledge of the Timepiece Market

104907L1

3

134

Receive Customers

104908L1

3

135

Guard Against Thefts in Timepiece Outlets

104909L2

3

136

Customer Relationship Skills

104910L2

3

137

Master the Market Trend of Timepiece Products and Related Marketing
Skills
Handle Customer Complaints

104911L3

9

138

104912L3

6

139

Master Customer Behaviour Psychology

104913L3

6

140

Implement Security Measures for the Watch and Clock Industry

104914L3

3

141

Implement Marketing Plans for Timepiece Products

104915L3

9

142

Implement Market Research Plans

104916L3

9

143

Manage Customer Relations

104917L3

9

144

Formulate Marketing Plans

104918L4

6

145

Implement Supervisory Management on Retailing Business

104919L4

9

147

Implement Customer Service Management

104920L4

9

148

Assess Sales Status and Formulate Sales Estimates

104921L4

6

149

Assess the Comprehensive Marketing Plan

104922L5

9

150

Formulate Customer Service Scheme

104923L5

6

151

Formulate Comprehensive Marketing Strategies and Performance
Requirements
Formulate Comprehensive Strategies and Related Measures for Exhibitions

104924L6

9

153

104925L6

9

154

Formulate Customer Service Management Strategies

104926L6

9

155

Formulate Customer Relations Management Strategies

104927L6

6

157

Formulate Timepiece Product Sales Staff Management Strategies

104928L6

9

159

Formulate Sales Strategies for Timepiece Products

104929L6

9

160
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Competency Summary of Aftersales Repair
QF Level Competency
1
Understand Aftersales Service for Timepieces

UoC Code
104930L1

Credit
9

Page
162

Understand the Timepiece Repair Workshop Environment and Facilities

104931L1

9

163

2

Understand Exterior Parts of a Watch and their Features

104932L2

6

164

3

Master the Techniques for Changing Exterior Parts and Assembling
Complete Watches
Master the Repairing Skills for Quartz Movement and Quartz Watch

104933L3

9

165

104934L3

9

166

Offer Aftersales Repair and Consulting Services

104935L3

6

168

Master Basic Hand-wound Mechanical Movements and the Repair
Techniques for them
Master the Repair Techniques for Day Date Automatic Mechanical
Movement and Mechanical Watches
Master the Concept of Isochronism Regulating to carry out Timepiece
Repair
Formulate Aftersales Service and Repair Skills Training Plans

104936L4

9

169

104937L4

9

170

104938L4

9

171

104939L5

9

173

Master the Repair Techniques for Mechanical Watches with Complications

104940L5

9

174

4

5
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Competency Summary of Brand Management
QF Level Competency
2
Know about Major Brands of Timepiece Products in Different Grades
3

4

5

6

UoC Code
104941L2

Credit
6

Page
176

Implement Brand Promotion Strategies

104942L3

6

177

Implement Timepiece Product Display

104943L3

6

178

Implement Advertising and Promotional Activities

104944L3

6

179

Apply Timepiece Products Brand Design Techniques

104945L3

6

180

Assess the Relationship of Brand Positioning and Brand Identity

104946L4

6

181

Supervise Timepiece Product and Store Displays

104947L4

6

182

Apply Brand Creativity Development Skills to Timepiece Products

104948L4

6

183

Formulate a Promotion Plan for a Franchised Brand

104949L5

6

184

Formulate an Original Brand Promotion Plan

104950L5

6

185

Build Timepiece Product Brand Image

104951L5

6

186

Establish Partnerships with Brand Distributors

104952L5

6

187

Set the Market Positioning of a New Timepiece Product

104953L5

6

188

Formulate Brand Sales Strategies

104954L5

6

189

Formulate Branding Strategies for Timepieces

104955L6

6

190
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Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 1

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Know about the
Assembling Technique of a
Complete Watch
104819L1
Credit: 9
Page: 36

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

104857L1
Credit: 6
Page: 76

Aftersales Repair
Unit of Competency

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Understand Aftersales
Service for Timepieces
104930L1
Credit: 9
Page: 162

Know about the Basic Understand the
Know about the
Timepiece Repair
Operational Framework Knowledge of the
Workshop Environment
of Timepiece Companies Timepiece Market
and Facilities
104907L1
104877L1
104931L1
Credit: 3
Credit: 3
Credit: 9
Page: 134
Page: 98
Page: 163

104820L1
Credit: 9
Page: 37

Apply General Labour
Regulations
104878L1
Credit: 3
Page: 99

Apply Safety Standards for Identify the Qualities and
Features of Different
Timepiece Products
Timepiece Components
104821L2
104834L2
Credit: 6
Credit: 3
Page: 38
Page: 52

Unit of Competency

Promote the Sales of
Apply General
Occupational Safety and General Timepiece
Products
Environmental
Ordinances
104906L1
Credit: 9
104876L1
Page: 133
Credit: 6
Page: 97

Apply the Basic
Knowledge of Quality
Control in Timepiece
Products

Know about the
Assembling Technique of a
Movement

Level 2

Sales and
Marketing

Master the Quality Check Apply Basic
Knowledge in Product
Standards for
Movement/Components Development
of Complete Watch
104870L2
Credit: 6
104858L2
Page: 90
Credit: 9
Page: 77
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Apply Inventory
Management on
Timepiece
Products/Components
104879L2
Credit: 6
Page: 100

Receive Customers
104908L1
Credit: 3
Page: 135

Guard Against Thefts Understand Exterior
in Timepiece Outlets Parts of a Watch and
their Features
104909L2
104932L2
Credit: 3
Credit: 6
Page: 136
Page: 164

Know about Major
Brands of Timepiece
Products in Different
Grades
104941L2
Credit: 6
Page: 176

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 2

Manufacturing

Design

Unit of Competency

Unit of Competency

Carry out Surface
Treatment of the
Components of a Complete
Watch

Understand the
Principles and the
Functional Structure of a
Complete Watch and a
Quartz Movement

104822L2
Credit: 9
Page: 39

104835L2
Credit: 3
Page: 53
Understand Timepiece
Design Concept
104836L2
Credit: 3
Page: 54

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Customer Relationship
Procure General
Timepiece Products and Skills
their Components
104910L2
Credit: 3
104880L2
Page: 137
Credit: 3
Page: 101

Apply Testing
Instruments for
Movement/Components
of Complete Watch
104859L2
Credit: 6
Page: 78

Implement Quality
Control on Timepiece
Products
104860L2
Credit: 6
Page: 79

Master the Basic
Techniques for Making
Prototypes of Timepiece
Products
104837L2
Credit: 6
Page: 55
Apply Basic
Photography Techniques
for Timepiece Products
104838L2
Credit: 3
Page: 56
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Aftersales Repair
Unit of Competency

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Sales and
Marketing

Aftersales Repair

Brand
Management

Unit of Competency

Unit of Competency

Unit of Competency

Master the Market
Trend of Timepiece
Products and Related
Marketing Skills

Master the Techniques
for Changing Exterior
Parts and Assembling
Complete Watches

Implement Brand
Promotion Strategies

104911L3
Credit: 9
Page: 138

104933L3
Credit: 9
Page: 165

Apply Timepiece
Window Display Design
Techniques

Level 2

104839L2
Credit: 6
Page: 57

Apply the Techniques of
Drawing Timepiece
Design Sketches
104840L2
Credit: 6
Page: 58

Master Creative
Thinking Methods for
Design
104841L2
Credit: 3
Page: 59

Level 3

Master the Electroplating
Technique for Parts of a
Complete Watch
104823L3
Credit: 9
Page: 40

Apply the Structural
Principles and Functions
of Basic Mechanical
Movements
104842L3
Credit: 6
Page: 60

Compile Quality Control
Reports on Movements,
Parts and Complete
Watches
104861L3
Credit: 6
Page: 80

Apply Technologies
Relevant to the
Development of
Timepiece Products
104871L3
Credit: 6
Page: 91
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Implement Supervisory
Management and
Production Control
104881L3
Credit: 6
Page: 102

104942L3
Credit: 6
Page: 177

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 3

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Master the Application of Understand Intellectual
Property
Computer-aided
Design/Manufacturing/Engi
104843L3
neering
Credit: 3
Page: 61
104824L3
Credit: 9
Page: 41

Handle Orders for
Timepiece
Products/Components

Apply Analogue
Master the Assembling
Management of a Complete Timepiece Product
Design Techniques
Watch

Implement Inventory
Procedures

104825L3
Credit: 5
Page: 42

104882L3
Credit: 6
Page: 103

104883L3
Credit: 9
Page: 104

104844L3
Credit: 9
Page: 62

Apply Cost Accounting

Apply Rapid Prototyping
Techniques for
Timepiece Components

104884L3
Credit: 9
Page: 105

104845L3
Credit: 3
Page: 63

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Handle Customer
Complaints
104912L3
Credit: 6
Page: 139

Unit of Competency

Master the Repairing
Skills for Quartz
Movement and Quartz
Watch
104934L3
Credit: 9
Page: 166

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Implement Timepiece
Product Display
104943L3
Credit: 6
Page: 178

Offer Aftersales Repair Implement
Master Customer
Behaviour Psychology and Consulting Services Advertising and
Promotional Activities
104935L3
104913L3
104944L3
Credit: 6
Credit: 6
Credit: 6
Page: 168
Page: 140
Page: 179

Implement Security
Measures for the
Watch and Clock
Industry
104914L3
Credit: 3
Page: 141

Apply Advertising
Photography Techniques
for Timepiece Products

Master the Import and
Export of Timepiece
Products

Implement Marketing
Plans for Timepiece
Products

104846L3
Credit: 6
Page: 64

104885L3
Credit: 9
Page: 106

104915L3
Credit: 9
Page: 142
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Aftersales Repair

Apply Timepiece
Products Brand
Design Techniques
104945L3
Credit: 6
Page: 180

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 3

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Aftersales Repair
Unit of Competency

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Implement Market
Research Plans

Apply Graphic Design
Software to Colour
Drawings of Products

104916L3
Credit: 9
Page: 143

104847L3
Credit: 6
Page: 65

Manage Customer
Relations

Apply Techniques of
Colour Rendering with
Markers

104917L3
Credit: 9
Page: 144

104848L3
Credit: 6
Page: 66

Apply Timepiece Shop
Environment Design
Techniques
104849L3
Credit: 9
Page: 67

Level 4

Master the Mechanism
Master CNC Machining
Technology to Manufacture and Functions of a
Mechanical MultiTimepiece Components
function Movement
104826L4
104850L4
Credit: 9
Credit: 6
Page: 43
Page: 68

Analyze Quality Control Master the
Technological
Reports
Development of
Timepiece Materials
104862L4
and Production
Credit: 6
Page: 81
104872L4
Credit: 6
Page: 92
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Implement
Worksite/Factory
Management
104886L4
Credit: 9
Page: 107

Formulate Marketing
Plans
104918L4
Credit: 6
Page: 145

Master Basic Handwound Mechanical
Movements and the
Repair Techniques for
them
104936L4
Credit: 9
Page: 169

Assess the
Relationship of Brand
Positioning and Brand
Identity
104946L4
Credit: 6
Page: 181

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 4

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Master the Operation of a
Traditional/Semiautomatic/Fully Automatic
Movement Assembling
Line
104827L4
Credit: 5
Page: 44

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

104887L4
Credit: 9
Page: 108

104863L4
Credit: 6
Page: 82

Master the Efficiency
Control for Production of
Complete Watch

Implement Quality
Apply 3-dimensional
Modelling Applications Management and Staff
Training
to Timepiece Design

104828L4
Credit: 5
Page: 45

104852L4
Credit: 6
Page: 70

104864L4
Credit: 6
Page: 83

Promote Quality
Master the Manufacturing Apply Timepiece
Technologies of Timepiece Exhibition Booth Design Management Culture in
the Organization
Techniques
Products
104829L4
Credit: 5
Page: 46

104853L4
Credit: 6
Page: 71

104865L4
Credit: 9
Page: 84

Master the Manufacturing
of Timepiece Components

Apply Graphic Design
and Post-production
Timepiece Promotional
Materials

Coordinate the
Implementation of
Quality Management
System

104854L4
Credit: 6
Page: 72

104866L4
Credit: 6
Page: 85

104830L4
Credit: 9
Page: 47

Unit of Competency

Implement Financial
Management

Apply Digital Timepiece Handle Complaints from
Buyers on the Quality of
Product Design
Timepiece Products
Techniques
104851L4
Credit: 9
Page: 69

Operational
Management

Unit of Competency

Implement
Supervisory
Management on
Retailing Business
104919L4
Credit: 9
Page: 147

Implement Logistic
Management

Implement Customer
Service Management

104888L4
Credit: 6
Page: 109

104920L4
Credit: 9
Page: 148

Apply Business Laws

Assess Sales Status
and Formulate Sales
Estimates

104889L4
Credit: 9
Page: 110

Appraise Staff
Performance
104890L4
Credit: 6
Page: 111
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Sales and
Marketing

104921L4
Credit: 6
Page: 149

Aftersales Repair
Unit of Competency

Master the Repair
Techniques for Day
Date Automatic
Mechanical Movement
and Mechanical Watches
104937L4
Credit: 9
Page: 170

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Supervise Timepiece
Product and Store
Displays
104947L4
Credit: 6
Page: 182

Master the Concept of
Isochronism Regulating
to carry out Timepiece
Repair

Apply Brand
Creativity
Development Skills to
Timepiece Products

104938L4
Credit: 9
Page: 171

104948L4
Credit: 6
Page: 183

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 4

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Aftersales Repair
Unit of Competency

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Handle General Labour
Disputes

Apply Threedimensional Computer
Scanning to Timepiece
Design

104891L4
Credit: 6
Page: 112

104855L4
Credit: 3
Page: 73

Apply Information
Management
104892L4
Credit: 6
Page: 114

Execute Retail Inventory
Control
104893L4
Credit: 9
Page: 116

Level 5

Master Timepiece Trend Implement Total Quality
Assess Production
Management
and Cultural
Management and
Performance Requirements Development
104867L5
Credit: 9
104856L5
104831L5
Page: 86
Credit: 6
Credit: 9
Page: 74
Page: 48

Formulate Recruitment
Execute Product
Development Plan for Strategies
Timepiece Products
104894L5
Credit: 6
104873L5
Page: 118
Credit: 6
Page: 93
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Assess the
Comprehensive
Marketing Plan

Formulate Aftersales
Service and Repair
Skills Training Plans

Formulate a Promotion
Plan for a Franchised
Brand

104922L5
Credit: 9
Page: 150

104939L5
Credit: 9
Page: 173

104949L5
Credit: 6
Page: 184

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 5

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Formulate Customer
Formulate Human
Resources Management Service Scheme
Strategies
104923L5
Credit: 6
104895L5
Page: 151
Credit: 9
Page: 119

Implement ISO
(International
Organization for
Standardization) Quality
Management Standards
104868L5
Credit: 9
Page: 87

Unit of Competency

Master the Repair
Techniques for
Mechanical Watches
with Complications
104940L5
Credit: 9
Page: 174

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Formulate an Original
Brand Promotion Plan
104950L5
Credit: 6
Page: 185

Formulate Financial
Management Strategies

Build Timepiece
Product Brand Image

104896L5
Credit: 9
Page: 121

104951L5
Credit: 6
Page: 186

Formulate Logistic
Management Strategies

Establish Partnerships
with Brand
Distributors

104897L5
Credit: 9
Page: 123

Formulate Risk
Management Strategies
104898L5
Credit: 9
Page: 124
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Aftersales Repair

104952L5
Credit: 6
Page: 187

Set the Market
Positioning of a New
Timepiece Product
104953L5
Credit: 6
Page: 188

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Unit of Competency

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Formulate Brand Sales
Strategies

Assess the Manpower
Market and Establish the
Salary System

Level 5

Aftersales Repair

104954L5
Credit: 6
Page: 189

104899L5
Credit: 9
Page: 125

Handle Complicated
Labour Disputes
104900L5
Credit: 9
Page: 126

Level 6

Formulate Comprehensive
Production Management
and Performance
Requirements
104832L6
Credit: 9
Page: 49

Formulate
Comprehensive Quality
Management Strategy
104869L6
Credit: 9
Page: 88

Formulate Business
Formulate Product
Development Plans for Strategy
Timepiece Products
104901L6
Credit: 9
104874L6
Page: 127
Credit: 6
Page: 94

Formulate Project
Management Strategies

Formulate Plans to Improve
Timepiece Manufacturing
Technologies

104902L6
Credit: 9
Page: 128

104833L6
Credit: 9
Page: 50

Formulate
Comprehensive
Marketing Strategies
and Performance
Requirements
104924L6
Credit: 9
Page: 153
Formulate
Comprehensive
Strategies and Related
Measures for
Exhibitions
104925L6
Credit: 9
Page: 154
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Formulate Branding
Strategies for
Timepieces
104955L6
Credit: 6
Page: 190

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Formulate Procurement
Strategies and
Performance
Requirements for
Timepieces and
Components

Level 6

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Formulate Customer
Service Management
Strategies
104926L6
Credit: 9
Page: 155

104903L6
Credit: 9
Page: 129
Master the Commercial
Laws in China
104904L6
Credit: 6
Page: 130

Formulate Customer
Relations Management
Strategies
104927L6
Credit: 6
Page: 157

Formulate Timepiece
Product Sales Staff
Management
Strategies
104928L6
Credit: 9
Page: 159
Formulate Sales
Strategies for
Timepiece Products
104929L6
Credit: 9
Page: 160
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Aftersales Repair
Unit of Competency

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Competency Matrix
Functional
Areas
Competency
Level

Level 7

Manufacturing
Unit of Competency

Design
Unit of Competency

Quality Management
Unit of Competency

Product
Management
Unit of Competency

Formulate
Comprehensive
Strategy for
Developing
Technological Support
and the Research and
Development of
Timepiece Products
104875L7
Credit: 9
Page: 95
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Operational
Management
Unit of Competency

Develop Innovative
Thinking
104905L7
Credit: 9
Page: 131

Sales and
Marketing
Unit of Competency

Aftersales Repair
Unit of Competency

Brand
Management
Unit of Competency

Units of Competency for
Manufacturing
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Know about the Assembling Technique of a Complete Watch

Code

104819L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in a watch assembling workshop. It covers the
abilities to carry out the simple assembling of a complete watch under supervision by applying
different basic tools in accordance with the set process of assembling a complete watch and the
safety regulations.

Level

1

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic knowledge of assembling a complete watch
• Understand the structure of a Complete Watch
• Movement
• Dial
• Hands
• Case and its components
• Crown
• Band
• Understand the assembling methods of a Complete Watch
• Electronic digital watch
• Analogue quartz watch
• Mechanical watch
• Know about the assembling (production) modes of a Complete Watch
• Outsourced processing system
• Contracting system
• Piece-work system
• Process-flow system (for Production line)
• Understand the basic assembling procedures of a complete watch
• Know about the principles of time study
• Different positions and division of work in the process-flow for production line
• Arrangement and coordination of workers
• Supplementary production line
• Testing of a water-proof watch case
• Cutting of winding stem and installation of winding crown
• Focus on the comprehensive quality control taken by different points of a production
line, especially process-flow for production line
• Quality testing before a complete watch is delivered from an assembling
(production) line
2. Carry out simple assembling of a complete watch
• Carry out the simple assembling of a complete watch under supervision according to the
set process of assembling of a complete watch and the safety regulations
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out the assembling of a complete watch according to the safety guidelines and code
of practice of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Carry out the simple assembling of a complete watch under supervision according to the
set process of assembling of a complete watch and the safety regulations.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Know about the Assembling Technique of a Movement

Code

104820L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in a watch assembling workshop. It covers the
abilities to carry out the assembling of a movement under supervision in accordance with the set
process of assembling a movement and the safety regulations.

Level

1

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic knowledge of assembling a movement
• Possess the knowledge of safety in a movement assembling workshop
• Regulations of workshop safety
• Conditions and requirements of the safe working environment
• Accident prevention measures
• Correct use of safety tools
• Know about the basic equipment and tools of a movement assembling workshop
• Know about the assembling methods of a movement and the assembling procedure
of a mechanical movement
• Arrangement of a movement assembling production line
• Hand tools, auxiliary production tools and grips for the assembling of a movement,
including:
• Electronic digital watch movement
• Analogue quartz watch movement
• Mechanical watch movement
• Know about the basic testing apparatus for the assembling of a movement, e.g.:
• Testing apparatus for an electronic digital watch movement
• Testing apparatus for an analogue quartz watch movement
• Testing apparatus for a mechanical movement
2. Carry out the assembling of a movement
• Carry out the assembling of all kinds of movements under supervision according to the set
process of assembling of a movement and the safety regulations, including:
• Electronic digital watch movement
• Analogue quartz watch movement
• Mechanical watch movement
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out the assembling of a movement according to the safety guidelines and code of
practice of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Carry out the assembling of a movement under supervision according to the set process
of assembling of a movement and the safety regulations.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Apply Safety Standards for Timepiece Products

Code

104821L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece manufacturing companies. It covers the
abilities to carry out manufacturing procedures for timepiece products under supervision
according to the relevant safety standards.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of safety standards for timepiece products
• Understand the safety standards for timepiece components (exterior parts)
• Selection of materials
• Safety of design of individual parts
• Safety of parts after assembled
• Safety of surface treatment
• Nickel-free electroplating
• Waterproof feature of case
• Hardness of case glass
• Paint spray adhesion on dial
• UV reaction of dial electroplate
• Waterproof feature of waterproof crown
• Tensile strength of band
• Safety of band colour
• Torsion of metallic band
• Functions of push-buttons of the case
• Understand a complete watch safety standards
• Crash
• Shock
• Artificial sweat
• Isochronism
• Waterproof feature
• Know about the EU RoHS (Restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances)
• Understand the six RoHS harmful substances, including: lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd),
mercury (Hg), hexavalent chromium (Cr6 +), polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE) and
polybrominated biphenyls (PBB)
• Understand the specifications of the EU RoHS standard/lead-free solder standard on the
control of the above six harmful substances
• Know about the EU REACH regulation (REGULATION concerning the Registration,
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals)
• Understand the main content of the REACH regulation:
• Registration
• Evaluation
• Authorization
• Restriction
2. Make timepiece products
• Make timepiece products under supervision according to the safety standards and code of
safety for timepiece products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Make timepiece products according to the ordinances related to dangerous goods and
environmental protection
• Engage in timepiece product manufacturing according to the safety guidelines and code of
practice of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Make timepiece products under supervision according to the safety standards for
timepiece products.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Carry out Surface Treatment of the Components of a Complete Watch

Code

104822L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece manufacturing companies. It covers the
abilities to carry out surface treatment of the components of a complete watch under supervision.

Level

2

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of surface treatment of a complete watch and its components
• Understand the surface treatment procedure for the metal case of a complete watch,
including:
• Buffering (Polishing)
• Brushing
• Sand-blasting
• Paint-spraying
• Electroplating
• Know about the effect of surface treatment of the components of a complete watch
• Understand the application of transparent lacquer and the control of its effect
• Know about the characteristics of transparent lacquer, e.g. density and colour
• Understand the application method of transparent lacquer and the control of its
effect
• Understand the application of colour paint and the control of its effect
• Know about the characteristics of coloured paint, including:
• Types of coloured paints
• Principle of coloured paints and its proper application
• Standardization of colours
• Colour reflection
• Density
• Understand the correct method of effect control, including:
• Method of testing on the colour effect made to the metal surface of a
complete watch
• Control of colour sample standards
• Control of colour brightness standards
• Know about the stability and chemical reaction made by coloured paint on a metal
watch component
2. Carry out surface treatment of the components of a complete watch
• Carry out surface treatment of the components of a complete watch under supervision
according to the requirements of production/quality check
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out work duties related to the surface treatment of a complete watch and its
components according to the safety guidelines and code of practice of the Occupational
Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC is the ability to:
• Carry out surface treatment of the components of a complete watch under supervision
according to the requirements of production/quality check.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master the Electroplating Technique for Parts of a Complete Watch

Code

104823L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to master the standard and method of
electroplating a complete watch, and carry out general electroplating of complete watches
according to the guidelines and safety regulations.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic knowledge of electroplating
• Know about the objectives of dial treatment for timepiece products
• Understand treatments and basic procedures of electroplating, e.g.:
• Electroplating
• Organic spray
• Chemical plating
• Understand the treatment procedure, conditions and important points before
electroplating, e.g.:
• Polishing, grinding
• Different cleaning and grease-releasing materials
• Understand the different electroplating procedures for different metals
• Master the electroplating standard and requirements
• Know about the categories of gold-plating solutions
• By the pH degree of the solution
• By the content of cyanide
• By the valence of gold ion
• Master the colour standard and features of gold-plating for a case
• Know about the features of silver-plating
• Know about the features, process and noting points for rhodium-plating
• Understand the application of pure palladium-plating or palladium alloy plating in the
electroplating of timepiece
• Know about the features of palladium-plating
• Understand other types of electroplating
• Ruthenium-plating
• Electroplating of tin alloys
• Understand the EEC nickel prohibition ordinance and its effect on timepiece
electroplating
• Know about the testing methods in relation to the EEC nickel prohibition ordinance
• Master the inspection and testing for electroplated layers
2. Electroplate
• Carry out general electroplating of a complete watch according to working guidelines and
safety regulations
• Master the operation of electroplating equipment
• Improve the effect of electroplating
• Master the advanced technology for treating metal dials
• Know about the significance of environmental protection during the process of
electroplating
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out electroplating of timepiece products according to the Dangerous Goods
Ordinance and Environmental Laws and Regulations
• Carry out electroplating according to the safety guidelines and code of practice of the
Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Carry out general electroplating of a complete watch according to working guidelines and
safety regulations as well as the standards and requirement.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master the Application of Computer-aided Design/Manufacturing/Engineering

Code

104824L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to use computer-aided system in designing
timepiece components, such as dial, case and band, except watch movement; and set the
computerized numerical control (CNC) programme to manufacture the timepiece components.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand computer-aided design/manufacturing/engineering process
• Understand the operation and functions of computer-aided
design/manufacturing/engineering software
• Understand the process from computer drawing of timepiece components to the output of
products
• Understand the production and handling of timepiece components
• Understand the preparation of engineering drawing
• Understand output file with numerical control machining and engineering analysis
2. Apply computer-aided design/manufacturing/engineering
• Master the structural diagram of timepiece components and the operation and functions of
computer-aided design software
• Apply computer-aided software in drawing simple timepiece component design
• Use computer-aided software to build solid models
• Use engineering drawing to aid the manufacturing of timepiece components
• Use the design file data output to manage the numerical control machining and
engineering analysis
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Manufacture the timepiece components according to the safety guidelines and code of
practice of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use computer-aided software to design timepiece components, such as dial, case and
band; and
• Use design file and data output to set the numerical control machining programme for
timepiece components and carry out engineering analysis.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master the Assembling Management of a Complete Watch

Code

104825L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to manage the production flow of complete
watches according to the production requirement, including the control of the quantity of
substandard products and inventory.

Level

3

Credit

5 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the production flow of complete watches
• Know about the facilities and environment of an assembling workshop of complete
watches
• Know about the importance of the location arrangement of the process flow in
assembling
• Understand the relationship between the assembling workshop of complete
watches and other departments
• Master the layout of the assembling workshop of complete watches
• Understand the methods of complete watch production management
• Understand the efficiency control method for the production of complete watches, e.g.:
• Quantity of qualified products and the estimated production quantity
• Method to reduce the quantities of substandard products and defective products
• Arrange and budget the quantity of spare parts
2. Master the assembling management of a complete watch
• Manage the process flow in the assembling of complete watches according to production
requirements through the employment of production control methods
• Master the inventory control of the production line
• Know about the importance of coordination between product circulation quantity
and other departments inside the workshop
• Estimate the routine circulation quantity of products of the production department
• Estimate the production cycle of a production line
• Control the inventory control of a production line
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out the assembling of complete watches according to the safety guidelines and
code of practice of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Manage the process flow in the assembling of complete watches according to the
production requirement through the employment of production management method.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master CNC Machining Technology to Manufacture Timepiece Components

Code

104826L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to use CNC machining technology to
manufacture different timepiece components except movements.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand CNC machining system
• Understand the operation and functions of CNC machining system
• Understand CNC programme writing and editing
• Understand the uses of different programme codes
• Understand general machining arrangements for work pieces
• Understand data transmission and storage
• Understand the operation of connecting computer-aided software to numerical control
machining
• Understand the features of numerical control machining
• Understand the importance of the maintenance for machining centre
2. Apply CNC machining system technology
• Master the operation and functions of CNC machining system
• Write and edit simple CNC programmes
• Handle general CNC machining procedures for manufacturing work pieces
• Handle data transmission and storage for direct numerical control machining
• Handle general maintenance routine for machining centres
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Use CNC machining technology to manufacture timepiece components according to the
safety guidelines and code of practice of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use CNC machining technology to manufacture timepiece components; and
• Handle general CNC machining procedures for manufacturing work pieces.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master the Operation of a Traditional/Semi-automatic/Fully Automatic Movement Assembling
Line

Code

104827L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of movement
assembling/manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to master the operation of
traditional/semi-automatic/fully automatic movement assembling, and evaluate its production
performance.

Level

4

Credit

5 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand knowledge of movement assembling
• Know about movement assembling line
• Traditional
• Semi-automatic
• Fully automatic
• Understand the strengths and weaknesses of different kinds of movement assembling line
• Understand the design features of different movement assembling lines
• Understand movement assembling process
• Understand how to prepare a programme of the assembling process
2. Master the operation of a traditional/semi-automatic/fully automatic movement assembling line
• Decide on the choice of movement assembling line for the plant
• Master the design of an assembling line for the production flow
• Master the operation of a traditional/semi-automatic/fully automatic movement assembling
line
• Master the effect of the design of a movement assembling line on production efficiency
• Evaluate the logistics performance of a movement assembling line
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out the operation of a traditional/semi-automatic/fully automatic movement
assembling line according to the safety guidelines of the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Select appropriate assembling lines according to the production conditions and direction
of the organization; and
• Master the operation of traditional/semi-automatic/fully automatic movement assembling
lines and evaluate their production performance.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master the Efficiency Control for Production of Complete Watch

Code

104828L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to master the efficiency control for production of
complete watch, and assist the management in supervising the production flow in order to
enhance production efficiency.

Level

4

Credit

5 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of complete watch production
• Know about the reasons and key factors affecting the efficiency control for production of
complete watch
• Understand the importance of controlling the quantity of defective products
• Understand the causes for defective products
2. Master the efficiency control for production of complete watch
• Master the control of the production efficiency of a complete watch assembling workshop
and implement the performance requirements for the production department
• Plan for the revision or enhancement of the performance requirements
• Determine the ways to improve/enhance production efficiency
• Workshop (production line)
• Production department
• Entire plant
• Reduce the number of defective products
• Train the workshop team leader’s/supervisor’s supervisory skills
• Cultivate communication skills among workshop team leaders/ supervisors
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Engage in complete watch production according to the safety guidelines of the
Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Implement control for production of complete watch, and assist the management in
supervising the production flow and reducing the number of defective products in order to
enhance production efficiency.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master the Manufacturing Technologies of Timepiece Products

Code

104829L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to choose new timepiece manufacturing
technologies that support the development of the organization.

Level

4

Credit

5 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand timepiece manufacturing technologies
• Know about timepiece manufacturing technologies provided by different manufacturers in
the market
• Understand the work flow of workshop/different factory departments
• Understand knowledge of electrical/mechanical safety
2. Master timepiece manufacturing technologies
• Compare timepiece manufacturing technologies in the market and select timepiece
manufacturing technologies that support the production or development of the
organization
• Master timepiece manufacturing technologies to manufacture and produce timepiece
products according to the guidelines of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance
• Test innovative timepiece manufacturing technologies, and select and recommend to the
management those that support the development of the organization so as to enhance
production efficiency
• Make suggestion to the engineering department in the design and manufacturing of
auxiliary production tools and related fixture so as to enhance production efficiency
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Engage in timepiece production according to the safety guidelines of the Occupational
Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the operation of timepiece production department and use timepiece production
technologies safely according to occupational safety guidelines; and
• Choose new timepiece manufacturing technologies that support the production or
development of the organization based on practical experience and tests.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Master the Manufacturing of Timepiece Components

Code

104830L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
component manufacturing organizations. It covers the abilities to master the manufacturing
techniques for timepiece components in order to carry out the manufacturing operation.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the manufacturing techniques for timepiece components
• Understand the structure of different timepiece components
• Dial
• Hands
• Case and its components
• Crown
• Band
• Understand the fitting and tolerance limits of timepiece components
• Understand the unique manufacturing techniques for different timepiece components
• Traditional lathe operation
• Hand processing
• Surface treatment
• Electroplating technique
• Spraying technique
• Stone setting technique
2. Apply the manufacturing techniques for timepiece components
• Master the fitting and tolerance limits of relevant timepiece components and apply the
manufacturing techniques for timepiece components to manufacture timepiece products
according to customer requirements
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Engage in the manufacturing of timepiece components according to the safety guidelines
of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the fitting and tolerance limits of relevant timepiece components; and
• Apply the manufacturing techniques for timepiece components to manufacture timepiece
products according to customer requirements.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Assess Production Management and Performance Requirements

Code

104831L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to master the information on the organization’s
production management, inventory control and production operation; and analyze, assess and
integrate such information, so as to assess the production management and performance
requirements and to conduct regular review.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand timepiece production management concept
• Understand timepiece production management
• Production system
• Production plan
• Forecast production capacity plan
• Understand timepiece inventory control
• Understand the sequencing of timepiece production operation
• Single-piece sequencing
• Streamlined workshop sequencing
• Single-piece processing sequencing
• Understand materials and resources plans, such as:
• Materials Requirement Plan (MRP)
• Manufacturing Resources Plan (MRPII)
2. Assess timepiece production management and performance requirements
• Assess timepiece production management
• Review production management performance requirements
• Rectify the production plan to meet the development need of the organization
• Draw up a budget for the timepiece production management plan
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Perform timepiece production management according to the safety guidelines of the
Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the information on the organization’s production management, inventory control
and production operation, and assess such information; and
• Regularly review and rectify the production plan and requirements to meet the
development of the organization.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Formulate Comprehensive Production Management and Performance Requirements

Code

104832L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to review and analyze information and data from
the production department in order to study the factors affecting production efficiency, and
formulate comprehensive production management and performance requirements.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of timepiece production management
• Understand timepiece production system management concept
• Understand timepiece production plan and production cost analysis, e.g. projected
productivity
• Understand the organizational work for production so that the production system can meet
the requirements of the production plan
• Understand the daily operation and sales plan of the organization
• Understand inventory control
• Master timepiece production control
• Master material demand and manufacturing resources
2. Formulate comprehensive production management and performance requirements
• Devise manufacturing resources plan for the organization, e.g. reduction of material
consumption, production cost, production cycle, etc. to enhance the organization’s
competitiveness and production efficiency
• Formulate new production system to adapt to diversified production and carry out product
replacement according to the change in market demand
• Plan, organize, coordinate and control the resources of manpower, materials, equipment
and capital according to the business goal of the organization, targeting the market
demand in the quality, quantity and cost of products, so as to produce products that meet
the market demand
• Analyze and consolidate data and information from the production department to
investigate factors affecting production efficiency, so as to build a timepiece production
system that enables the products to meet the targets in variety, quality, output, delivery
date and environmental protection
• Formulate comprehensive production management and performance requirements of the
organization, e.g. efficiency, quality, delivery date and production/product safety
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Build a timepiece production system that can enhance timepiece production efficiency

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Build a timepiece production system, including production management, production plan
and inventory control; and
• Formulate comprehensive production management and performance requirements for the
timepiece production system to support the development of the organization.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Manufacturing
Title

Formulate Plans to Improve Timepiece Manufacturing Technologies

Code

104833L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the production department of timepiece
manufacturing companies. It covers the abilities to review, assess and analyze existing
timepiece manufacturing technologies, and formulate plans to improve the timepiece
manufacturing technologies.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of timepiece manufacturing technologies
• Understand issues related to manufacturing technologies faced by the industry
• Understand new technology used by the industry for improvement of production quality
• Understand how new technology/manufacturing technologies affect the quality of
timepiece products and the organization
2. Formulate plans to improve timepiece manufacturing technologies
• Compare different timepiece manufacturing technologies and assess local and overseas
advanced timepiece manufacturing technologies
• Assess the feasibility of implementing various timepiece manufacturing technologies in the
organization
• Master the information on timepiece manufacturing technologies and latest technological
development, and introduce advanced machinery and equipment to enhance the
organization’s production efficiency and product quality
• Set the benchmark of production technologies for the organization
• Formulate plans to improve timepiece manufacturing technologies, review ongoing
research projects regularly, and allocate and utilize research resources
• Formulate a comprehensive development plan for timepiece manufacturing technologies
to enhance competitiveness of the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Improve timepiece manufacturing technologies to enhance the production efficiency and
product quality for timepiece manufacture

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master timepiece manufacturing technologies, review, assess and analyze existing
timepiece manufacturing technologies, assess the feasibility of implementing various
timepiece manufacturing technologies in the organization, and formulate a plan to improve
timepiece manufacturing technologies so as to enhance of the organization.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Identify the Qualities and Features of Different Timepiece Components

Code

104834L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to know about the functions, features and qualities of various timepiece
components and point out their strengths and weaknesses, so as to choose suitable
components and assist in carrying out timepiece design duties under supervision.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand structural features and functions of general timepiece components
• Know about structural features and functions of general timepiece components, e.g.:
• Hands
• Dial
• Case
• Crown
• Band/Strap
• Glass
• Movement
• Know about other component parts, such as:
• Application of spring bars
• Function of bezel and its matching with the case
• Function and materials of casing ring
• The application of and fitting between a push-button, a movement and a case
2. Identify the qualities and features of different timepiece components
• Compare timepiece components of different origins from various perspectives and point
out their strengths and weaknesses
• Quality
• Material
• Feature/function
• Size and specifications
• Outlook and style
• Manufacturing technique
• Perspective of design
• Choose suitable components and assist in carrying out timepiece design duties under
supervision
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement when assisting in the duties related to
timepiece design

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the functions, features and qualities of various timepiece components and point
out their strengths and weaknesses; and
• Choose suitable timepiece components and assist in carrying out timepiece design duties
under supervision.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Understand the Principles and the Functional Structure of a Complete Watch and a Quartz
Movement

Code

104835L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to know about the structure and functions of different timepiece products,
understand the assembling principle of a complete watch, and assist in carrying out duties
related to timepiece design under supervision.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the functional structure of a complete watch and a quartz movement and the
principles of assembling a complete watch
• Know about the structure, main system, components and operation principle of an analog
movement
• Know about the operation principle of an analog movement with date/day display
• Know about the operation principle of an analog movement with chronograph function
• Know about the main components, structure and functions of a liquid crystal display
movement
• Know about the operation principle of a liquid crystal display movement and the operation
of some of its additional functions
• Know about the specific function of an integrated circuit board of a movement
• Know about the categories, basic structures and functioning of batteries
• Know about the interchangeability of batteries with different origins or from different
suppliers
• Master the essential assembling parts of a complete watch, including the hands, dial,
case, crown, band, glass, movement, etc.
• Know about the materials and structural differences of watches with different functions,
e.g.:
• Structure of a complete watch with water-proof function
• Structure of a complete watch with anti-vibration function
• Structure of a complete watch with anti-magnetic function
• Understand the assembling principle, process and steps of a complete watch
• Know about the assembling tools and method for a complete watch
• Know about the inspection after a complete watch is assembled, e.g.:
• Condition of cleanliness
• Levelling of hands
• Operation of functions
• Water proof test
• Tensile test
• Impact test
2. Assist in carrying out duties related to timepiece design
• Apply the knowledge and principle of assembling a complete watch and a quartz watch,
assist in carrying out duties related to timepiece design under supervision
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property when assisting to carry out duties related to timepiece
design, do not plagiarize so as to prevent the individual and the organization from falling
into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand timepiece structure and the operation principle of quartz movement, and
assist in carrying duties related to timepiece design under supervision.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Understand Timepiece Design Concept

Code

104836L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand timepiece design concept, and design timepiece products that
are suitable for production and assembling under supervision according to the themes or
requirements for the timepiece products.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand timepiece design concept
• Know about the design concept of a watch dial
• Dial structure
• Dial materials
• Forms of typeface
• Printing forms
• Separation line and date window
• Position of brand name and trademark
• Position of informational materials
• Application and matching of colours
• Know about the design concept of watch hands
• Style of hands
• Size of hands
• Matching between hands and dial
• Know about the design concept of a watch case
• Case components
• Case structure
• Knowledge of materials
• Case appearance
• Size matching and limit
• Case matching with dial, band and crown respectively
• Know about the design concept of a watch band
• Band components
• Band structure
• Materials
• Band appearance
• Size of band
• Types and use of buckle
• Know about the design concept of a watch crown
• Style of crown
• Crown structure
• Understand the size and features of a movement
2. Assist in carrying out timepiece design
• Carry out timepiece design under supervision according to requirements of customers or
the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Understand timepiece design concept and carry out duties related to timepiece design
under supervision according to requirements of customers or the organization.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Master the Basic Techniques for Making Prototypes of Timepiece Products

Code

104837L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to master basic tools and basic techniques for wax prototype carving to make
prototypes under supervision in production workshops.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about carving tools and materials
• Know about the use of carving tools, including carving knife, wax knife, wax file, wax
needle file, wax grinding stone, wax mould axis, small crayon and wax welding machine
• Know about carving materials, including moulding wax and carving wax
2. Master basic techniques for carving wax prototype to assist in making prototypes
• Master carving techniques
• Master filing techniques
• Master piercing techniques
• Master polishing techniques
• Master hollow chiseling techniques
• Master pellet shaping techniques
• Master bending techniques
• Master welding techniques
• Master wax dropping techniques
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out duties related to wax prototype carving according to the safety guidelines of the
Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Apply basic techniques for wax prototype carving to assist in making prototypes under
supervision.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Basic Photography Techniques for Timepiece Products

Code

104838L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand the types and function settings of photographic equipment and
the effects of photography techniques on photos; use photographic equipment to shoot
timepiece product photos under supervision; accurately state the shooting requirements in detail
and appraise the photos when it is necessary for the photos to be taken by a third party.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of photographic equipment
• Understand the types of photographic equipment
• Film camera/digital camera
• Rangefinder camera/single lens camera/mirrorless interchangeable lens camera
• Understand the choices of photographic equipment, such as: film frame, lens, pixel, image
sensor, etc.
• Understand the function settings of photographic equipment, e.g.: aperture, shutter speed,
focal length, metering, ISO, white balance, lighting, etc.
• Understand photo formats, e.g. JPEG, RAW
2. Apply photography techniques to shoot timepiece products under supervision
• Apply the composition setting for shooting timepieces
• Use the environment and lighting for shooting timepiece products
• Select and use foils
• Accurately state the shooting requirements in detail and appraise the photos when it is
necessary for the photos to be taken by a third party
• Apply Photoshop computer graphic techniques

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use photographic equipment to complete the shooting of real object photos for timepiece
products under supervision; and
• Accurately state the shooting requirements in detail and appraise the photos when it is
necessary for the photos to be taken by a third party.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Timepiece Window Display Design Techniques

Code

104839L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to employ space design concept to design or choose suitable display stands,
and use the racks, stands or foils to set up the timepiece display windows under supervision;
accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the results when the window display
stands and racks are to be designed by a third party.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand window and product display design concept
• Understand window space design concept
• Form of window display and space distribution
• Use of illumination/lighting
• Overall setting and decoration techniques
• Creating/setting off the atmosphere
• Expression of ideas
• Understand product display design concept
• Brand positioning and cultural environment
• Consumers’ shopping habits
• Methods of product display
• Understand the display techniques for different types of timepiece products
• Know about the types, materials, characteristics, size and matching of display stands,
display racks
2. Apply timepiece window display design techniques under supervision
• Employ product display design techniques to design display stands and display racks
• Select suitable foils
• Use display stands, display racks or foils to exhibit timepiece products
• Accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the results when the window
display stands and racks are to be designed by a third party
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Employ space design concept to design or choose suitable display stands and display
racks, and use the display stands, racks or foils to exhibit timepiece products under
supervision; and
• Accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the results when the window
display stands and racks are to be designed by a third party.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply the Techniques of Drawing Timepiece Design Sketches

Code

104840L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand the application of sketches in the process of timepiece product
design, and apply hand sketch technique to draw timepiece design sketches.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of hand sketch
• Understand the application of sketch in the process of timepiece product development
• Understand types of hand sketch tools, e.g. pens, erasers, compasses and paper
• Understand the application of different types of sketch, e.g. outline sketch, conceptual
drawing, perspective view, projection view, structural drawing and cross section drawing
• Understand perspective/projection
2. Apply hand sketch techniques
• Techniques of using pencil, rapidograph and drawing pen
• Techniques of using eraser, sand eraser, polymer clay and white pen
• Techniques of using ruler, compass, spirograph and french curve
• Apply hand sketch techniques to draw timepiece design sketches
• Gridding
• Outlining
• Detailing
• Colouring/Shadowing
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Apply hand sketch techniques to draw timepiece design sketches in the process of design.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Master Creative Thinking Methods for Design

Code

104841L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to know about the definition of creation and apply creative thinking methods
in timepiece design.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about creation
• Know about the significance of creation
• Know about the definition of creation
• Understand the importance of horizontal thinking
2. Apply creative thinking methods for design
• Apply various creative thinking methods for design in timepiece product design
• Brain-Storming
• Mind Mapping
• User-Centred Design
• Contextual Interviews
• Focus Groups
• Parallel Design
• Personas
• Phototyping
• Use Cases
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Apply creative thinking methods in timepiece product design and help to find solutions.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply the Structural Principles and Functions of Basic Mechanical Movements

Code

104842L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand the structure and functions of the basic mechanical movement
system, and integrate the theory of the mechanical movement structure and functions in
timepiece design.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about the structural principles and functions of basic mechanical movements
• Understand the emergence, background and brief history of development of mechanical
time instruments or apparatus
• Understand the basic operation principles of a mechanical movement
• Understand the system titles, functions of components and operation features of a basic
mechanical movement, e.g.:
• Winding and setting mechanism
• Motor mechanism
• Power transmission mechanism
• Escapement
• Regulating mechanism
• Motor work mechanism
• Know about the operation principles and features of the special categories of mechanical
movements, e.g.:
• Pin pallet
• Co-axial
• Cylinder escapement
• Know about the quality and features and compare mechanical movement systems of
different origins, including Japanese, Chinese and Swiss movements
2. Carry out mechanical timepiece design
• Carry out mechanical timepiece design according to customer requirements
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement when carrying out mechanical
timepiece design

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Understand the structure and functions of the basic mechanical movement system and
carry out duties related to mechanical timepiece design.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Understand Intellectual Property

Code

104843L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand the laws related to timepiece design intellectual property to
prevent plagiarization so as to avoid infringement of intellectual property when carrying out
timepiece design.

Level

3

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of intellectual property
• Understand the major aspects of intellectual property, e.g.:
• Copyright
• Design registration
• Design patent
• Understand intellectual property laws, e.g.:
• Trade Marks Ordinance and Rules
• Patents Laws
• Registered Designs Ordinance and Rules
• Copyright Ordinance
• Prevention of Copyright Piracy Ordinance
• Understand the characteristics and coverage of each aspect of intellectual property, e.g.:
• Design registration only covers the external appearance of the product design
• Design patent refers to the innovative technology invention, including registration of
machinery and all kinds of innovative treatments
2. Master the coverage of intellectual property
• Master the classification and coverage of intellectual property to prevent plagiarization so
as to avoid infringement of intellectual property when carrying out timepiece design
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand the laws related to timepiece design intellectual property; and
• Avoid plagiarization or infringement of intellectual property when carrying out timepiece
design.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Analogue Timepiece Product Design Techniques

Code

104844L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to apply analog timepiece product design techniques to design new analog
timepiece products.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand analog timepiece design concept
• Understand the characteristics of analog timepiece products
• Understand the principles and concept of analog timepiece design
2. Apple analog timepiece product design techniques
• Set targets for a new analog timepiece design according to corporate requirements
• Collect information for designing the new analog timepiece
• Similar products in the market and their market response
• Products of the same price level in the market
• Relevant information on target products
• Assess the market response to and market acceptance of the new analog timepiece
design
• Set the market positioning for the new analog timepiece design
• Draw design sketches
• Review designs by comparison
• Improve product functions or appearance to meet the market demand
• Draw colour diagram or 3-D model of the product
• Make prototype
• Run tests on newly designed analog products
• Know how to conceive and design peripheral products for the newly designed analog
timepiece products to suit the sales and promotion arrangements for the new product
series
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Collect and analyze information, and apply analog timepiece product design techniques to
design new analog timepiece products to suit the market demand; and
• Conceive and design peripheral products for the new analog timepiece products to suit the
sales and promotion arrangements for the new product series.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Rapid Prototyping Techniques for Timepiece Components

Code

104845L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand various rapid prototyping techniques and the output of files for
prototyping.

Level

3

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of rapid prototyping of timepiece components
• Understand the following rapid prototyping application theories
• Laser block print method
• Optional laser coagulation
• Solid ground curing
• Chemical vapor deposition
• Three-dimensional printing
• Spherical particle modeling
• Compound target modeling method
2. Apply rapid prototyping techniques for timepiece components
• Master the application of silicon sulphide plastic moulds at room temperature
• Master the application of spinning casting
• Master the application of lost wax casting
• Master the application of metal spraying
• Master the production, casting and application of direct cases
• Master the conversion of computer-aided physical model files into rapid prototyping files
• Master the application of STL integrated image files
• Employ the manufacturing technique of rapid prototyping to make prototypes of timepiece
products, including that for timepiece components
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ rapid prototyping techniques to make prototypes of timepiece products according
to the safety guidelines of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Apply rapid prototyping techniques to make prototypes of timepiece products, including
that for timepiece components e.g. dial, case and band; and
• Output files for prototyping.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Advertising Photography Techniques for Timepiece Products

Code

104846L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand advertising concept and use advertising photography
techniques to shoot photos for publicity; accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise
the results if the timepiece product advertisement should be shot by a third party.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand advertising concept
• Understand advertising media, such as: print media, electronic media, outdoor media, etc.
• Understand advertising goals and objectives
• Understand advertising techniques
• Understand methods of expressing advertisement content
• Understand the composition settings for shooting timepiece product advertisements
• Subject/object
• Foreground/background
• Rule of thirds
• Negative space
• Characteristics of advertisements using portrait shooting
• Characteristics of advertisements using foils in shooting
• Understand the environment setup for shooting timepiece product advertisements
• Advertisements using portrait shooting
• Advertisements using foils in shooting
• Understand the selection of models/foils for timepiece product advertisements
• Matching, relevance, contrast and colour (tone) of the subject (timepieces) and
object (models/foils)
2. Apply advertising photography techniques for timepiece products
• Apply advertising photography techniques for timepiece products according to the publicity
goals set by the organization to shoot timepiece product photos for publicity
• Accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the results if the timepiece
product advertisement is shot by a third party
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Apply advertising photography techniques to shoot photos for publicity; and
• Accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the results if the timepiece
product advertisement is shot by a third party.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Graphic Design Software to Colour Drawings of Products

Code

104847L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to use graphic design software to draw proportional colour drawings and
engineering drawings of timepiece products, and to handle and edit pictures of timepiece
products.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand different graphic design software
• Understand the types, use and characteristics of Vector Based Graphic Drawing
Application
• Understand the types, use and characteristics of Raster Based Image Editing Application
2. Master the operation of different graphic design software
• Master the use of Vector Based Graphic Drawing Application
• New file creation
• Application of creating tools
• Object edit
• Application of layer
• Application of group
• Application of colour and gradient
• Insert bitmap
• Master the operation of Raster Based Image Editing Application
• Master new file creation
• Master the application of selection of image editing
• Master the application of image colour adjustment
• Master the operation of and setting of layer
• Master the application of layer style
• Master the handling of character and paragraph
• Master the application of colour drawings to the design of timepiece products
• Master the application of projection method to illustrate colour drawings of products
• Master file conversion
• Master the techniques of handling and editing pictures of timepiece products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use graphic design software to draw proportional colour drawings of timepiece products,
including colour diagrams and engineering drawings; and
• Master the techniques of handling and editing pictures of timepiece products.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Techniques of Colour Rendering with Markers

Code

104848L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand the application of colour rendering to timepiece product
development, and use markers for colour renderings of timepiece design.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of markers colour rendering
• Understand the application of colour rendering to timepiece product development
• Understand types of marker tools for colour rendering
• Understand types of sketch and their application
• Conceptual drawing
• Perspective drawing
• Projection drawing
• Understand perspective/projection
2. Apply techniques of colour rendering with markers
• Apply techniques of colour rendering with markers
• Gridding
• Outlining
• Detailing
• Colouring/shadowing
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Use markers to draw timepiece design drawings in the timepiece design process.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Timepiece Shop Environment Design Techniques

Code

104849L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to use space design and product display concept to design timepiece retail
shops, including display windows and display cabinets; accurately state the requirements for
timepiece shop environment design in detail and appraise the results if the design is done by a
third party.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand shop design concept
• Know about the types of shops, including: contact type, enclosed type, circular type, etc.
• Know about shop space design concept, including:
• Shop display format
• Special distribution planning for the shop
• Use of shop illumination/lighting
• Overall decoration techniques for the shop
• Creating/setting off the atmosphere of the shop
• Expression of the shop’s idea
• Shop decoration techniques
• Product display design concept, including:
• Brand positioning as well as social and cultural environment
• Consumers’ shopping habits
• Methods of product display
• Colour arrangement
2. Apply timepiece shop environment design techniques
• Use space design and product display design concept to design timepiece retail shops
• Master the types, materials, characteristics and dimensional ratio of display
cabinets
• Understand the characteristics of display stands and display racks and use the
stands and racks to display timepiece products
• Master the techniques of displaying different types of timepiece products
• Accurately state the requirements for timepiece shop environment design in detail and
appraise the results if the design is done by a third party
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use space design and product display concept to design timepiece retail shops, including
display windows, display cabinets, etc.; and
• Accurately state the requirements for timepiece shop environment design in detail and
appraise the results if the design is done by a third party.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Master the Mechanism and Functions of a Mechanical Multi-function Movement

Code

104850L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand the system and functions of a mechanical multi-function
movement, and supervise subordinates to carry out timepiece design duties.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about the operating principles, system structure and functions of a mechanical multifunction movement
• Know about the definitions of “multi-function”, “additional function” and “complicated
timepiece” from a technical point of view
• Know about the functions and operation principles of mechanical movements that possess
additional functions apart from hour, minute and second display
• With self-winding function
• Principle of winding motion driven by oscillating rotor and self-winding
mechanism
• With calendar (date) display function
• Principle of calendar mechanism driven by motion work mechanism
• Principle of calendar mechanism adjusted directly by winding and setting
mechanism
• With calendar and day display function
• Principle of calendar and day mechanism driven by motion work mechanism
• Principle of calendar and day mechanism adjusted directly by winding and
setting mechanism
• With time alarm function
• Principle of alarm device driven by motion work mechanism
• Principle of alarm device adjusted directly by winding and setting mechanism
and the power source (winding) of the alarm device
• With international time/GMT display function
• Principle of international time display mechanism driven by gear train
transmission
• Basic principle of complicated mechanical movement with chronograph
• Operation principle of start/stop push buttons
• Operation principle of reset push butto
• Moon phase function
• Flyback display
• Understand the quality features and key points of mechanical multi-function movements of
different origins
• Swiss Made
• Germany Made
• Japan Made
• China Made
2. Carry out timepiece design
• Master the structure and functions of a mechanical multi-function movement to carry out
timepiece product design duties
• Supervise subordinates to carry out duties related to timepiece design
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand the structure and functions of a mechanical multi-function movement system
and apply them to timepiece design; and
• Supervise subordinates to carry out duties related to timepiece design.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Digital Timepiece Product Design Techniques

Code

104851L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to set targets to complete data research and analysis; to design new LED
display timepieces; and to supervise the subordinates to carry out timepiece design duties.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of a liquid crystal display movement
• Understand the major functions and use of a liquid crystal display movement
• Understand the use of a buzzer
• Understand the structural difference between a liquid crystal display movement and
analog timepiece
• Understand the principles of LED display timepiece design
2. Apply digital timepiece product design techniques
• Set targets for the design of new LED display timepiece products as required
• Conduct data research on the new LED display timepiece design
• Similar products in the market and the market response
• Products in the market with similar price
• Other relevant information on the target products
• Assess the market response to and market acceptance of the newly designed LED display
timepiece products
• Set the market positioning for the new LED display timepiece design
• Draw design sketches
• Review designs by comparison
• Improve product quality, such as functions or appearance, to meet the market demand
• Make colour drawings or solid models of products
• Master prototyping techniques
• Run tests on newly designed products
• Conceive and design peripheral products of LED display timepiece products to suit the
promotional/sales arrangements for the product series
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Conduct data research and analysis for the new LED display timepiece product design
and engage in designing new LED display timepiece products; and
• Supervise the subordinates to carry out duties for designing new LED display timepiece
products.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply 3-dimensional Modelling Applications to Timepiece Design

Code

104852L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to use 3-dimensional modelling applications to design timepieces; simulate
the real image of a complete watch, and provide data to support or assist the production.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand various 3-dimensional modelling applications
• Understand the uses, types and characteristics of 3-dimensional modelling applications
2. Apply 3-dimensional modelling applications to timepiece design
• Master 3-dimensional modelling applications, including:
• File creation for parts, assembly, etc.
• Select drawing plane
• Draw plane sketch
• Edit plane sketch
• Add/delete relation
• Use plan
• Use axis and coordinates
• Build solid models
• Build features, such as: base, cut, pierce, shaping, etc.
• Operate features, such as: fillet, chamfer, mirror, pattern, etc.
• Advanced 3-D model building
• Combine solid and surface
• Apply measurement and section properties
• Use assembly parts
• Produce engineering drawings
• Output physical simulation pictures and fragments of engineering structures
• Manage or assist in file output with numerical control machining, rapid prototyping and
engineering analysis
• Mould design
• Two-part mould
• Four-part mould
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use 3-dimensional modelling applications to carry out timepiece product design; and
• Simulate the real image of a complete watch and fragments of engineering structures to
provide data in order to manage or assist in the production of timepiece products.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Timepiece Exhibition Booth Design Techniques

Code

104853L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to employ the space design concept to design exhibition booths; supervise
the subordinates to design and set up general display windows, display cabinets, display racks;
accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the timepiece exhibition booth design if
the design is to be done by a third party.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand exhibition booth design concept
• Know about the space design concept for exhibition booth
• Understand various types of exhibition space
• Master the use of indoor/outdoor space
• Master the use of physical space
• Master the use of virtual space
• Master the use of perceived space
• Know about the product display design concept
• Reasonable distribution of exhibition space
• Proper lighting
• Decorative and overall setting
• Product display
• Colour arrangement
2. Apply timepiece exhibition booth design techniques
• Master the characteristics and booth structures of different types of exhibition booths and
their building methods
• Short-term exhibition booth
• Long-term exhibition booth
• Mobile exhibition booth
• Master timepiece exhibition booth design techniques
• Master the overall distribution planning of booth
• Master the functions of booth space
• Know how to handle the structure of booth space
• Master the perspective and psychological effect of booth on visitors
• Accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the timepiece exhibition booth
design if the design is to be done by a third party
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use the space design concept to design exhibition booths;
• Supervise the subordinates to design and set up general display windows, display
cabinets, display racks; and
• Accurately state the requirements in detail and appraise the timepiece exhibition booth
design if the design is to be done by a third party.

Remark

71

Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Graphic Design and Post-production Timepiece Promotional Materials

Code

104854L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to understand the differences and uses of promotional materials, use graphic
design concept to design various types of promotional materials, so as to facilitate sales and
promotion of products.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand promotional materials
• Know about the types of promotional products and their characteristics and uses
• Printed promotional materials, such as: paper advertisement, promotional leaflet,
product catalogue, etc.
• Outdoor promotional materials, such as: outdoor advertisement board, advertising
light box panel, car body advertisement, etc.
• Understand the production methods and differences of various types of promotional
materials
2. Apply graphic design and post-production techniques
• Understand graphic design concept
• Typography
• Visual art/visual effect
• Page layout
• Master the operation and workflow of various types of post-production, including:
• Dimensions and requirements of product
• Application of file format
• Application of pixel
• Application of bleed size
• Application of text-curve conversion
• Application of colour separation for film production
• Application of spot colour
• Application of bronzing and embossing
• Application of line pressing and thread stitching
• Application of spot varnishing and lamination
• Types of binding and their application
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand various types of promotional materials and their production methods; and
• Use graphic design concept to design various types of promotional materials, so as to
facilitate sales and promotion of timepiece products.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Apply Three-dimensional Computer Scanning to Timepiece Design

Code

104855L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to apply three-dimensional computer scanning technique to timepiece design.

Level

4

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about 3D scanning
• Know about the application of three-dimensional scanning
• Point cloud
• Free form surface
• Reverse engineering
2. Apply three-dimensional computer scanning to timepiece design
• Master the operation and application of three-dimensional scanning equipment and
software, including:
• Real object scanning to form point cloud
• Construction of point cloud and line features
• Object surface formation
• Object instantiation
• 3D digital measurement
• Data compilation
• Mould making
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master the operation and application of three-dimensional scanning equipment and
software when carrying out timepiece design.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Design
Title

Master Timepiece Trend and Cultural Development

Code

104856L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the design department of timepiece companies. It
covers the abilities to design creative timepiece products according to market demands, trends
and customers’ psychology.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand timepiece trend
• Understand timepiece product trends and development directions
• Know about the timepiece products of industrial counterparts and understand the
fashion and forms of timepiece creation
• Understand various areas in science and technology to make scientific and
technological breakthroughs
• Understand customers’ psychology towards the trends of timepiece products
• Know about the trends of timepiece products
• Understand customers’ psychology towards timepiece products
• Understand the consuming pattern in different regions for the needs of product design
• Understand the consuming pattern in different regions
• Understand the regional patterns of consumer’s needs for timepiece products
2. Consolidate timepiece trend information and master timepiece trends
• Collect the trends, latest information and development of timepiece products from different
regions
• Identify the development directions of the product series of the organization based on the
information consolidated and the competitive edge of the organization so as to meet
market demands
• Design creative timepiece products according to the trends
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Design creative timepiece products according to market demands, trends and customers’
psychology.

Remark
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Units of Competency for
Quality Management

75

Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Apply the Basic Knowledge of Quality Control in Timepiece Products

Code

104857L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to assist in implementation of quality control of time-piece products in
factories/companies of timepiece products to ensure that the products meet customer
requirements and international standards.

Level

1

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concept of quality control
• Understand the existing quality standards and rules specified by organizations
• Understand the international quality control standards and requirements of timepiece
products
• Know about the material procurement contract
• Know about the outsourcing contract
• Understand the quality handbook
2. Apply the basic knowledge of quality control in timepiece products
• Carry out routine duties of quality control on timepiece products under supervision
• Carry out random checks of the company on supplied products and supplied materials
and make random inspections on semi-processed products and finished products in all
production stages to ensure the products can meet the customer’s requirements
• Record test results
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Assist in implementation of quality control of timepiece products in accordance with the
structure of division of labour, quality control points and targets in timepiece production
procedures.

Remark

76

Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Master the Quality Check Standards for Movement/Components of Complete Watch

Code

104858L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to master the quality check standards for movement/components of complete
watch and perform quality check under instruction and by following the code of practice.

Level

2

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the quality check standards for movement/components of complete watch
• Know about the basic functions and operating principle of complete watch and its
components
• Know about the quality check standards for mechanical movements
• Understand the isochronism of mechanical movements
• Accuracy rate (Isochronism)
• Beat
• Amplitude
• Master oiling condition standards for movements
• Understand the flatness and centering of balance spring
• Master cleanliness
• Know about the quality check standards for movement of quartz digital watch
• Know about the testing and quality check of electronic parts of quartz digital watch
• Master the display function of the LCD display panel (clarity)
• Master the functioning of the push-buttons with the contact plates
• Check for the contacts of the battery plates (positive and negative pole)
• Know about the quality check standards for quartz analog movements
• Know about the testing and quality check standards for electronic module
• Know about the testing and quality check standards for mechanical parts
2. Master the quality check standards for movement/components of complete watch to perform
quality check
• Master the quality check standards for movement/components of complete watch, e.g.:
• Mechanical movement
• Quartz analogue movement
• Quartz digital movement
• Perform quality check under instruction and by following the code of practice
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master the quality check standards for movement/components of complete watch and
perform quality check under instruction and by following the code of practice.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Apply Testing Instruments for Movement/Components of Complete Watch

Code

104859L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to apply testing instruments for movement/components of complete watch to
perform quality check under instruction and by following the code of practice.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the quality check procedures for movements
• Understand the quality check procedures for mechanical movements
• Know how to first check the accuracy (rate) and beat
• Check the amplitude as displayed on the amplimeter
• examine the following check points in the given order with eye-loupe in large
magnification
• Cleanliness of the exterior appearance
• Oiling condition
• Flatness and centering of balance spring
• Check the winding and running conditions of movement
• Measure the locking torque of screws with special torque meter
• Check the land-setting condition and pay attention to the tightness of cannon pinion
• Check the tightness of the calendar disc and day disc
• Check the quick jumping of the calendar disc and day disc
• Check the hand-fitting height of the movement
• Know about the quality check procedures and items for quartz digital watch
• Understand the design of the circuit board and base on the quality check
procedures provided by the organization
• Know about the quality check procedures and items for quartz analog movement, e.g.:
• Accuracy test
• Fitting torque with hand weight
• Power consumption test
2. Apply testing instruments to check the quality of movement/components of a complete watch
• Apply testing instruments for movement/components of complete watch to perform quality
check under instruction and by following the code of practice
• Master the correct use and maintenance of testing equipment and tools for mechanical
movement
• Master the correct use and maintenance of testing equipment and tools for quartz digital
and analog movements
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Use testing instruments and tools for the movement/components of a complete watch and
follow the code of practice to perform quality check for timepiece products under
instruction.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Implement Quality Control on Timepiece Products

Code

104860L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to understand the workflow and division of labour in timepiece product
manufacturing, and to effectively assist in the implementation of quality control on timepiece
products under instruction, so as to achieve low cost and high quality effect.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the workflow and division of labour in timepiece product manufacturing
• Understand the workflow and division of labour in timepiece product manufacturing
monitor points and quality index, such as:
• The monitor points for each stage of the procedure
• The targets of quality management, such as: the target completion date for each
stage of the procedure, the caution line for irregular items, accident rate and
production efficiency, etc.
• The performance indicator in each stage of the manufacturing workflow should refer
to the performance level specified in documents such as customers’ ordering
contract, code of practice and international standard
2. Implement quality control on timepiece products
• Assist in conducting quality control on timepiece products under instruction, such as:
• Quality management on supplied materials
• Quality management during manufacturing process
• Ultimate quality control
• Quality control on substandard products
• Monitor the completion date
• Customer complaints and return of goods
• Internal quality assessment
• Rectification and preventive action, including:
• Detect problems on product quality and the reasons for failure in the manufacturing
process
• Record detection result
• Control rectification action
• Conduct corresponding preventive action
• Review the performance of rectification action regularly
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Understand the workflow and division of labour in timepiece product manufacturing,
monitor points and quality index, to implement effective quality control on timepiece
products under instruction, and to assist in monitoring the quality of products during
manufacturing process.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Compile Quality Control Reports on Movements, Parts and Complete Watches

Code

104861L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to understand the content of the quality control reports on movements, parts
and complete watches, and can compile quality control reports independently after obtaining,
organizing and assessing the information on quality check.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand quality control reports on movements, parts and complete watches
• Understand the advantages and disadvantages of sampling checks
• Understand the advantages and disadvantages of full checking
• Understand the quality methods of the organization
• Understand the purposes, formats and focus of quality control reports
2. Compile quality control reports on movements, parts and complete watches
• Understand quality problems of each working procedure and their causes, such as:
• Ineffective monitoring
• Insufficient training for technical staff
• Problems of instruments and equipment
• Lack of technical information
• Negligence in communication and coordination
• Quantify quality management problems, analyze relevant data and information and make
conclusion and suggestions
• Use correct structure and writing style for reports to compile quality control reports on
movements, parts and complete watches
• Report the content of the quality control reports to the management of the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Compile quality control reports independently after obtaining, organizing and assessing
the information on quality check; submit the reports to the management.

Remark

80

Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Analyze Quality Control Reports

Code

104862L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to make analysis of the quality control reports on timepiece products, and to
record the quality and problems of each working procedure for improvement.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of quality control report on timepiece products
• Understand quality control report, including:
• Categories
• Purposes
• The importance to the target of quality
• Understand quality management concept
• Understand how to put the quality management system of the organization in practice in
daily operation
2. Analyze timepiece products quality control reports
• Analyze quality control reports on timepiece products in order to master the quality of
products
• Master the skills and methods of analyzing a quality control report
• Analyze the data collected by the quality control report to improve the quality of
semi-finished products and finished products from the production line
• Make suggestions to the management of the organization for improvement in the
quality of working procedure and for solving problems
• Review the format of quality control reports to better analyze the content of
checking
• Make use of quality control reports to keep and improve the reliability of quality
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Analyze quality control reports on timepiece products and review each working procedure
of the manufacturing workflow, quantify the quality management situation and problems,
and make suggestions for improvement on relevant problems.

Remark

81

Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Handle Complaints from Buyers on the Quality of Timepiece Products

Code

104863L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to independently handle complaints from customers on the quality of
timepiece products properly according to the organization’s internal guidelines and make
evaluation to enhance the quality of customer service.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the organization’s procedure in handling complaints from customers on product
quality
• Understand the organization’s guidelines and code of practice in handling complaints from
customers on product quality
• Understand the nature and causes of complaints
• The persons authorized by the organization to settle customer complaints and their
authority
• The organization’s procedure in referring cases to be settled by suitable persons
• The organization’s procedure in recording the steps and actions taken when settling
complaints
2. Handle customer complaints on the quality of timepiece products
• Conduct proper investigation into customer complaints on product quality according to the
organization’s internal guidelines and analyze the cases. Duties include:
• Analyze the cases submitted by subordinate staff regarding customer complaints on
the quality of timepiece products
• Classify the complaints and refer the cases to the relevant department/staff to follow
up
• Understand the causes for customer complaints on product quality and solve the
problem with relevant departments as well as update relevant information record
• Follow up and answer customer complaints on product quality
• Review customer complaints on product quality, including:
• Analyze customers’ degree of satisfaction towards the settling of complaints based
on the information contained in the questionnaire
• Review the methods and effectiveness in handling complaints
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Handle the complaints in a polite and professional manner

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Handle customer complaints on the quality of timepiece products so as to enhance the
quality of customer service, and build up customers’ confidence in the products.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Implement Quality Management and Staff Training

Code

104864L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to master the organization’s standard of quality check for timepiece products
and develop quality management and staff training programme. They should also implement
quality management for the organization and organize staff training courses, so as to enhance
staff’s awareness on quality management.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the management plans for the organization
• Understand the quality management plans for the organization and each department
• Understand the standard and range of the Quality Management and Quality Assurance
Series
• Understand the main systems of the Quality Management Series, such as:
• Working procedures system
• Working instruction system
• Document control system
2. Train staff in the quality management department
• Contact each department in the factory and hold regular meetings on the quality
management of timepiece products, so that each department can report quality
management problems and search for solutions
• Make suggestions to help each department form project teams similar to quality inspection
circles, so as to implement quality management plans for the organization, thus expanding
the level and support of quality management
• Develop quality management courses or training projects to enhance staff’s awareness on
quality management
• Work out quality management courses
• Compile quality manuals and make timely revision on the quality standards
• Formulate training procedures and time limit
• Master quality management training skills
• Promote and encourage staff to evaluate and improve the performance of the
manufacturing operations regularly
• Review and improve quality management courses regularly to enhance the effectiveness
of staff training
• Use questionnaire to collect trainees’ opinions on the courses
• Appraise trainees’ results with department heads after training
• Promote quality management culture
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that staff clearly understand the international standards for quality management

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Employ the knowledge of quality management and master the organization’s standard of
quality check for timepiece products to implement quality management for the
organization; and
• Implement quality management training programme for the staff.

Remark

83

Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Promote Quality Management Culture in the Organization

Code

104865L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to promote and foster basic level quality management culture for timepiece
products, and handle different suggestions on quality improvement.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand quality management concept and promotion techniques
• Understand the concept of quality management
• Understand the importance of corporate culture to the implementation of quality
management
• Understand the workflow, characteristics of the employees and corporate culture of
timepiece manufacturing, so as to implement the quality management culture and training
• Understand corporate resources available internally and externally
• Master the technique in organizing corporate cultural promotion and in communication
• Master the project management technique in the promotion of events
2. Promote quality management culture in the organization
• Analyze the composition, communication channels and cohesion of the frontline staff of
the organization
• Promote corporate quality management culture, including:
• Arrange for on-the-job training on quality knowhow for frontline staff
• Set up frontline staff quality monitoring group to foster basic level quality
management culture
• Establish channels for frontline quality management culture promotion
• Organize quality management culture promotional activities, such as quiz
competitions, quality circle, visits, seminars, etc.
• Select ways of promotion suitable to frontline staff
• Handle different opinions on quality improvement
• Organize quality monitoring group discussion for different manufacturing areas and
collect staff’s suggestions on quality management improvement
• Analyze various recommendations on quality management improvement and report
to the management through the communication mechanism
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that staff clearly understand the international standards for quality management

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Promote quality management culture in the organization and foster the whole unit’s
commitment on the quality of timepiece products/service; and
• Handle suggestions from frontline staff on quality improvement for timepiece
products/service.

Remark

84

Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Coordinate the Implementation of Quality Management System

Code

104866L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to master the quality management system, and explain to all department
heads and staff of all levels on how the quality management system is implemented in daily
operations of the organization.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of quality management system and organizational operation
• Understand the quality management system of the organization, including quality
management structure, documentary data management, management policy,
measurement of effectiveness, management goal, assessment, audit, improvement,
training and communication systems
• Understand the operation of the quality management system of the organization
• Understand the operation of all departments and coordination flow for timepiece
production
2. Coordinate the implementation of quality management system
• Communicate with all department heads and staff of all levels to understand daily
operations of the organization, explain the quality management system, coordinate the
formulation of working guidelines or procedures that are feasible and conform to the
quality management system
• Communicate with the information management system department in order to implement
the quality management system
• Explain to staff of all levels on the document management system and effectiveness
measurement mechanism
• Gather or coordinate information to execute the effectiveness measurement mechanism
• Report the implementation status of quality management to the management
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that staff clearly understand the international standards for quality management
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the organization’s quality management system and the operation of all
departments, communicate with staff of all levels, coordinate the formulation of working
guidelines or procedures that are feasible and conform to the quality management system;
• Explain to staff of all levels on how the quality management system is implemented; and
• Gather or coordinate information to execute the effectiveness measurement mechanism
and report to the management.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Implement Total Quality Management

Code

104867L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to perform the duty of total quality management, and can master the
operational strategy and quality management culture of the organization, so as to enhance the
organization’s production efficiency and economic effectiveness.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand knowledge of total quality management
• Understand the principles of total quality management
• Core values and modes of total quality management
• Modes of quality management of organizations with remarkable performances
• Understand concept of quality management cycle in the watch and clock industry
• The quality requirement as well as the standard and method of quality check of
each manufacturing process in the watch and clock industry
• Concept of quality management cycle in the watch and clock industry - “Planimplement-check and receive-rectify-prevent”
• Understand the economic effectiveness of quality management to the organization
• Classify and analyze quality cost
• Implement quality cost system
• Master the economic value of the loyalty of customers and employees
2. Implement total quality management
• Make use of the knowledge of Total Quality Management (TQM) to implement total quality
management
• Develop quality target and quality control plan
• Implement the contents of the quality control plan
• Review and analyze the result of quality control, including the effectiveness of the
plan and the causes for failure
• Develop quality improvement plan according to the result of quality check
• Continue to improve the quality management system through learning and training,
including:
• Continually improve the quality management system of the organization by
acquiring quality management skills
• Improve management method and delegate authority to the employees, and
continually improve the quality management system
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Implement total quality management to ensure that the products meet customer
requirements and international standards, so as to enhance the organization’s production
efficiency and economic effectiveness.

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master and implement total quality management, so as to enhance the organization’s
product quality and economic effectiveness.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Implement ISO (International Organization for Standardization) Quality Management Standards

Code

104868L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to implement ISO quality management standards in daily operations.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand ISO quality management standards
• Understand daily operations of the organization
• Understand ISO9001 quality management and quality assurance series of standards
2. Implement ISO quality management standards
• Implement ISO9001 quality management and quality assurance series of standards,
including:
• Quality management responsibilities for staff of all levels
• Quality assurance system
• Document and information management mechanism
• Procurement management mechanism
• Work process review mechanism
• Control and correction system for Sub-standard items or products
• Quality record control system
• Internal quality audit system
• Communicate and coordinate with department heads to facilitate the integration of
ISO9001 quality management system requirements with the corporate structure
• Explain to staff of all levels on how the document structure of ISO9001 quality
management system, including the quality manual, procedure documents, job
specifications, etc., coordinates with daily operations
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the products meet customer requirements and international standards

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Fully master the details and documentary procedures of ISO9001 quality system as well
as the daily operations of the organization;
• Execute the technical requirements of ISO9001 quality management system; and
• Coordinate with department heads on the implementation of ISO9001 quality
management system in the daily operations of the organization.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Quality Management
Title

Formulate Comprehensive Quality Management Strategy

Code

104869L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in factories/companies of timepiece products. It
covers the abilities to master the knowledge on the latest quality management system and make
critical analysis, integration, elaboration and judgement to develop new quality management
concept and strategy applicable to the organization and can meet international requirement.
They should also be capable to formulate comprehensive quality management plans for the
organization to meet the organizational development.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the latest development in quality management system
• Understand quality management system, such as:
• Master the eight quality management principles of ISO
• The common quality management problems
• The general principles of ISO9001
• The requirements of ISO9001
• Management duty
• Resources management
• The modes of work program management
• Product realization
• Survey, analyze and improve
• Understand the new development in quality management
• New quality management methods and the related quality accreditation
• New technology for quality management
• Knowledge management
2. Formulate comprehensive quality management strategy
• Formulate internal quality check, including:
• Analyze quality check reports
• Evaluate management system
• Effect continual improvement
• Formulate quality procedures
• Compile quality manuals
• Implement quality management systems
• Formulate comprehensive quality management strategy for the organization
• Analyze the operational strategy of each department (such as: sales, marketing,
operational management, design, production, product research and development,
quality management and logistics/procurement, etc.) of the organization, and
capable to integrate, develop and determine the current quality management
method of the enterprise to tie in with the organization’s comprehensive strategy
• Reform the comprehensive quality management strategy of the organization to tie in
with the organization’s comprehensive strategy
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Master the latest development in quality management
• The comprehensive quality management strategy formulated can meet the organizational
development, and can enhance the production efficiency and economic effectiveness of
the organization.

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Formulate comprehensive quality management strategy according to the quality
management system and the latest development in quality management so as to meet the
organizational development.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Product Management
Title

Apply Basic Knowledge in Product Development

Code

104870L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the research and development department of
timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to apply basic knowledge in timepiece product
development to help the higher level perform timepiece product development duties under
instruction.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand basic knowledge in product development
• Understand the history of evolvement of timepiece products
• Understand types of timepiece products
• Understand the common timepiece materials and their usage
• Understand the development trend of the timepiece market
• Understand the development of timepiece technology
2. Apply basic knowledge in product development
• Apply basic knowledge in product development to help the higher level perform timepiece
product development duties
• Use basis tools and materials to help the higher level solve product development
problems
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization in product development process, so
as to avoid individual person and the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Apply basic knowledge in product development to help the higher level perform timepiece
product development duties and solve simple problems in product development.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Product Management
Title

Apply Technologies Relevant to the Development of Timepiece Products

Code

104871L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the research and development department of
timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to master and apply modern technologies for the
development of timepiece products, so as to facilitate product development or refine job duties
relevant to information gathering, analysis and tests.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the technologies relevant to the development of timepiece products
• Understand the usage and safety standards of basic technologies relevant to the
development of timepiece products
• Characteristics, application, development and improvement of material technology
• Production technologies
• The pros and cons, application and effect, and the development and
improvement of timepiece production technologies
• Understand the characteristics of conventional technologies and modern
technologies applied to timepiece products
• Supplementary technologies such as computer-aided design, computeraided analysis and different testing technologies
• International safety standards for timepiece materials and finished products
2. Apply technologies relevant to the development of timepiece products
• Employ the following technologies to facilitate the development of timepiece products or
refine job duties relevant to information gathering, analysis and tests
• Material technology
• Choose materials and introduce improved or newly developed materials to
develop new products
• Control safety standards for materials
• Production technologies
• Employ production technologies to improve or develop new products
• Employ suitable technologies for the purposes of information gathering,
analysis and deduction to facilitate product development
• Supplementary technologies for product research and development
• Gather information and analyze supplementary technologies
• Employ relevant supplementary technologies, such as: computer-aided
design, computer-aided analysis, rapid prototyping and different testing
technologies for the research and development of timepiece products
• Control safety standards for finished products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the timepiece materials/finished products/technologies comply with
international safety standards
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization in product development process, so
as to avoid individual person and the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master the technology relevant to the development of timepiece products, such as:
material technology, manufacturing technology and supplementary technologies for
product research and development, so as to facilitate product development or refine job
duties relevant to information gathering, analysis and test.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Product Management
Title

Master the Technological Development of Timepiece Materials and Production

Code

104872L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the research and development department of
timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to master the relation between the use of timepiece
materials and production technology; select and apply appropriate technology in product
development and production after making analysis.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand technologies related to timepiece production
• Understand the channels to obtain, analyze and process technological information related
to timepiece production
• Understand the development trend of the timepiece market
• Know about the commonly used materials for timepiece production
• Characteristics of materials
• Watch dial treatment tools
• Electroplating equipment and tools
• Safety standards for finished products
2. Master the technological development of timepiece materials and production
• Select and apply appropriate technology in each process of timepiece product
development according to the development trend of relevant technology, the conditions of
the company and customers’ demand
• Introduce newly developed and improved materials to improve or develop new
products
• Know about the quality and application of newly developed materials
• Test the quality reliability of newly developed materials
• Implement improved or newly developed production technology to improve product
quality and enhance cost effectiveness
• Select appropriate investigation and survey technology to obtain accurate market
information, so as to understand user needs (including the psychological index
which has gained weight in recent years)
• Master the degree of market recognition and acceptance of time-pieces or
components made of newly developed materials
• Exterior appearance
• Health and safety (allergy/irritation to skin)
• Stability
• Master the supplementary technology of product research and development
• Introduce appropriate supplementary technology according to the needs of the
organization, such as: computer-aided design, analysis and tests, etc. to shorten
the time cycle for product development and improve product quality
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the timepiece materials/finished products/technologies comply with
international safety standards
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization in product development process, so
as to avoid individual person and the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the technological development relevant to timepiece product development, and
select new technology to meet organizational development after making careful analysis,
so as to enhance the effectiveness in performing the duty of product development and
manufacturing of timepiece products; and
• Test the quality, application and reliability of newly developed materials.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Product Management
Title

Execute Product Development Plan for Timepiece Products

Code

104873L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the research and development department of
timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to execute the company’s established product
development plan for timepiece products for to tie in with the development of the company.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand knowledge of product development
• Understand the product development plan for various kinds of products and the workflow,
such as: set time schedule, allocate workforce and resources, communicate and coordinate with relevant departments, and make systematic evaluation on the plan, etc.
2. Execute product development plan for timepiece products
• Execute product development plan for timepiece products established by the organization
• Set time schedule
• Set time schedule to develop different kinds of projects in accordance with
the established product development plan of the organization/department
• Allocate resources
• Allocate resources, such as: manpower, equipment and capital, etc. with a
view to achieve the anticipated target of product development
• Communicate and co-ordinate with relevant departments
• Communicate with the departments participating in product development
(such as: design department, marketing department and manufacturing
department, etc.) or external organizations (such as: product accreditation
organization, intellectual property organization) to facilitate the
implementation of product development projects
• Conduct review
• Systematically review the progress and effectiveness of product development
plan and make suggestions for improvement
• Design, collect and analyze features, application and manufacture process of materials
commonly used for time-piece products in the plant
• Compare feature, quality, durability, technology and market price of movements from
different origins; investigate and consider the feasibility of movement research and
development, including:
• Technology support
• Cost
• Marketing prospect
• Aftersales service strategies
• Market response
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the timepiece materials/finished products/technologies comply with
international safety standards
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization in product development process, so
as to avoid individual person and the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Execute the organization’s established product development plan for timepiece products
to tie in with the development of the company; and
• Review the organization’s established product development plan for timepiece products
and make suggestions for improvement.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Product Management
Title

Formulate Product Development Plans for Timepiece Products

Code

104874L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the research and development department of
timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to formulate product development plans for
timepiece products according to the organization’s future development direction.

Level

6

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand knowledge of product development plan
• Understand the current situation and development trends of the world and local
economies
• Understand the world and local development trends of new technology
• Master the current situation of competitors for timepiece production
• Understand customers’ preference and demand for timepiece products
• Understand the current situation of timepiece material suppliers
• Evaluate the organization’s capability of product research and development
2. Formulate product development plans for timepiece products
• Formulate plans for scientific research and product development of timepiece products
• Understand the target direction for the research and development of timepiece
products to formulate long-term (such as the following three years) and short-term
(such as the following six months) development plans
• Set schedules and completion dates for timepiece product development
• Envisage the effects of plans
• Allocate resources according to the importance and priority of each product development
project, including: manpower, machineries and capital, etc. to tie in with the
comprehensive strategy of product development
• Systematically review the progress and effectiveness of product development plans, so as
to make suitable rectification
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the timepiece materials/finished products/technologies comply with
international safety standards
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization in product development process, so
as to avoid individual person and the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate product development plans for timepiece products according to the
organization’s future development direction; and
• Review the progress and effectiveness of product development plans formulated for
timepiece products and make suggestions for improvement.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Product Management
Title

Formulate Comprehensive Strategy for Developing Technological Support and the Research
and Development of Timepiece Products

Code

104875L7

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the research and development department of
timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to formulate comprehensive corporate strategy for
technological support and research of timepiece products; to summarize and integrate the new
technologies and technological support within the industry or in other areas to develop innovative
professional ideas, so as to improve the quality of industry-related projects, making innovative
contribution to the technological support as well as research development of the watch and clock
industry.

Level

7

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the development of comprehensive technological support and the research and
development of timepiece
• Understand the development of comprehensive technological support and the research
and development of timepiece products
• Possess specific knowledge in interdisciplinary areas other than the industry, and
understand its relation with technological research of timepiece products
2. Formulate comprehensive strategy for developing technological support and the research and
development of timepiece products
• Make use of new technology to improve the quality of timepiece products
• Introduce advanced technology from overseas to enhance production efficiency and
quality
• Formulate comprehensive strategy for developing technological support and the research
and development
• Develop new strategy to cope with changes in new technology
• Master future technological development and devise development direction
• Formulate joint technological research projects with other institutions
• Develop relationship with academic institutions in the area of technological research
• Strengthen cooperation with technological research organizations in Hong Kong,
the Mainland and overseas
• Formulate technological research projects
• Formulate joint technological research projects
• Follow up and monitor joint technological research projects
• Summarize and integrate the new technologies and technological support within the
industry or in other areas, lead the direction of technological support and research
development for the industry, and make significant contribution to the watch and clock
industry
• Settle problems encountered by the industry through creative and innovative methods
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization in product development process, so
as to avoid individual person and the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate comprehensive corporate strategy for technological support and research of
timepiece products; and
• Lead research and development projects for timepiece products and use innovative
methods, so as to improve the quality of timepiece products and make contribution to the
industry.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Apply General Occupational Safety and Environmental Ordinances

Code

104876L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
follow the requirements of related occupational safety and environmental laws in carrying out
daily routines.

Level

1

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about occupational safety and environmental ordinances
• Know about the requirements of existing occupational safety and health as well as
environmental laws, such as:
• Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance
• Employees’ Compensation Ordinance
• Water Pollution Control Ordinance, e.g. discharge of sewage
• Know about occupational safety and health risks in workplace and for the job position
involved
• Safe use of electricity
• Knowledge of office safety
• Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance
• Understand the requirements of dangerous goods laws related to timepiece products, e.g.
the Dangerous Goods Ordinance and environmental ordinances
2. Apply occupational safety and environmental ordinances
• Follow the requirements of the occupational safety and health as well as environmental
laws related to the watch and clock industry during daily routines and take correct safe
measures for the safety of oneself and others
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Perform duties related to the sales and production of timepiece products according to the
occupational safety and health as well as environmental laws related to the watch and
clock industry

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Apply and refer to related occupational safety and health as well as environmental laws
during daily routines; and
• Perform duties related to the sales and production of timepiece products safely according
to the legal requirements.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Know about the Operational Framework of Timepiece Companies

Code

104877L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
understand the general operational framework of a timepiece company; and assist in simple
operations under instruction.

Level

1

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the operation of the organization
• Understand the main functions and operations of various departments of the organization
• Understand the roles and duties of the organization’s department of operations
management
• Understand the organization’s basic daily operation, such as human resources, finance,
logistics, promotion, etc.
2. Assist in general operation
• Assist in general operation under instruction in accordance with the established guidelines
of the organization
• Apply basic operation knowledge to enhance the company’s management efficiency and
effectiveness
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Abide by professional ethics when handling simple operations

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand the basic operation of the organization and take into account the role and
duties of the department of operations management, assist in simple operations under
instruction in accordance with the established guidelines of the organization.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Apply General Labour Regulations

Code

104878L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
understand general requirements of labour regulations, and comply with these requirements
when carrying out recruitment exercises and signing employment contract to protect the mutual
benefits of the employer and employee and to avoid disputes.

Level

1

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand labour regulations
• Understand the Labour Department as a statutory body and relevant ordinances, such as:
• Organization background
• The meaning and importance of labour regulations of Hong Kong to employees and
employers
• Employment Ordinance
• Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Ordinance
• Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance
• Sex Discrimination Ordinance
• Disability Discrimination Ordinance
• Family Status Discrimination Ordinance
• Understand the meaning and importance of signing written contract of employment
2. Apply labour regulations
• Comply with relevant legal requirements when carrying out recruitment exercises and
terminating employment contracts, such as:
• Employee’s Benefits in the Sex Discrimination Ordinance, Disability Discrimination
Ordinance, Family Status Discrimination Ordinance
• Restrictions of Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance on handling personal data of job
applicants and employees
• Formulate the provisions and conditions of employment according to the requirements of
the Employment Ordinance, such as:
• Wage period
• Working hours
• Rest day, statutory holiday, annual leave arrangement
• Sickness allowance
• Probation period and period of notice of termination of employment contract
• Comply with the provisions of the Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Ordinance to
contribute to the fund according to the time and rate
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Abide by the labour regulations when performing timepiece staff management duties

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Understand the labour regulations of Hong Kong and relevant requirements, and comply
with relevant ordinances when handling recruitment and staff management routines so as
to protect the mutual benefits and avoid disputes.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Apply Inventory Management on Timepiece Products/Components

Code

104879L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece shops or factories. It covers the abilities
to apply the knowledge of inventory management on timepiece products/components, so as to
assist the supervisor in performing the duty of inventory management on timepiece
products/components; and to fulfill the logistics and procurement duties to achieve the objectives
of inventory management.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic principles of inventory management on timepiece products/components
• Understand the basic principles of inventory management on timepiece
products/components, including:
• The role of inventory management
• The objectives of inventory management
• The purpose of inventory management
• Understand the just-in-time management of timepiece products/components
• The philosophy of zero inventory
• The circumstances of just-in-time inventory management
• The advantages of just-in-time inventory management
• Master inventory control with just-in-time management
• Understand the relation between organizational structure and inventory management
• Different inventory control structures
• Duties and objectives
• Inventory valuation
• Inventory technique and system
2. Implement inventory management on timepiece products/components
• Assist the supervisor in performing the duty of inventory management on timepiece
products/components
• Understand inventory holding period by week
• Master the practical measures for reducing inventory holding successfully
• Apply inventory management skills to reduce inventory holding
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Act in a professional way to prevent misappropriation of corporate assets and acts of theft
• Ensure the correctness and accuracy of inventory information/data provided

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the knowledge of inventory management on timepiece products/components; and
• Assist the higher level in performing the duty of inventory management on timepiece
products/components.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Procure General Timepiece Products and their Components

Code

104880L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
understand the basic knowledge of purchasing general timepiece products and their
components, and apply such knowledge in procurement duties according to corporate
requirements to meet production and selling needs.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the procurement concept of general timepiece products and their components
• Definition of procurement
• Objective factors affecting procurement
• Demand for purchasing suitable goods
• Understand the organization’s quality requirements and standards for different raw
materials, timepiece products and their components
2. Procure general timepiece products and their components
• Collect and organize suppliers’ information
• Follow corporate guidelines and select suitable suppliers
• Anticipate the demand for materials and determine the quantity of procurement according
to demand
• Calculate suitable price and employ simple price negotiation technique
• Determine the issuing date of order forms according to the time needed for delivery and
the date the materials are needed
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Maintain good partnership with suppliers
• Act in a professional way to prevent any abuse of power or corruption, such as
abuse/misappropriation of the organizational assets and theft

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Apply procurement skills to procure general timepieces and their components according to
corporate requirements to meet the production and selling needs of the organization.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Implement Supervisory Management and Production Control

Code

104881L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to coordinate the production workflow of timepiece manufacturing and the allocation of human
resources, and to effectively implement supervisory management and production control under
anticipated and regular circumstances.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of production management and control
• Understand the definition of production planning and control
• Understand the system of production workflow
• Understand the production workflow of different timepiece components and complete
watches
• Master the requirements of the orders for the production/assembly of complete watches
2. Implement staff supervisory management and production control
• Master the abilities of training and strengthening staff’s communication power
• Monitor and train subordinate staff to enhance their production techniques and production
efficiency
• Build team spirit
• Establish reward and punishment system to encourage staff and cultivate their motivation
and sense of responsibility
• Master supervisory management techniques
• Arrange staff to receive training on supervisory and management techniques
• Manage and control the materials flow for production of timepiece components under
anticipated and regular circumstances
• Manage and control the materials flow for production of complete watches under
anticipated and regular circumstances
• Carry out the production/assembly of complete watches according to order’s requirements
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Perform supervisory management and production control duties according to the safety
guidelines of the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Coordinate the production workflow of timepiece manufacturing and the allocation of
human resources, so as to master production planning and production control under
anticipated and regular circumstances; and
• Implement supervisory management to enhance production efficiency.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Handle Orders for Timepiece Products/Components

Code

104882L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
understand the organization’s procedures in handling orders, so as to handle the orders for
timepiece products/components independently.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the types of timepiece products/components and the organization’s authority in
handling orders
• Understand various kinds of timepiece products/components
• Understand the organization’s authority or regulations in handling orders for timepiece
products/components, e.g.:
• Sales representatives are responsible for approving vouchers of certain amount
• The manager of the sales department is responsible for approving and verifying
vouchers over a certain amount but not more than a certain amount
2. Handle orders for timepiece products/components
• Handle orders for timepiece products/components independently
• Receive quotations and customers’ purchasing orders, including:
• Fill in the record of order forms/phone orders
• Identify if the ordered products belong to new products, renewed products or
standard products
• Make contracts, including:
• Contact customers to gather information on the requirement and specification
of products
• Make classification, including samples of the organization, samples from
customers or the organization’s amended samples on customers’ requests
• Contact the manufacturing department or design department to discuss
matters concerning production or amendment of samples
• Inform customers of the expected date of delivery and the quantity for
delivery
• Issue letter of confirmation for orders to be signed by consultant upon
customers’ consent as a kind of formal acknowledgement
• Confirm orders, including:
• Check letter of confirmation for orders
• Compile product serial number
• Begin approving process
• Issue manufacturing order to manufacturing department
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the orders of timepiece products/components are handled properly before
deadline.
• Do not allow any illegitimate treatment or amendment to the orders

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master customers’ requirement in the orders for timepiece products/components and can
independently handle such orders according to the organization’s procedures for handling
orders.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Implement Inventory Procedures

Code

104883L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
understand the technique of inventory control on timepiece products and independently
implement inventory control procedures for timepiece products according to corporate
guidelines.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the technique of inventory control
• Understand the technique of inventory control, e.g.:
• The basic functions of warehouse
• The technique of traditional inventory control
• The technique of modern inventory control
• The efficiency of warehouse and performance assessment
• Understand safe inventory
• Master the normal demand model
• Master the estimation of safe inventory level
2. Implement inventory control procedures for timepiece products
• Implement inventory control procedures for timepiece products according to corporate
guidelines
• Set up different warehouses
• Finished product warehouse
• Chemical product warehouse
• Implement inventory procedures for timepiece products
• Finished product warehouse
• Receive complete products (conduct quality check on complete
products)
• Distribute complete products to sales representatives (manage goods
labelling, document filing and goods output record)
• Stock-taking (according to the warehouse assessment record)
• Chemical product warehouse
• Receive chemical goods (conduct quality check on incoming goods)
• Store chemical goods (manage goods labelling and store the goods by
category)
• Stock-taking (according to the warehouse assessment record)
• Monitor the process of inventory control on timepiece products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the stock matches the inventory record, and do not allow any illegitimate
treatment or amendment to the inventory record
• Prevent any abuse of power or corruption, such as abuse/misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Employ the technique of inventory control to independently implement inventory control
procedures for timepiece products according to corporate requirements.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Apply Cost Accounting

Code

104884L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master cost accounting theory and independently perform cost accounting duty for the watch
and clock industry according to corporate requirements.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand basic cost accounting theory
• Understand basic cost accounting theory, including:
• The significance and functions of cost accounting
• The relationship between cost accounting, management accounting and financial
accounting
• The cost accounting system
• Understand the classification of costs, including:
• The basic concept of costs
• The classification of costs
• The characteristics of different industries and their differences
• The preparation of profit and loss statements
• Understand the cost of quality, including:
• The significance of quality
• The importance of cost of quality
• Understand the definitions of total cost method and variable cost method
2. Apply industry-related cost accounting
• Independently perform cost accounting duties for the watch and clock industry
• Calculate cost, including:
• Raw materials, wages and cost of goods sold
• Cost estimation
• Regression analysis
• Cost sharing
• Cost sharing among service departments
• Analyze cost, quantity and profits, including:
• Break-even analysis
• Calculate break-even point
• Analyze cost, quantity and profits
• Calculate total cost and variable cost, including:
• Prepare profit and loss statements by using total cost method and variable
cost method
• Assess the impact of changes in inventory level on profit and loss
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the financial information/data provided is accurate and correct
• Prevent any abuse of power or corruption by manipulating financial management

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the knowledge of accounting to independently perform accounting duty for the
watch and clock industry in accordance with corporate requirements, such as: cost
calculation, cost analysis, quantity and profit, etc.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Master the Import and Export of Timepiece Products

Code

104885L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master knowledge of import and export operation of timepiece products and apply it to duties
related to operational management, logistics and procurement.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic knowledge of the import and export of timepiece products
• Understand general trading terms, e.g.:
• FOB (Free on Board)
• C&F (Cost and Freight)
• CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight)
• Understand simple cost accounting, e.g.:
• Freight cost
• Insurance premium
• Customs fees
• Bank interest and related expenditures
• Know about general documents, e.g.:
• Inquiry forms
• Quotations
• Certificate of origin
• Main content of contract
• Understand the receipt and payment of proceeds, e.g.:
• Open account
• Collection
• Letter of credit
• Basic payment vouchers (draft, commercial invoice, sea/land/air freight bill of
lading)
• Understand modes of goods freight
• Freight services (sea freight, air freight and land freight)
• Operation of container terminals
• Operation of godowns
• Understand various types of cargo insurance and their policies, such as:
• Types of cargo insurance
• Types of insurance policies
• Coverage
• Cargo claim procedures and rules
2. Master the practice of import and export of timepiece products
• Master the practice of import and export of timepiece products and handle independently
relevant practical work
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Abide by the legal requirements related to the import and export operation of timepiece
products
• Prevent any abuse of power or corruption, such as abuse/misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand the practice and knowledge of import and export of timepiece products; and
• Handle independently relevant practical work.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Implement Worksite/Factory Management

Code

104886L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
apply professional knowledge of production management to perform such duties in accordance
with relevant occupational safety and environmental protection ordinances.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of production management and occupational safety in timepiece
worksites/factories
• Understand timepiece manufacturing techniques
• Understand timepiece production management, e.g.:
• Production material management
• Quality control
• Production time management
• Production effectiveness
• Understand the requirements of relevant occupational safety and environmental protection
ordinances
• Master the maintenance of the factory equipment
• Master the use of fixtures
• Master the use of semi-automatic and fully-automatic equipment in timepiece and
component worksites
2. Manage various departments in worksites/factories
• Implement daily operational management in timepiece worksites/factories
• Execute timepiece production plan, determine the requirement of production volume, cost,
quality and delivery time
• Master production schedule
• Material requirements planning
• Settle non-routine problems arising in departmental operation
• Design workflow and provide safe working environment in accordance with relevant
ordinances
• Devise appropriate guidelines to handle problems arising from chemical products and heat
to avoid accidents
• Report and assess production performance, and capable to make use of the relevant
information in staff training
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Implement worksite/factory management according to the safety guidelines of the
Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Employ the knowledge of timepiece production management to manage various
departments in worksites/factories in accordance with relevant occupational safety and
environmental protection ordinances to enhance production effectiveness.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Implement Financial Management

Code

104887L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
compile profit and loss statements of the shop, implement financial management, control
expenditure and formulate budget; to submit and assess information/data relating to cost,
expenditure and profits, so as to enhance the economic performance of the shop.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand financial management knowledge
• Understand accounting knowledge for limited liability company
• Understand the organization’s internal audit theory and procedures
• Understand the concept of financial management in the watch and clock industry,
including knowledge of foreign exchange
• Understand the application of information technology
• Know about the application of Profit and Loss statement (P&L), including:
• Top line
• Bottom line
• Gross profit
• Net profit
• Profit margin
• Costs of goods sold
• Operating expenses
• Percentage of different items of expense
2. Implement industry-related financial management
• Control expenditure
• Staff expense
• Wear and tear
• Daily expenses of the shop/organization
• Analyze financial data and prepare budget, e.g.:
• Set budget for the shop/organization
• Set budget according to the business turnover and expenditure of the previous year
• Set annual business turnover and estimate expenditure
• Compile business turnover reports
• Weekly estimates on business turnover
• Submit weekly business turnover report
• Submit report on the accumulated business turnover for the current month
• Compare the business turnover with that of last month/last season/last year
• Compare the actual business turnover with the estimated business turnover
• Execute the organization’s internal audit
• Apply information technology in financial management
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the financial information/data provided is accurate and correct
• Prevent any abuse of power or corruption by the manipulation of financial management

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Make use of profit and loss statement; and
• Analyze the turnover of a timepiece shop and make the budget.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Implement Logistic Management

Code

104888L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master the knowledge of logistic management for timepiece products and perform the duty of
logistic management.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of logistic management
• Understand the theory of logistic management for timepiece, including: check and receive
materials, supply chain, transportation and storage of materials, etc.
• Understand the process of supply, production, distribution, retail and consumption as well
as their inter-relationships
• Understand the contents of macro and micro logistics
• Understand the contents of internal logistics, production logistics, supply logistics and
recovery logistics
2. Implement logistic management for timepiece products
• Check and receive general materials, e.g.:
• Understand the specification and standard of various kinds of materials
• Analyze, check and receive materials according to the requirement of the orders or
the specification listed in the contract
• Implement logistic management for timepiece products, e.g.:
• Develop the supply chain of logistics
• Implement the process of logistics services
• Order receiving
• Transportation arrangement
• Storage
• Inventory management
• Materials allocation
• Packing
• Value-added services
• Implement transportation and storage of materials
• Transportation
• Storage
• Packaging
• Protection
• Security
• Insurance
• Delivery
• Handle logistic documents of freight transportation
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with the legal requirements on logistic transport, warehousing, customs and
bonded goods

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the knowledge of logistic management for timepiece products to implement logistic
management; and
• Handle logistic documents of freight transportation for timepieces.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Apply Business Laws

Code

104889L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to the
business laws of Hong Kong and the Mainland and apply such knowledge in job duties relevant
to the operational management of the organization to protect the organization’s interest.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about business laws
• Understand the legal system of Hong Kong, including:
• Understand whether the client has entered into a legal binding contract
• Understand the reasons for a contract to be invalid and the compensation for
breach of contract
• Apply the Sale of Goods Ordinance and compare the rights and obligations of both
the buyer and the seller
• Understand the nature of agency and its application in business society
• Understand the laws relating to tort and the principles for claiming damages
• Understand the conditions and procedures of filing petitions for individual
bankruptcy and liquidation of limited companies
• Understand the legal meaning of the laws of guarantee and their provisions
• Understand the characteristics and operation of the industry and its partnership with
customers
2. Apply business laws in the organization’s daily operation
• Apply the knowledge of business laws in the organization’s daily operation to protect the
organization’s interest
• Intellectual property laws
• Law of contract
• Sale of Goods Ordinance
• Law of agency
• Law of tort
• Business Organization law
• Bankruptcy and liquidation laws
• Law of guarantee
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with the business laws in a professional manner in the organization’s daily
operation

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand the business laws of Hong Kong; and
• Perform the duties of operational management in the organization in accordance with the
business laws of Hong Kong to protect the organization’s interest.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Appraise Staff Performance

Code

104890L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master the functional areas of staff at all levels, conduct performance appraisals and write
appraisal reports in an objective manner according to the performance appraisal system set by
the organization so as to achieve effective human resources management.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of performance appraisal
• Understand the operational structure of the organization
• Understand the functional areas of all departments
• Understand the performance appraisal system and standards of the organization
• Form, method and procedure of appraisal
• Requirements on the appraiser
• Appraisal time
• Rating standards and definition
• Appeal mechanism for the appraisee
• Criteria for writing appraisal reports
• Understand the purpose and importance of performance appraisal
• Efficiency of the organization/department
• Personal efficiency of staff
• Understand different types of performance appraisal
• Understand the content of general performance appraisals, including:
• Knowledge and professional ability
• Work efficiency
• Work performance
• Degree of diligence
• Work attitude and initiative
• Team relationship
• Personal conduct
• Understand the reward and penalty mechanism of the organization
2. Appraise staff performance
• Select a suitable appraisal method and follow the work goals, plans and standards to
conduct a fair and objective appraisal and write the appraisal report for the staff according
to the performance appraisal standards and procedures of the organization
• Inform the staff concerned about the appraisal result through proper communication
channel and make recommendations on improvement
• Establish appeal mechanism staff to make their appeals
• Take suitable actions according to the appraisal result, such as: giving reward or penalty,
counselling, training, etc.
• File the appraisal report properly according to procedures
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with the Code of Practice on Human Resource Management under the Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance
• Conduct staff appraisals in a fair and just manner to avoid staff dissatisfaction

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Conduct performance appraisals in an objective manner and write the appraisal reports
according to the appraisal procedures of the organization; and
• Take suitable measures to follow up, such as: giving reward or penalty, counselling,
training, etc.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Handle General Labour Disputes

Code

104891L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master the ordinances related to labour relations, give clear guidelines and direction to
employees, perform good personnel management, and handle general labour disputes
effectively at timepiece-related workplaces.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand ordinances related to employment relationship
• Understand ordinances related to employment relationship and related statutory bodies,
e.g.:
• Structure of Labour Department and relevant ordinances
• Organizational structure and terms of reference
• Labour Relations Ordinance
• Employment Ordinance
• Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance
• Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority and relevant ordinances
• Organization background and terms of reference
• Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Ordinance
• Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data and relevant ordinances
• Organization background and terms of reference
• Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance
• Equal Opportunities Commission and relevant ordinances
• Organization background and terms of reference
• Sex Discrimination Ordinance
• Disability Discrimination Ordinance
• Family Status Discrimination Ordinance
• Independent Commission Against Corruption and relevant ordinances
• Organization background and terms of reference
• Aspects of Prevention of Bribery Ordinance
• Understand the penalty on violating ordinances and regulations on employment
relationship
2. Handle general labour disputes
• Master good personnel management skills, establish different communication channels to
reduce unnecessary labour disputes and legal proceedings
• Comply with and quote relevant legal provisions during human resources management
routines to handle general labour disputes, such as:
• Employment relationship
• Calculation and payment of wages and commissions
• Forfeiture of pay
• Deployment arrangement
• Immediate dismissal
• Severance payment, long service payment
• Mandatory provident fund contributions
• Handle general labour disputes with the Labour Relations Division according to relevant
rules and regulations
• Handle injuries at work correctly according to legal requirements
• Report accidents on time
• Pay the instalments and relevant medical expenses
• Medical clearance and handling procedures
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with ordinances related to employment relationship and take the mutual interest of
employer and employees into account when handling each case of labour dispute
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master ordinances related to employment relationship and handle general labour disputes
in order to protect the mutual interest of employer and employees.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Apply Information Management

Code

104892L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
Master the latest information technology data of the watch and clock industry, accurately assess
the needs of the organization and use suitable information management system for effective
management, and better economic performance and sales and service quality.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand information management knowledge relevant to the watch and clock industry
• Possess the knowledge of the latest and commonly-used information technology systems
of the industry, such as:
• E-commerce system
• Customer relation management system
• Application of software relevant to the watch and clock industry
• Understand the applications and strengths of relevant information technology
management system
• Understand the basic composition and accessories of relevant information technology
management system, including:
• Software
• Hardware
• Understand the operation of relevant information technology management system
• Understand the importance of information management system to the organization
• Understand the importance of information security management to the operation of the
organization
• Understand the security risks brought by the information management system and their
consequences, such as:
• Financial losses
• Legal liabilities
• Customer loss
• Damage to business reputation
• Understand the information security management cycle, including:
• Assess information security risks
• Implement and maintain a sound and stable security framework
• Monitor and record routine check and make improvements
• Manage user authority
2. Use information management system
• Fully master the most common information management system for the industry; select
and use suitable information management system according to the overall operation,
resources and business needs of the organization for better economic performance, sales
and service quality, customer relation management, etc., so as to meet the market need
and the future development of the organization
• Implement information security management to protect the benefits of the organization
and customers
• Maintain substantial and good communication with the software suppliers to ensure that
the information management system of the organization operates properly and keeps
abreast of the time
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Keep abreast of the latest ordinances on information, privacy and information security to
ensure that all information provided do not violate related regulations
• Provide customers with useful information on the right of privacy and information security
to help them prevent identity theft
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the latest and most common information technology data and system for the watch
and clock industry; and
• Analyze factors such as business policy and financial status of the organization, market
environment, etc. in order to select and use suitable information management system, and
implement information security management to enhance work efficiency, and improve
customer relation management and sales and service quality so as to enhance the
competitiveness of the organization.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Execute Retail Inventory Control

Code

104893L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
employ the knowledge of retail inventory control to submit and assess inventory information, so
as to execute retail inventory control.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the theory of retail inventory control
• Understand inventory control, such as:
• Organization strategy
• Inventory plan
• The location and planning of inventory
• Inventory system and control
• Safe inventory
• Handle outdated inventory
• Understand stock-taking method and procedures
• Understand the cost of inventory, e.g.:
• Material cost
• Ordering cost
• Storage cost
• Capital cost
• Out-of-stock cost
• Understand inventory and sales analysis, e.g.:
• The best-selling goods
• High gross profit goods
• Seasonal goods
• Popular goods
2. Execute retail inventory control
• Execute goods yard control
• Design a layout map showing the inventory racks in the warehouse, indicate the
classification of goods in each area and post the layout map on the door of the
warehouse
• Put the goods by areas and by classification in a neat and tidy order
• Manage the inventory racks in the warehouse according to serial number
• Set a safe inventory level for the storage goods
• Apply the first-come-first-out principle to govern the in and out of goods
• Perform stock-taking duty according to the established procedure, including:
• Count the quantity and value of the inventory on regular basis
• Record the real balance of inventory
• Understand the quantity of inventory loss
• Implement inventory procedures, including:
• Assess customers’ needs and customer flow
• Make forecast on sales volume
• Determine the proportion between inventory and sales
• Arrange replenishment of goods
• Estimate ordering cost and inventory cost
• Set ordering stock level
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Act in a professional way to prevent any abuse of power or corruption, such as
abuse/misappropriation of the organizational assets and theft
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Employ the knowledge of inventory control in retailing business to submit and assess
inventory information, so as to effectively perform the duty of inventory control in retailing
business, including: goods yard management and stock-taking, etc.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Recruitment Strategies

Code

104894L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
formulate recruitment strategies according to the human resource demand of the organization.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of human resources and recruitment
• Understand human resources and the condition of market supply and demand
• Understand the concept, functions, methods and channels of recruitment
• Master the arrangement of recruitment procedure
• Be familiar with every part of the daily operations of the organization
• Be familiar with the special technical requirements in every part of operations, e.g. specific
professional qualifications or licences, etc.
• Understand the human resource demand for every part of operation and the market
condition
• Understand the legislation and guidelines related to recruitment, e.g. Equal Opportunities
Legislation
2. Formulate recruitment strategies
• Analyze the short-term and long-term demand of the organization for different posts
• Analyze the suitability of the recruitment methods
• Forecast the organization’s human resource demand according to its requirements, e.g. in
the aspects of skills and experience
• Compare the human resources currently available in the organization and the market
condition for human resources, and formulate recruitment strategies according to the
human resource demand
• Use suitable recruitment methods and channels
• Use suitable appraisal and selection methods
• Use suitable remuneration and benefit arrangement
• Compile reports to illustrate recruitment strategies to the higher level
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with the Codes of Practice on Employment relating to equal opportunities and
understand the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Ordinance, the Disability
Discrimination Ordinance and the Family Status Discrimination Ordinance, so as to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances
• Comply with the code of practice on human resource management under the Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate recruitment strategies in accordance with the development and operational
needs of the organization; and
• Compile reports to illustrate recruitment strategies to the higher level.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Human Resources Management Strategies

Code

104895L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master human resources management and formulate human resources management strategies
by analyzing and assessing the human resources market and the information on the
organization’s internal requirements.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of human resources management
• Understand the planning of human resources, including:
• Develop information system on human resources to meet corporate objectives
• Recruit and select staff
• Conduct recruitment interview
• Understand payment policy management, including:
• Payment policy
• Performance assessment method
• Relevant labour ordinances
• Understand staff performance assessment method and staff training, e.g.:
• Formal and informal assessment methods
• Formal and informal training methods
• Understand staff relation, including:
• The mechanism of settling internal conflicts
• Complaints of dissatisfaction and disciplinary procedure
• Understand the organization’s business policy and strategies
• Understand the organization’s short-term, mid-term and long-term development plans and
directions
2. Formulate human resources management strategies
• Analyze the human resources condition in each department of the organization and
market supply situation, including:
• Relevant statistics on human resources
• The market demand for the required human resources
• The price for retaining workforce, etc.
• Formulate human resources strategies to meet the development of the organization
• Recruitment strategies
• Master the modern standards for competent personnel
• Enhance the effectiveness of recruitment
• Avoid incoherence in the replacement of important personnel
• Master the methods of recruiting competent personnel
• Retaining workforce strategies
• Internal training mechanism and strategies
• The promotion ladder, terms of reference as well as the payment and welfare
system for each rank of the organization
• Job assignment mechanism
• Allocate job duties according to the personalities of staff
• Emphasize staff expertise
• Manage staff deployment
• Team spirit
• Know how to balance active management measures and suppressed
management measures
• Avoid intangible personnel waste
• Performance assessment plan
• Devise assessment methods
• Master management by objectives
• Manage staff
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Competency

3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with the Codes of Practice on Employment relating to equal opportunities and
understand the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Ordinance, the Disability
Discrimination Ordinance and the Family Status Discrimination Ordinance, so as to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances
• Comply with the Codes of Practice on Human Resource Management relating to the
Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Analyze and assess the human resources condition in the organization and market supply
situation to formulate suitable human resources management strategies in accordance
with the demand of the organization to foster organizational development; and
• Manage staff of the organization and formulate performance assessment method for
better management.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Financial Management Strategies

Code

104896L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
analyze various kinds of financial management problems; to formulate financial management
plans by means of relevant information/data such as cost, expenditure and profit, enabling the
organization to achieve maximum economic return.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of financial management
• Understand financial management concept
• The objectives of financial management
• The functions of the monetary market
• Understand the analysis of financial reports, including:
• The balance sheet
• The profit and loss statements
• The cash flow statements and ratio analysis
• The forecasting statements
• Understand financial planning and forecasting
• Understand capital budgeting, e.g.:
• Principles of investment
• Net present value method
• Discounted payback period method
• Internal rate of return
• Profitability index
• Understand the calculation of project cash flow, including:
• Relevant cash flow
• Additional cash flow
• Operational cash flow
• Understand risk and return
• System risk and non-system risk
• The relation between risk and expected return (Capital Asset Pricing Model CAPM)
• The risk in foreign exchange
• Understand the application of information technology
2. Formulate financial management strategies
• Formulate financial management strategies in a business environment with possibility of
changes
• Analyze financial statements
• Formulate capital budgeting
• Formulate cost control strategy
• Formulate project risk and return management strategy
• Implement financial planning, such as:
• Control the business cycle and cash flow
• Master cash budgeting
• Formulate the management strategy of operating capital, e.g.:
• Control cash income and expenses
• Control inventory
• Draw up credit policy and analysis
• Formulate plans to apply information technology in financial management
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the financial information/data provided is accurate and correct
• Prevent any abuse of power or corruption by the manipulation of financial management
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Employ financial management knowledge in a business environment with possibility of
changes to tie in with the actual operational situation of the organization, so as to draw up
financial management strategies.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Logistic Management Strategies

Code

104897L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
formulate logistic management strategies to further improve effectiveness of the organization’s
logistic management operation.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand logistic management the knowledge of
• Understand the logistics of the watch and clock industry, including:
• Network design
• Information
• Transportation
• Inventory
• Packing
• Master the integrated logistics
• Master the complete cycle of logistics
• Understand the relationship of the timepiece supply chain
• Master the structure of channels
• Master the relation of channels
• Understand global logistics
• Understand the logistics in the global economy
• Understand the global inter-connected economy
• Understand the global supply chain
• Understand the resources of logistics
• Understand the function and theory of information
• Understand the structure of information
• Understand the application of new information technologies
• Understand the inventory strategy
• Understand the standard of EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
• Understand the function and principle of inventory
• Understand the development of an inventory resources plan
• Understand the legislation related to the import and export of timepiece products in
different regions
• Understand the requirements of different regions related to logistics, transport,
warehousing, customs and bonded goods
• Master the organization’s liaison with partners, agents and operators in different regions
2. Formulate logistic management strategies
• Determine inventory management
• Set up the inventory management policy
• Master the process of management
• Determine the design of logistics system
• Determine the restructure of logistics
• Determine the procedures of restructure
• Establish the skills of time-based logistics control techniques
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with the legal requirements related to logistic transport, warehousing, customs
and bonded goods

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the relationship of the timepiece supply chain; and
• Set up the timepiece inventory management policy and design the timepiece logistic
management system, so as to enhance the organization’s logistic management efficiency
and economic performance.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Risk Management Strategies

Code

104898L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master extensive information under a business environment with possibility of changes to
formulate risk management plans for the organization.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the scope and source of risks
• Understand the source of risks, e.g.: natural disaster, fire accident, burglary and the
quality of internal management, etc.
• Understand the scope of operations and daily operation of the organization
• Understand the organization’s scope of risks, e.g.:
• Direct property loss
• Inventory loss
• Facility damages
• Loss of special talents
• Computer operational system failure
• Loss of important record and information
• Corporate reputation damaged
2. Formulate risk management strategies
• Master various kinds of risk assessments to formulate risk management strategies for the
organization and make the most suitable decision under a business environment with
possibility of changes
• Choose the most desirable assets assurance plan for the enterprise in face of
unpredictable and tangible risk and loss, such as: property loss, inventory loss and
facility loss, etc.
• Should monitor and review the organization’s human resources policy, such as
training policy, promotion and employment conditions, etc. in face of the risk of loss
talents
• Should monitor and review the policy of daily operational management and
equipment in face of operational facility risk, such as unstable operation of
computer systems or equipment
• Should monitor and review daily operations and monitoring systems, such as
security system, receipt and delivery of inventory and records, etc. in face of
inventory loss risk due to burglary
• Should take into consideration the corporate public relations strategy in face of the
risk of corporate reputation
• Formulate organizational management system and relevant indicators as well as
allocate suitable resources to implement risk management plans
• Formulate customer credit risk management strategies
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Formulate protective measures (e.g. insurance policy) to minimize the interruption to
corporate business and operation caused by disasters, so as to reduce risks
• Protect the overall benefit of the organization, customers and business partners when
implementing risk management

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Integrate various kinds of information in a business environment with possibility of
changes to formulate different risk management strategies for the organization, so as to
reduce risks; and
• Estimate and utilize resources appropriately, so that the contingency measures can be
implemented if the situation deems necessary.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Assess the Manpower Market and Establish the Salary System

Code

104899L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master the changes in the manpower market of the watch and clock industry, and assess the
manpower market and formulate the salary system according to the business strategy of the
organization to retain competent personnel.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of salary system
• Understand the extensive theory of human resources management
• Understand the organizational structure and function of each department
• Master the current manpower market situation of the local watch and clock industry
• Understand the characteristics of different modes of remuneration, such as: wage, bonus,
monetary reward, leave, pension, medical benefits, promotion opportunity, job satisfaction,
etc.
• Understand local labour ordinances
2. Formulate salary system and execute its procedures
• Establish the level of each job post according to the size of the organization and the
requirements of each post
• Set the level of each local and overseas academic/professional qualification as well as the
professional training provided by the organization
• Assess the current manpower market situation of the industry and compare to that of the
organization
• Work out remuneration packages, including wage, leave, pension, medical benefit, bonus
and other benefits, according to the actual situation of each job level and post
• Review regularly to make the salary structure more attractive, and handle the matter
flexibly in special environment
• Compile guidelines to state the details of salary level adjustment mechanism
• Compile working guidelines for relevant working departments and execute relevant
administrative procedures
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the established salary system complies with the relevant labour ordinances

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the human resources management concept and the manpower market situation of
the local watch and clock industry;
• Set a market-competitive salary and benefit level for each job level and post according to
the established business strategy to retain competent personnel; and
• Formulate and implement consistently an appropriate salary system according to
corporate policy.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Handle Complicated Labour Disputes

Code

104900L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
understand Hong Kong’s labour regulations and relevant rules and regulations, court system and
its jurisdiction, and legal procedures related to labour disputes of the industry; and quote relevant
ordinances correctly to handle complicated labour disputes.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of Hong Kong’s court system and legal procedures
• Understand Hong Kong’s court system, jurisdiction and types and authority of processing
cases of labour disputes
• Magistracy
• Labour Tribunal
• Minor Employment Claims Adjudication Board
• Understand the claiming procedures and limitations for as well as legal rights that can be
exercised by employers and employees in labour disputes of different natures
• Understand the procedures for handling claim cases by different statutory bodies and time
limit for making such claims
2. Handle complicated labour disputes
• Master the procedures for handling money dispute cases between employers and
employees by different statutory bodies:
• Labour Tribunal
• Claim amount and limit of the number of claimants
• Conciliation meeting
• Working on to reach a conciliation arrangement
• Hearing
• Review judgement
• Handling of appeal
• Minor Employment Claims Adjudication Board
• Claim amount and limit of the number of claimants
• Legal procedures
• Hearing
• Review judgement
• Handling of appeal
• Master legal procedures related to claims for work injury compensation, such as:
• Procedures for issuing the Certificate of Review of Assessment by the Employees’
Compensation Assessment Board
• Compensation and legal procedures for cases of death caused by work injuries or
accidents
• Master the legal procedures by Equal opportunities Commission for handling sex,
pregnancy and disability discrimination
• Master the appeal mechanism and legal procedures for labour dispute cases
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Comply with ordinances related to employment relationship and take the mutual interest of
employer and employee into account when handling each case of labour dispute

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master Hong Kong’s labour regulations and relevant rules and regulations, court system
and legal procedures related to labour disputes; and
• Comply with and correctly quote relevant ordinances to handle complicated labour
disputes according to the legal procedures of different statutory bodies.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Business Strategy

Code

104901L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
analyze and evaluate the organization’s business situation and objectives;formulate business
strategy in a business environment which is in continual pursuit of efficiency.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the market status of the watch and clock industry, as well as corporate business
situation and objectives of the organization
• Understand timepiece business concept
• Understand the market status of the watch and clock industry, as well as corporate
business situation and objectives of the organization, including:
• Business areas and objectives
• Income, expenditure and profit level
• Understand the production and trading in different areas, and the types and values of
product sources
• Understand the services provided by the competitors and their market shares
• Understand the politics, economy and culture of the sales location
• Master proper logistic arrangement, the loss of human resources, the effectiveness of the
operational system, quality control and risk management as well as sub-standard
operational management or irregularities and their significance, etc.
2. Formulate business management strategy of the organization
• Collect data and information on factors affecting external business environment
• Collect data and information on factors affecting internal business environment
• Analyze data and information
• Make use of relevant information to formulate business management strategy on
reasonable grounds and review the loopholes existing in the current business
management system; to conduct thorough investigation into sub-standard business
performance and make critical analysis, evaluation, integration, elaboration and
judgement on the information obtained, so as to improve the current business
management system
• Analyze the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
• Formulate business strategy for corporate development according to the actual situation of
the organization and the market
• Assess future development trend and review the current business management system to
cope with changes in the organization’s comprehensive policy
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the corporate policy conforms with the latest development trend

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand the market status of the industry and the business situation and objectives of
the organization; obtain relevant information and make analysis, so as to formulate
business management strategy on reasonable grounds in a business environment which
is in continual pursuit of business efficiency; and
• Assess the future development trend and initiate evaluation on the current business
management system, so as to cope with changes in the reform of the organization.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Project Management Strategies

Code

104902L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
employ the knowledge and methods of project management to develop systematic and
consistent project management models, so as to formulate project management strategies to
meet the long-term development of the organization.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about project plan management
• Understand project plans, including:
• Projects and project management
• The relation between design and production
• The plans and range of projects, as well as integrated management
• Quality assurance system, production operation and record
• Understand management methods, including:
• The methods and procedures for project planning and control
• Project schedule
• Analyze and allocate resources
• The network proportion of Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and
Critical Path Method (CPM)
• Understand human resources management projects, including:
• Organize project teams
• Recruitment, selection and participation of the project teams
• Relationships of occupational safety, health and welfare
• Relationship with business partners
2. Formulate project management strategies
• Employ the knowledge and methods of project plans and management to formulate
project management strategies for the organization
• Solve the existing project management problems, including:
• Identify target customers
• Establish management procedures
• Analyze project manpower arrangement
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Prevent any abuse/misappropriation of organizational assets, corruption, fraudulent act or
extravagant waste

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Employ the knowledge and methods of project plans and management to develop
systematic and consistent project management models, and effectively formulate project
management strategies to meet organizational development.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Formulate Procurement Strategies and Performance Requirements for Timepieces and
Components

Code

104903L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
lead the management staff of the organization to formulate procurement strategies and
performance requirements for timepieces and components.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the relationship between market demand and supply and procurement
• Understand new information about the supply and selling markets of timepiece materials
or components
• Master new information on the timepiece market and its relation with comprehensive
procurement plans
2. Formulate procurement strategies and performance requirements for timepieces and
components
• Establish procurement procedure and conduct regular reviews
• Improve procurement patterns and conduct regular reviews
• Establish specification of procurement
• Monitor the smooth implementation of comprehensive procurement plans
• Monitor and control the performance requirements of comprehensive procurement plans
• Formulate comprehensive inventory control plans and performance requirements
• Establish mode for comprehensive inventory control
• Formulate monitoring measures and control the inventory volume of warehouses as
a whole or respectively
• Set supplier evaluation items
• Establish good partnerships with agents on the basis of mutual trust and by adhering
strictly to the policies and requirements of the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Enter into a partnership with an agent with the prerequisite that the benefit of the
organization will not be harmed, in order to achieve a win-win situation
• Prevent any abuse of power or corruption, such as abuse/misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Formulate, review and improve procurement strategies and performance requirements for
timepieces and components to ensure that the organization conducts procurement
smoothly, so as to enhance the efficiency of operation.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Master the Commercial Laws in China

Code

104904L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to the
laws of China and the operational system of commercial trade in a business environment with
possibility of changes. They should also understand the legal system and commercial legislation
in China, and capable to apply such knowledge to facilitate corporate development.

Level

6

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about the commercial laws in China
• Understand the legal and judicial systems of China, e.g.:
• The PRC legal system and the legal institutions at central and local levels
• The structure of courts and the trial system
• The legal professional knowledge and the judicial system of the Mainland
• Understand the laws on foreign investment, e.g.:
• Sino-foreign equity joint ventures
• Sino-foreign cooperative joint ventures
• Foreign-owned enterprises, etc.
• Understand the business institutions in the Mainland, e.g.:
• Sole proprietor operations
• Partnership enterprises
• Companies of limited liability
• Limited companies
• Understand the commercial laws in the Mainland, including:
• The development process of commercial laws
• The law of contract
• Understand the banking systems of China, e.g.:
• The PRC banking system
• The state-owned commercial banks
2. Apply the commercial laws of China
• Apply the commercial laws of China in the daily operation of China-Hong Kong trade and
China-Hong Kong joint ventures in a business environment with possibility of changes
• Protect and safeguard the enterprise’s legitimate rights in the Mainland
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Abide by the commercial laws of China during daily operation in order to protect the
interest of the organization

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Understand the laws of China and the operational system of commercial trade in a
business environment with possibility of changes, and capable to apply such knowledge in
the daily operational management of China-Hong Kong trade and China-Hong Kong joint
ventures, so as to protect and safeguard the enterprise’s legitimate rights in the Mainland.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Operational Management
Title

Develop Innovative Thinking

Code

104905L7

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
lead the organization to effect innovative management under complicated situations, enabling
the organization to develop innovative corporate thinking to breakthrough habitual practice and
current limitations, making significant and innovative contribution to the organization.

Level

7

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about innovative management
• Master the knowledge of innovative management
• Product innovation
• Process innovation
• System innovation
• Effect innovative management for the organization from professional perspective and give
creative feedback
• Establish innovative management model suitable for the organization
2. Develop innovative thinking
• Develop innovative thinking, enabling the organization to breakthrough habitual practice
and current limitations, thus bringing innovative reforms to the organization
• Creation and innovation
• Cognition and judgement
• Creative process
• Improvement and innovation
• Form creative teams, e.g.:
• Creative listening
• Creative coaching
• Creative leadership
• Lead the organization to effect innovative management through a comprehensive
understanding of the watch and clock industry and the ability to look ahead
• Cultivate innovative culture
• Discover, recruit and reward creative employees
• Develop innovative products
• Develop innovative decision-making and support
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the policies of the organization cater the latest development trend

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC the ability to:
• Understand management theory and lead the organization to effect innovative
management; to stimulate creativity in individual and team level, so as to implement
innovative management, bring about innovative reforms and future development to the
organization.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Promote the Sales of General Timepiece Products

Code

104906L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece retail shops. It covers the abilities to
employ the promotion and marketing skills of general timepiece products to carry out general
sales duties under supervision.

Level

1

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about timepiece products
• Understand timepiece products and relevant supporting services, e.g.:
• Timepiece products
• Brand history
• Concept of “Made in Switzerland” brands
• Selling points of the design/pattern
• Quality
• Function/trend
• Price
• Supporting services
• Maintenance
• Shopping guarantee
• Other supporting measures
• Method of payment
• Delivery of goods
• Promotion of other products
• Know about the types of timepiece and market trends
2. Promote the sales of general timepiece products
• Understand customers’ mentality in selecting and buying timepiece products
• Types of customers
• Customers’ preference
• Promote the sales of general timepiece products
• Draw customers’ attention
• Arouse customers’ interest
• Stimulate customers’ desire to purchase
• Lead customers to buy
• Handle transactions, including:
• Provide value-added service (e.g. payment or order arrangements) to customers
• Value-added customer management service (liaison, promotions, etc.)
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Understand general timepiece products and service support, and to employ the promotion
and marketing skills of general timepiece products under supervision to meet sales target.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Know about the Basic Knowledge of the Timepiece Market

Code

104907L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
know about the general situation of the timepiece market, and apply such knowledge in job
duties related to the sales, marketing, operation, design, product development and technical
research of timepieces.

Level

1

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about the general situation of the timepiece market
• Know about Hong Kong’s watch and clock industry, such as:
• Its position, role and export value in the retail industry
• Types of products (quartz watch, mechanical watch, digital watch, clock, etc.)
• Agents and distributors of major types of timepieces
• Know about the major export markets of local timepiece, such as:
• The countries of major export markets and timepiece brands
• The demand in the export markets
• The purchasing power and development potential of the export markets
• Understand the local market of Hong Kong timepieces, such as:
• The names of major local agents, distributors and retail shops, the area of
distribution and types of the sales of products
• The number of tourists visiting Hong Kong every year and their consumption figure
in timepieces
• Major and potential consumers’ preference and demand
• The effect of Mainland policy of the Individual Visit Scheme
2. Understand the general operation of the timepiece market
• Understand the general operation of the timepiece market and perform sales and
marketing duties of timepieces
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC the ability to:
• Understand the general situation of the timepiece market, so as to obtain relevant
information, and to apply such information in job duties related to the sales, marketing,
operation, design, product development and technical research of timepieces.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Receive Customers

Code

104908L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece retail shops. It covers the abilities to
employ simple communication skills to receive customers according to the established
procedure and standard of the organization, and can understand customers’ requirement to
facilitate transaction.

Level

1

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic knowledge of receiving customers
• Understand the basic knowledge of receiving customers, including:
• The procedure and standard of the organization on one’s individual appearance
• The procedures and standard of the organization on how to serve customers
• Oral communication and interpersonal communication skills
• Understand the psychological condition of customers and their need for timepiece
products, including:
• Understand customers’ preference and needs for timepiece products by
communication and observation
• Understand the characteristics of different types of customers
• Understand the duties of the working position
2. Receive customers
• Make sure one’s individual appearance can meet the established procedures of the
organization
• Serve customers and introduce oneself according to the established procedures of the
organization
• Employ effective communication skills, such as: asking customers effective questions by
the use of open questions and direct questions
• correctly answer customers’ enquiries and provide useful information to them, and seek
more information from co-workers if necessary
• Receive customers with correct attitude, such as: provide services to customers in a
friendly manner, thus giving them a good impression
• Maintain the image of the organization when receiving customers
• Maintain relationship with customers and able to collect their contact information
according to the established procedures of the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Receive customers and handle their enquiries politely and sincerely; and
• Collect customers’ contact information according to the established policy and procedures
of the organization.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Guard Against Thefts in Timepiece Outlets

Code

104909L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in workplaces such as timepiece retail shops or
showrooms. It covers the abilities to understand the security measures and relevant facilities
necessary for timepiece retailing business, and effectively guard against thefts in timepiece
outlets according to the organization’s security guidelines.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand timepiece retailing security
• Understand types of timepiece retail thefts, such as:
• Shoplifting
• Staff thefting
• Robbery
• Understand related security installations, such as:
• Sensomatic system
• Demagnetizing board/anti-theft labels
• CCTV/anti-theft mirror
• Irremovable stickers/company chop
• Empty boxes/warning slogans
• Cipher alarm/emergency alarm
• Plainclothes security guards
• Understand the noting points and relevant ordinances for customer check
2. Guard against robbery/thefting in timepiece outlets
• Guard against robbery/thefting in timepiece outlets according to security guidelines of the
organization
• Ensure that all timepiece products are equipped with appropriate security devices and
security labels
• Store the timepiece products properly and safely after demonstration
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Report timepiece retail thefts to the police according to relevant legislations
• Strictly follow corporate security guidelines to store the timepiece products properly and
safely

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Guard against robbery/thefting in timepiece outlets according to security guidelines of the
organization for the interests of the organization and personal safety.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Customer Relationship Skills

Code

104910L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to use
basic customer relationship skills to communicate with customers in normal working
environment, introduce suitable timepiece products care products to customers, and handle
general complaints from customers.

Level

2

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of customer relationship skills
• Understand the basic knowledge of communication e.g. verbal and non-verbal (written,
body language)
• Understand the basic knowledge of receiving customers and the established procedures
and standards of the organization, including:
• Requirements on personal appearance and attire of employees
• Procedures and standards for receiving customers
• Interpersonal relationship skills
• Understand the characteristics of different types of customers
• Understand different feelings of customers
2. Apply customer relationship skills
• Master customer relationship skills in normal routines to communicate effectively with the
customers to identify their needs, introduce suitable timepiece products to them
• Answer politely enquiries from customers who come in person, phone in and
through email
• Understand the requirements of customers for timepiece products through talking
with them and observation
• Release correct information on timepiece products, know about the names and
effects of popular timepiece products and hot items
• Seek advice from the supervisor or relevant colleagues at suitable time e.g.
individual preferential requests
• Obtain customer information and maintain customer relationships according to
established procedures of the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the customer relationship skills; and
• Use the customer relationship skills in routine working environments to introduce
timepiece products to suit customer’s needs.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Master the Market Trend of Timepiece Products and Related Marketing Skills

Code

104911L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
understand the market trend of timepiece products, employ marketing skill to achieve the
marketing target for timepiece products.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the development trend of timepiece market
• Understand the market trend of timepieces
• Opportunities and threats brought to the organization by the macro and micro sales
environment of the market
• Concept of market segmentation
• Purpose of market segmentation, basic strategies, etc.
• Basic variables affecting market segmentation
• Buying patterns and types of consumers and the decisions they made
• Understand the product marketing and promotion methods
• Know about different promotion methods and channels
• Understand product publicity or promotion mix
2. Implement marketing plans for timepiece products
• Employ marketing knowledge to implement timepiece product promotion for the
organization, so as to achieve the marketing target set by the organization
• Analyze the characteristics of the market and target group of customers
• Coordinate the actual marketing work according to the marketing plan of the organization,
e.g.:
• Confirm the targets of marketing
• Design leaflets for publicity
• Use information technology in sales and promotion
• Arrange exhibitions for the sales and promotion of timepiece products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during promotion
• Do not use discriminative wording in advertisements or promotional activities to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination Ordinance,
the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Know about marketing of general timepiece products; and
• Implement marketing duties for according to the marketing plan of the organization, so as
to achieve the marketing target of the organization and coordinate the actual marketing
work.
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Specification of Competency Standards of the Watch & Clock Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Handle Customer Complaints

Code

104912L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
handle customer complaints according to corporate guidelines, and follow up to customers’
satisfaction.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling customer complaints
• Understand corporate guidelines and procedures for handling customer complaints
• Quality customer service
• Guidelines on handling difficult customers
• personnel authorized by the organization to settle customer complaints and their
limit of authority
• Procedures for referring cases of complaint
• Procedures for settling complaints
• Understand the timepiece products of the organization
• Understand retail-related ordinances, e.g. customer rights, consumer rights, etc.
• Good interpersonal relationship and communication skills
• Understand the authority and responsibilities of the working position
2. Handle customer complaints
• Understand the details and causes of complaints, including:
• Service or product related
• Time of the incident
• Location of the incident
• Staff involved at that time
• Other details concerning the incident
• Handle customer complaints according to the established corporate procedures
• Understand the details of the complaint
• Listen patiently to customer complaints or opinions
• Calm down the customer
• Apologize for inappropriate acts
• Take appropriate measures to settle the problems in accordance with corporate guidelines
• Refer the cases to appropriate persons to settle
• Offer suitable solutions such as compensation, apology, etc.
• Inform the customers about the progress and results, and ensure that they are
satisfied
• Maintain records of the complaints to avoid similar problems to occur again
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations
• Possess good manners and good listening skills

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the nature and causes of complaints;
• Offer suitable solutions to the customers and follow up to their satisfaction; and
• Maintain records of the complaints to avoid similar incidents to occur again.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Master Customer Behaviour Psychology

Code

104913L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master customer behavior psychology, and apply general techniques of promoting and selling
general timepiece products to facilitate transaction.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the characteristics of customer
• Understand the characteristics of personal buyer
• Cultural factor
• Social factor
• Personal factor
• Psychological factor
• Understand the decision making process for buying
• Buying role
• Initiator
• Influencer
• Decider
• Buyer
• User
• Decision making process for buying
• Data research
• Decision of buying
• Behaviour after buying
2. Master customer behavior psychology
• Give advice on timepiece products according to the characteristics of the behavior
psychology of the customer in order to facilitate customer’s decision of buying
• Master the advantages and disadvantages of competitors’ products
• Master general techniques of promoting and selling general timepiece products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master customer behavior psychology and apply general techniques of promoting and
selling general timepiece products to give suitable advice on products in order to facilitate
customer’s decision of buying
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Implement Security Measures for the Watch and Clock Industry

Code

104914L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
implement effective security measures for the watch and clock industry according to the
organization’s working guidelines and code of safety.

Level

3

Credit

3 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about security for the watch and clock industry
• Know about the coverage of security for the watch and clock industry, such as: staff theft,
robbery, fire, electricity failure, etc.
• Understand the security measures and procedures of the organization
• Understand the security installations, such as:
• Sensomatic System
• Demagnetizing Board/Anti-theft labels
• CCTV/Anti-theft Mirror
• Irremovable stickers/Company chop
• Cipher Alarm/Emergency Alarm
• Plainclothes security guards
2. Implement security measures for the watch and clock industry
• Implement security measures for the watch and clock industry according to the working
guidelines and code of safety of the organization, including:
• Ways to prevent staff from thefting
• Implement security measures at the entrances/exits of the outlet, including verifying
the identity of incomers, collecting, analyzing and handling security information
• Handle robbery cases
• Handle fire incidents
• Handle electricity failure
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Strictly follow the organization’s security guidelines to properly display and store timepiece
products
• The security measures and guidelines prescribed should not violate the law

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Implement effective security measures for the watch and clock industry according to the
working guidelines and code of safety of the organization.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Implement Marketing Plans for Timepiece Products

Code

104915L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
apply marketing techniques to implement marketing plans, so as to achieve the sales target of
the organization.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of marketing timepiece products
• Know about the sales channels of timepiece products
• Know about the market demand and trends
• Know about the advantages and disadvantages of the organization’s products
• Know about the market positioning of the brands and customers’ taste
• Know about the competitors and their sales practice
• Understand the concept of foreign exchange risk
• Know about the market information system of timepiece products
2. Implement timepiece product marketing plans
• Corporate with marketing department to arrange marketing activities according to the
marketing plan formulated by the organization
• Train the frontline team to apply timepiece product marketing techniques e.g. negotiation
techniques, finding target customers and sales promotion techniques
• Use information technology and the internet to sell timepiece products
• Review the implementation flow of the marketing plan
• Assess the performance of the marketing plan
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Do not use discriminative wording in advertisements or marketing activities to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination Ordinance,
the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during the marketing
activities

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master timepiece product marketing techniques; and
• Implement marketing plans so as to achieve the sales target of the organization, and
communicate effectively with relevant departments.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Implement Market Research Plans

Code

104916L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
collect timepiece product market research information, and apply market research techniques to
implement market research plans according to the requirements of the organization, so as to
achieve the market research objectives set by the organization.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of market research techniques for timepiece products
• Understand the objectives of market research for timepiece products, e.g.:
• Know about the strengths and weaknesses of existing brands or products
• Understand the positioning of the organization’s brands or products in customers’
hearts
• Understand the marketing methods to promote the sales of timepiece products
• Understand the market research methods for timepiece products
• Understand the market information system for timepiece products
2. Implement market research plans
• Implement market research plans according to corporate objectives, including:
• Determining market research objectives
• Understand the market positioning of the brand
• Implement market research and communicate and coordinate with other departments
• Use market research methods, e.g.:
• questionnaire
• interview
• Use information technology and the internet to collect market research information on
timepiece products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Collect market research information according to the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance
to protect the customers’ interest

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Collect market research information on timepiece products in the organization and from
the market according to the requirements of the organization; and
• Apply market research techniques to implement timepiece product market research plans,
so as to achieve the market research objectives set by the organization, and report to the
higher level.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Manage Customer Relations

Code

104917L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
make use of customer relations management skills appropriately to maintain good relationships
with customers, so as to consolidate the business and reputation of the organization.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of customer relations management
• Understand customer relations management theories, e.g.:
• Customer cognition
• Customer satisfaction
• Building of customer relations
• Morals of customer relations
• Master customer relations management skills
• Understand the organization’s customer relations management policy on brands, products
and service
• Understand the general management of customer data and information system
2. Manage customer relations
• Establish stable and long-term relationships with customers according corporate
guidelines and policy, e.g.:
• Management of normal customer exchange, e.g. by visit, mail and other electronic
communications
• Communication exchange record management, e.g. conversations, phone calls, emails and letters
• Record important customer information
• Follow up customer relations reports, e.g.:
• Answer enquiries, give price quotation and confirmation
• Fulfil promises
• Handle customer complaints
• Customer evaluation and classification
• Handle general customer information system management, such as:
• Filing customer information
• Retrieving, updating and analyzing database and data
• Compiling reports
• Making backups
• Liaise closely with other departments (e.g. sales or maintenance department)
of the organization to maximize the use of customer information
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Make customer interests a top priority and adhere to the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance when handling customer relations management
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master customer relations management theories; and
• Make use of customer relations management skills appropriately to maintain good
relationships with customers, so as to consolidate and facilitate business.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Marketing Plans

Code

104918L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
employ marketing theory to explore market orientation, make analysis and assessment on the
latest information of the market, and formulate marketing plans for timepiece products.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand marketing theory
• Understand market orientation theory, including:
• Apply marketing portfolio
• Consumer goods and industrial and commercial markets
• Consumer’s psychology
• Major timepiece product organizations
• Understand the marketing environment and market segmentation, including:
• Distribution channels of timepiece products
• Pricing strategies and methods
• Opportunities and threats brought to the organization by the macro and micro sales
environment of the market
2. Formulate marketing plans
• Analyze the characteristics of the market and target customers
• Determine target groups of customers and expand the market to attract new
customers
• Know how to use Relationship Marketing to retain existing customers and its
advantage
• Understand customers’ motives of buying timepiece products, so as to give value to
timepiece products
• Master sales trend analysis
• Understand the reasons of the increase or decrease in sales volume
• Publicity and promotion of quality customer service
• Individual commodities
• The popularity of a product
• Active promotion of products by staff
• Stock management
• Master relevant management/sales strategies
• Master the promotion focus of the shop
• Master the application of product display
• Master the allocation of manpower
• Master stock management
• Formulate concrete marketing plan to meet the organization’s market development,
business forecast and strategies
• Master the marketing and promotion tools to suggest marketing portfolio
• Understand the functions of sales exhibition
• Train the subordinates to improve their techniques for selling timepiece products
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Do not use discriminative wording in marketing activities or advertisements to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination Ordinance,
the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during the marketing
activities
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Employ marketing theory to explore market orientation, so as to determine the objectives
of marketing and promotion; and
• Analyze and assess the latest market information to formulate marketing plans for
timepiece products, so as to support the business development of the organization.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Implement Supervisory Management on Retailing Business

Code

104919L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
employ the professional knowledge of supervisory management on retailing business to analyze,
explore and decide the needs of the organization, so as to implement supervisory management
on retailing business and to give training and instruction to subordinate staff under different
situations.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand theory of supervisory management on retailing business
• Know about the duties of supervisory staff, such as:
• Cultivate leadership capability
• Identify outstanding staff or inferior staff
• Know about the importance of management by objective
• Understand communication skills and inter-personal relationship skills
• Understand the modes of leadership, including:
• Directive/Authoritative
• Consultative
• Negotiative
• Delegative
• Know about the purposes of disciplinary action
• Understand the purposes, modes and techniques of staff training
2. Implement supervisory management on retailing business
• Take disciplinary action
• Verbal warning
• Written warning
• Termination of employment
• Implement staff training
• Identify learning areas
• Identify training methods
• Set training objectives
• Prepare teaching materials
• Select suitable location and time for training
• Review training results
• Provide counseling service to staff:
• Communicate with staff
• Conduct interviews to understand the causes of problem and give suggestion
• Encourage staff effectively
• Delegate authority to staff
• Let staff have vision of future prospect
• Give constructive opinion to staff and encourage them
• Give recognition to staff performance
• Provide staff with opportunities to show their strengths
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Build team spirit to foster staff’s sense of belonging and stimulate their motivation to work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Employ the professional knowledge of supervisory management on retailing business to
analyze, explore and decide the needs of the organization, and give training and
instruction to subordinate staff; and
• Implement supervisory management on retailing business under different situations.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Implement Customer Service Management

Code

104920L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
implement customer service management according to the customer service scheme of the
organization to provide quality service, so as to develop corporate business.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the characteristics of customer service of the watch and clock industry
• Understand the characteristics of customer service of the industry
• Understand the service management of the industry
• Customer’s expectation
• Value-added service for customers
• Customer service culture
• Customer’s satisfaction
• Understand rules to be complied with by industry-related customer service personnel,
such as:
• Codes of discipline and service
• Concept of service ethics
2. Implement customer service management
• Implement general customer service management according to the customer service
requirements of the organization
• Set customer service indicators and details
• Analyze cases of complaint
• Daily customer service management of retail stores
• Service quality record management
• Customer record and information management
• Electronic customer service management
• Website databank
• Electronic customer service
• Improve customer service management according to the assessment criteria of the
organization
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations
• Make customer’s interest the first priority and abide by the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance when considering and formulating customer service management strategies

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Implement customer service management to provide good customer service according to
corporate guidelines so as to strengthen and develop business.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Assess Sales Status and Formulate Sales Estimates

Code

104921L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
anticipate the achievable sales target within the specified timeframe and to formulate sales
estimates by assessing the factors affecting sales status.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of sales assessment
• Understand the factors for consideration when assessing sales status, including:
• The growth rate in sales
• The sales data of last year
• Previous sales data, such as that of two or five years ago
• The business turnover of the competitors
• The organization’s own factors
• Marketing strategy
• Market research
• Market share
• The number of outlets
• Environmental factors
• The area of the outlet
• The maturity period of the outlet
• The number of business days
• Other influential factors
• The economic macroclimate (price fluctuation, consuming inclination,
inflation/deflation)
• Special factors (climate change/festivals)
• The effect of Mainland policy of the Individual Visit Scheme
• Understand sales estimates as a kind of management tool, including:
• Measure (it is a kind of operational index)
• Control (provide information to the organization for improvement in allocation of
resources)
• Look ahead (let the organization know of future profit or loss if it adopts the
anticipated operation mode)
2. Assess sales status and formulate sales estimates
• Assess the sales status of the timepiece market
• Discuss with the sales and marketing departments on the achievable sales target
• Formulate sales estimates for timepiece products, including:
• Check up on the organization’s previous business status
• Understand the organization’s expectation on future sales performance
• Estimate the source supply of the product
• Consider the competitive edge of the product in the market
• Assess various costs and prices in order to calculate the expected profit
• Consolidate the sales estimates for submission to the higher level
• Meet the corporate goal and operational strategy
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that the sales data/financial information is accurate and correct
• Prevent any abuse of power or corruption by the manipulation of financial management

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Assess the sales status of timepiece products; and
• Anticipate the achievable sales target within the specified timeframe and formulate sales
estimates by assessing the factors affecting sales status.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Assess the Comprehensive Marketing Plan

Code

104922L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
make in-depth analysis and assessment for the comprehensive marketing plan for timepiece
products, submit the relevant report as well as data and information to the management for
adjustment of the marketing plan, so as to meet the market demand and for the organization’s
reference when formulating future marketing and development strategies.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the situation of timepiece market
• Understand the situation of timepiece market, including:
• Local market, Mainland market, each target overseas market, etc.
• The development potential, marketing structure, current market orientation and
market life cycle of each target market, etc.
2. Assess the comprehensive marketing plan
• Assess the marketing plans of each target market in accordance with the objectives of the
organization
• Assess the comprehensive marketing plan according to relevant performance
requirements
• Submit the relevant report as well as data and information to the management for
adjustment of the marketing plan, so as to meet the market demand and for the
organization’s reference when formulating future marketing and development strategies
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during the marketing
activities
• Do not use discriminative wording in advertisements or marketing activities to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination Ordinance,
the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Assess the result of the comprehensive marketing plan of the organization (for local
market, Mainland market and overseas market);
• Adjust the marketing plan according to the assessment result, so as to meet the market
demand; and
• Submit the assessment report on the comprehensive marketing plan as well as data and
information to the management for the organization’s reference when formulating future
marketing and development strategies.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Customer Service Scheme

Code

104923L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
formulate customer service scheme to provide quality customer service, so as to enhance
corporate image and promote business.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of customer service
• Understand the ‘customer-oriented’ principle in business
• Understand the criteria and requirements on quality customer service of the watch and
clock industry
• Understand the customer service indicators of the industry for brands and products
• Understand the organization’s development goal and resources and the strengths of
different departments
• Understand timepiece market demand and customers’ expectations
• Understand how to strengthen the policy direction and future development of customer
service in the watch and clock industry
• Understand the changes in the industry and market environment
2. Formulate customer service scheme
• Formulate a customer service scheme for the industry
• Formulate the code of practice, guidelines and standards on customer service of relevant
departments respectively
• Make reference to relevant requirements and guidelines of the industry, and skilfully
incorporate with the special condition of the organization and the local market
• Design service operation system
• System blueprint and framework
• Key service personnel scheme
• Corporate resources’ support
• Routine operation of the organization, e.g.:
• Code of practice and work discipline for customer service
• Customer service duties
• Standard workflow, operation and steps for service design
• Standardized management of service facilities, e.g.: configuration, installation
and maintenance of facilities and training of facility operation
• Service environment management
• Position the customer service and identify the target group of customers
• Improve the customer service mechanism
• Establish customer service assessment mechanism and recognize staff members
with outstanding performance
• Formulate electronic customer service scheme for the organization, such as:
• Corporate website’s database
• Procedures for handling online enquiries
• Electronic customer service
• Master market changes, understand customers’ needs, and review and adjust the
customer service scheme regularly
• Assess the effectiveness of operation and communicate with departments that have
direct contact with customers
• Submit reports to the higher level and the management
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Make customer’s interest the first priority and abide by the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance when considering and formulating customer service management strategies
• Employ interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relations
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate and monitor the customer service scheme to strengthen and promote corporate
business; and
• Master the changes in market environment of the watch and clock industry and adjust the
customer service scheme to enhance competitiveness, and maintain close communication
with industrial partners.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Comprehensive Marketing Strategies and Performance Requirements

Code

104924L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
analyze the entire market (overseas and local markets) to develop systematic and innovative
comprehensive marketing strategies, so as to enhance the target market’s (overseas and local
markets) knowledge in the organization and its timepiece products as well as the popularity of
the organization and to promote the sales of the products.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of comprehensive marketing and the operation of the sales system
• Understand the concept of comprehensive marketing and the operation of the sales
system and conduct in-depth analysis on different markets to determine the marketing and
sales methods
• Understand market environment and factors of competition
2. Formulate comprehensive marketing strategies and performance requirements
• Formulate comprehensive marketing strategies (for overseas and local markets)
• Expand the market and attract new customers apart from identifying new customers
apart from identifying target customers
• Know how to maintain existing customers and use Relationship Marketing to
explore new sources of customers
• Master good communication skills to explore overseas market
• Develop various marketing portfolios, prepare budgets according to the financial
status of the organization and prioritize marketing projects
• Establish comprehensive marketing performance requirements to review marketing results
• Master the results and information of all marketing plans, and to analyze and develop
future marketing strategies
• Manage the entire marketing strategies to ensure they are in harmony and conduct
assessment
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during promotion
• Do not use discriminative wording in advertisements or promotional activities to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination Ordinance,
the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Submit a comprehensive marketing plan (for overseas and local markets) to the
management, so as to promote the organization’s market development plan and business
strategies, and to enhance the popularity of the organization as well as the markets’
knowledge in the organization and expand the market share; and
• Establish comprehensive marketing performance requirements to review marketing
results, so as to analyze and formulate future marketing strategies.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Comprehensive Strategies and Related Measures for Exhibitions

Code

104925L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
communicate with managerial staff, customers, display designers, contractors and the organizer
to analyze all kinds of information (including: the design of the exhibition venue, product display,
venue facilities, customers’ expectation and corporate image, etc.), so as to formulate
comprehensive strategies and related measures for exhibitions, thus achieving marketing
purpose and enhancing the image of the organization.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge about exhibition
• Understand the close relation between industrial design and exhibition design, including
the importance of exhibitions to products
• Understand the design of the exhibition venue, such as:
• Architectural space
• Environmental art
• Activities embodying vision transmission and multi-design arts
• The art of timepiece product display
• Master the information on the venue
• Construct the design of the venue, including:
• Design with creative thinking
• The technique of graphic design
2. Formulate comprehensive strategies and related measures for exhibitions
• Select suitable exhibition venue
• Analyze the popularity/society’s or industry’s knowledge of the exhibition, such as the
exhibits, attendance, etc.
• Master the designing process of the exhibition venue, including:
• Prepare creative design layouts, including floor plan, front view and side view for
illustration
• Communicate with display designers, contractors and technicians of the organizer
• Effect time management and venue arrangement
• Monitor the designing progress of the exhibition venue
• Introduce the design concept to the managerial staff and customers
• Identify the preference and requirements of the managerial staff and customers
• Prepare design proposals
• Strengthen communication with display designers, managerial staff and customers
• Enhance company and product image through exhibitions so as to give customers a vivid
impression on the company
• Develop company brands and corporate image
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during exhibition
• Do not use discriminative wording in exhibition advertisements or exhibition activities to
avoid breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination
Ordinance, the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Communicate with managerial staff, customers, display designers, contractors and the
organizer effectively to formulate comprehensive strategies and related measures for
timepiece product exhibitions; and
• Lead relevant personnel to participate in the exhibitions and enhance corporate and
product image through the exhibitions so as to achieve marketing purpose.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Customer Service Management Strategies

Code

104926L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
formulate customer service management strategies according to the corporate mission and
objectives, so as to suit the customer needs, to enhance corporate image and promote business.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of customer service management
• Understand the importance of customer service management
• Understand customer service management theories, including:
• Concept of service market e.g. market opportunity
• Strategies of service operation e.g. resources allocation analysis
• Total Customer Service Package
• Delivery of Total Service Package
• Identifying target customers
• Customer service and communication management matrix
• Know how to measure service quality
• Understand different customer service management strategies
2. Formulate customer service management strategies
• Apply customer service management knowledge to formulate effective customer service
management strategies according to the corporate objectives and development direction
• Formulate customer service management plans
• Service management operation
• Services Process Matrix
• Content, package, quality and pricing of service
• Customer service promotion strategy
• Electronic and internet service strategy
• Customer service communication matrix strategy
• Formulate external and internal service management logic strategies to change the
service culture of the organization
• Strategies to change the organizational structure or system e.g. recruitment,
training, reward and penalty, staff commitment, etc.
• Master the scope of customer service audits e.g. customers, staff, the
management, the public, etc.
• Identify shortcomings of service according to the service quality indicators,
formulate improvement measures to ensure service quality
• Audit the investment in customer service and anticipate the short-term and long-term
returns in order to formulate customer service strategies
• Formulate long-term customer service development and global customer service
strategies, such as:
• Expanding local customer service strategies
• Single/diversified product strategy
• Centralized or district diversification strategy
• Franchise
• Customer service strategy for Mainland China or overseas
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Build and maintain quality customer service relations
• Make customer’s interest the first priority and abide by the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance when considering and formulating customer service management strategies
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate customer service management strategies according to the corporate mission
and objectives, so as to suit the customer needs; and
• Formulate customer service management strategies to enhance corporate image,
business development and profits, which benefits the development of the organization in
the long run.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Customer Relations Management Strategies

Code

104927L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
formulate customer relations management strategies, so as to retain existing customers, attract
new customers, find potential customers and develop business.

Level

6

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of customer relations management
• Understand the latest development of customer relations management in the watch and
clock industry
• Understand the information affecting customer relations management strategies,
including:
• Basic principles, common methods and tools of customer relations management
• Customer relations management strategies for the industry
• Distribution of customer information in the industry
• Understand customer relations management theories
• Market and customer orientation of the industry
• Gain in customer relations
• Objectives of customer relations
• Retain customer
• Win customer
• Customer profits
• Characteristics of customer relations in the industry
• Understand customer relations management strategies for the industry
• Deal management strategy
• Relations management strategy
• Supplier and customer promotion
• Understand the customer information system management strategy
2. Formulate customer relations management strategies
• Identify the weaknesses and strengths of existing customer relations management
measures in order to devise suitable measures
• Formulate effective customer relations management strategies according to the corporate
objectives
• Formulate the customer relations management frame work
• Formulate methods, procedures and workflow of maintaining customer relations
management, such as:
• Customer screening criteria
• Ways to explore new customers
• Classification of customers
• Assessment and remedies for customer wastage
• Handling and follow-up procedures for customer complaints
• Make use of the advantage in customer relations to create and maintain long-lasting
customer relations in order to keep the market habit
• Master the organizational revamping strategy for customer relations
• Study and strengthen customer relations
• Market development
• Commitment and feedback to customer relations
• Remedies for customer relations
• Apply customer information technology to implement customer relations strategies
• Formulate system procedures
• Analysis of relation and business opportunities
• Commercial network
• E-market promotion
• Develop and upgrade hardware
• Plan and lead the planning of customer relations management strategies and ensure that
the strategies are consistent with the set mission and objectives of customer relations
management
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Competency

3. Exhibit professionalism
• Build and maintain quality customer service relations
• Make customer’ s interest the first priority and abide by the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance when considering and formulating customer service relations management
strategies

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the professional knowledge of customer relations management; and
• Formulate customer relations management strategies to expand the market share of
timepiece products and develop business.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Timepiece Product Sales Staff Management Strategies

Code

104928L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
master timepiece product sales staff management knowledge to critically assess the
performance of sales staff and the sales staff demand of the organization and formulate
timepiece sales staff management strategies.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of sales management
• Understand the organization of sales staff of the industry, such as:
• Sales district
• Sales team
• Understand resources planning for sales staff of the industry, such as recruitment
interview and selection
• Understand the salary policy management for sales staff of the industry, such as:
• Salary and commission policies
• Work appraisal method
• Relevant labour regulations
• Understand performance assessment and staff training, including:
• Official and unofficial assessment methods
• Official and unofficial training methods
• Master staff relations
• Mechanism for solving internal conflicts of the organization
• Grievance and disciplinary procedures
• Motivating staff and building up team spirit
2. Formulate sales staff management strategies
• Formulate organizational strategies for timepiece product sales districts and teams e.g.
organization of sales districts and/or teams
• Critically assess the market supply of sales staff of the industry, including;
• Relevant sales staff figures
• Market demand of sales staff
• Cost for retaining competent staff
• Formulate sales staff management strategies to tie in with the operational management
and human resources strategies of the organization
• Strategies to recruit competent people
• Strategies to retain competent staff
• Internal training mechanism and strategies
• Ranks, promotion ladder, power and responsibilities, salary, benefits and reward
system of sales staff
• Work allocation mechanism
• Building up team spirit
• Performance assessment scheme
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Build team spirit to foster staff’s sense of belonging and stimulate their motivation to work
• Comply with the Code of Practice on Employment relating to equal opportunities, so as to
avoid breaching the discrimination-related ordinances

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Critically assess the organization’s timepiece sales staff demand according to the
corporate objectives; and
• Apply sales staff management knowledge applicable to the watch and clock industry to
formulate sales staff recruitment, training, management and assessment strategies.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Sales and Marketing
Title

Formulate Sales Strategies for Timepiece Products

Code

104929L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece companies. It covers the abilities to
assess critically and analyze the competitive environment of timepiece product market and
formulate sales strategies to tie in with the corporate objectives and business strategies.

Level

6

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the operation of timepiece product sales system
• Understand the operation of the timepiece product sales system of the organization
• Understand how the organization sells timepiece products
• Understand the competitive market environment of timepiece products
2. Formulate sales strategies of the organization
• Critically assess the competitive environment of the timepiece product market
• Master the changes in timepiece product market and formulate sales strategies, e.g.:
• Determine target customers, expand the market and attract new customers
• Master the way to retain existing customers and its advantages, making use of
Relationship Marketing
• Master the communication objectives and methods
• Formulate sales methods
• Formulate sales promotion strategies
• Assess the feasibility of the sales strategies
• Review the performance of the sales strategies
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Do not use discriminative wording in sales activities and advertisements to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination Ordinance,
the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during the sales period

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Analyze and assess the competitive environment of the timepiece product market; and
• Consolidate relevant information and conduct critical analyses on relevant information and
data, so as to formulate sales strategies to tie in with the corporate objectives and
business strategies.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Understand Aftersales Service for Timepieces

Code

104930L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to deliver aftersales maintenance service according
to guidelines by using various professional timepiece service equipment and tools correctly; and
know about the safety rules and maintenance methods of such equipment and tools.

Level

1

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the testing apparatus in the timepiece repair station
• Know about the functions of different timepiece testing apparatus
• Understand the features of timepiece testing apparatus of different origins and compare
the differences between their qualities
• Possess information about different cleaning equipment suppliers and timepiece testing
apparatus suppliers
2. Deliver aftersales maintenance service
• Manage simple tests or inspections on timepiece products by using timepiece testing
apparatus
• Master the procedures and execute routine maintenance for time-piece testing apparatus
of different forms and understand the importance of regular checks for time-piece testing
apparatus
• Deliver aftersales maintenance service under supervision according to the guidelines
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Deliver aftersales service for timepieces according to the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Deliver aftersales maintenance service under supervision according to the guidelines by
using professional time-piece service equipment and tools.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Understand the Timepiece Repair Workshop Environment and Facilities

Code

104931L1

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to deliver basic maintenance for the timepiece
repair workshop and its equipment.

Level

1

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the working environment and facility requirements of a timepiece repair station
• Understand the environmental requirements of different sizes of timepiece repair stations
• Understand the environmental requirements of a timepiece repair station, including:
• Temperature control
• Humidity control
• Air cleanliness
• Environmental cleanliness
• Lighting control
• Understand the requirements for the professional equipment and facilities of a time-piece
repair station
• Basic design of a time-piece repair bench
• The combination of a timepiece repair bench and its chairs
• Lighting facilities of a repair bench
• Operating procedures and features of different kinds of cleaning equipment
• Safety rules of using cleaning equipment
• Master the correct procedures and safety rules in the utilization and handling of
chemical cleaning agents
2. Master the timepiece repair workshop environment and facilities
• Know about the requirements for timepiece repair workshop environment and facilities, so
as to carry out routine maintenance for the workshop and facilities
• carry out routine maintenance and regular checks for cleaning equipment of different
nature under instruction
• Compare the features as well as the advantages and disadvantages of cleaning
equipment or articles of different origins
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Maintain the timepiece repair workshop environment and equipment according to the
Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Deliver basic maintenance for a time-piece repair workshop and its equipment under
supervision according to the guidelines.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Understand Exterior Parts of a Watch and their Features

Code

104932L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to assist in identifying and selecting correct exterior
parts under the supervision of repair technicians.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the exterior parts of a watch
• Understand the names of exterior parts of a watch
• Case
• Dial
• Hands
• Crown
• Band
• Understand the names and features of different components of a watch case
• Case body
• Bezel
• Glass (Crystal)
• Glass water-proof ring (I-ring)
• Casing ring
• Case back
• O-ring
• Understand the characteristics of water-proof case
• Understand the names and features of structural inserts on the surface of a watch
• Dial surface
• Back case surface
• Understand the types of hands and their features
• Understand the materials of hands and their features
• Understand the characteristics of hands for different purposes
• Treatments of different types of hands
• Understand the types of crown and their features
• Dust-proof crown
• Water-proof crown
• Screw-on crown
• Push button
• Understand the types of band and their features
• Leather band
• Nylon band
• Steel band
• Titanium band
• Ceramic band
• Understand the fitting of various exterior parts of watches
2. Identify and select correct exterior parts
• Prepare and identify suitable exterior parts for timepiece products and assist in general
repair of timepieces under the supervision of repair technicians
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Deliver aftersales service for timepieces according to the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Assist the higher level in preparing and identifying suitable exterior parts for timepiece
products before carrying out general repair of timepieces, and carry out general repair of
timepieces and assembly of a complete watch under supervision.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Master the Techniques for Changing Exterior Parts and Assembling Complete Watches

Code

104933L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to carry out general repair of timepieces except oil
cleaning procedures, including changing exterior parts and assembling complete watches.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the use of test instruments
• Understand the basic uses and operation procedures of professional time-piece test
instruments
• Master the use of test instruments of various functions
• Select suitable equipment and methods to solve known problems of time-piece products
2. Master the techniques for changing exterior parts and assembling
• Select suitable movements in various respects under guidance, for example:
• Brand of movement
• Grade of movement
• Functions of movement
• Size of movement
• Select suitable replacement movements or replaceable movements
• Know the repairs and maintenance procedures before replacing movements, for example:
• Remove the original hands
• Remove the original dial
• Master the steps for replacing movements
• Re-installing the original dial
• Re-installing the original hands
• Master the steps of installing hands and matters for attention
• Coordination between calendar adjustment and the hands
• Hands installation order
• Points to note in installing hands with additional functions
• Points to note in installing second hands and conducting checks
• Quality check after installation of full sets of hands
• Master all steps of installing the whole movement (after the dial and hands have been
installed) in the complete case and know the key points of the procedure
• Whether the size of movement is suitable
• Whether there is dust inside the case
• Whether the I-ring needs to be replaced
• Master the main points of various techniques and processes of changing the exterior parts
of timepiece products
• Changing the case glass
• Changing the case crown
• Select suitable equipment/instruments for quality check after changing exterior parts
• Waterproof test
• Accuracy test
• Cleanliness test
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Deliver aftersales service for timepieces according to the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Carry out general repair of timepieces, including changing exterior parts and assembling
complete watches.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Master the Repairing Skills for Quartz Movement and Quartz Watch

Code

104934L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to repair quartz movements and quartz watches
according to the repair procedures.

Level

3

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the oil cleaning procedures for quartz movements
• Know about the basic tools to clean oil from quartz movements
• Understand the correct steps and skills as below to disassemble and assemble a quartz
movement :
• Liquid-crystal Display (LCD)
• Light Emitting Diodes (LED)
• Master the key points in the oil cleaning procedure for both LCD and LED:
• Cleaning and treatment of LCD display
• Cleaning and treatment of integrated circuit chip
• Cleaning and treatment of housing
• Cleaning and treatment of other electronic parts, coil, contact piece and buzzer
• Know about the correct steps and skills to disassemble and assemble a quartz analog
movement
• Understand the oil cleaning procedure for a quartz analog movement
• Know about the oil cleaning procedure for a quartz analog movement with additional
functions
• Master the key points in using an oil cleaning machine as the cleaning apparatus for a
quartz analog movement
• Master other applicable oiling methods and their important points when the assistance of
an oil cleaning machine is not available
• Know about the special lubricant for the exclusive use of electronic quartz analog
movement and its correct application method
• Master the application of professional test instrument for quartz analog for trouble
shooting
• Know about the polishing tools for exterior parts
• Master the polishing skills
• Know the key points about safety in polishing
• Know about the cleaning methods and treatment after polishing
2. Repair quartz movements and quartz watches
• Repair quartz movements and quartz watches in a correct way according to the specified
repair procedure
• Battery replacing procedures for quartz movement
• Understand the correct matching of battery and quartz movement
• Master the correct way of opening the back case
• Master the correct way of replacing battery
• The correct way and safety tips for locking/closing the back case
• Master quality assurance for repaired quartz movement
• Accuracy
• Functional reliability
• Exterior
• Master quality assurance for polished exterior parts
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Deliver aftersales service for timepieces according to the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Carry out correctly the oil cleaning procedure for quartz movements; and
• Repair quartz movements and quartz watches in a correct way according to the specified
repair procedures.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Offer Aftersales Repair and Consulting Services

Code

104935L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to offer service and repair advice to customers and
follow it up to their satisfaction according to corporate guidelines.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand basic knowledge of repair advice and consulting service
• Understand basic knowledge and the importance of customer service
• Understand the requirements of timepiece product brands/service
• Understand the major characteristics, coverage and charges of products/services of the
organization
• Understand the work flow and progress for products/services of the organization
• Understand customer satisfaction indicators
2. Offer repair advice and consulting service
• Receive customers politely, understand their needs and offer aftersales repair and
consulting services according to timepiece product brand service and corporate guidelines
• Mark down customer requirements and needs, and offer appropriate advice on
products/services
• Point out the characteristics, coverage and charges of related products/services
• Master the status of supply of related products, accessories and service, obtain
accurate information and keep contact with and give quotations to the customers
• Follow up with the supply of products and accessories and coordinate work
arrangements of all sides
• Ensure the service offered meets the needs and requirements of customers, and
maintain communication and good relations with them
• Answer further enquiries from customers
• Customer reception skills
• Provide service to customer in a friendly manner
• Master communication skills
• Understand customers’ actual needs
• Master customer psychology
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Ensure the aftersales repair and consulting services for timepiece products are offered to
customers’ satisfaction

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Receive customers and offer appropriate products/services and advice to meet their
needs according to corporate guidelines; and
• Follow up with the progress and quality of service to ensure it complies with customer
requirements.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Master Basic Hand-wound Mechanical Movements and the Repair Techniques for them

Code

104936L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to Master the oil cleaning techniques for
mechanical movements and carry out the repair of mechanical movements independently.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of mechanical movement repair
• Understand the structure and functions of mechanical movements
• Understand the structure of basic hand-wound mechanical movements
• Understand the functions, distribution and operation principle of individual systems
and their quality standards
• Understand the criteria of quality control for basic hand-wound mechanical
movements
• Master the hand tools and equipment necessary for oil cleaning and repairing of ordinary
mechanical movements
• Know the important notes and key points in using different oil cleaning machines for basic
and multi-function mechanical movements
• Know other practicable oiling alternatives and important notes when oil cleaning machines
are not available
• Understand the key points in using special lubricant for basic and multi-function
mechanical movements:
• Right place to apply lubricant
• Appropriate measurement of lubricant to be applied
• Appropriate lubricants to be selected for individual systems
• Know about the application of professional mechanical movement testing instruments to
carry out quality inspection after oil cleaning
• Accuracy test
• Oscillation amplitude inspection
• Beat inspection
• Appearance test of a Complete Watch
• Multi-function performance test
2. Repair mechanical movements
• Oil and test mechanical movements
• Correctly clean and oil mechanical movements
• Carry out quality inspection after oil cleaning using professional mechanical
movement testing instruments
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Deliver aftersales service for timepieces according to the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the oil cleaning techniques for mechanical movements, including assembling,
cleaning and oiling; and
• Carry out quality inspection after oil cleaning using professional mechanical movement
testing instruments.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Master the Repair Techniques for Day Date Automatic Mechanical Movement and Mechanical
Watches

Code

104937L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to independently master the repair techniques for
day date automatic mechanical movement and mechanical watches, supervise subordinates on
aftersales service and repair techniques, and coordinate the repair and sales departments on
repair service.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the structure and functions of day date automatic mechanical movement
• Know about the mechanisms in a day date automatic mechanical movement and the
name of each basic part:
• Self-winding mechanism
• Calendar display mechanism and quick setting system
• Calendar and day double display mechanism and quick setting system
• Time alarm device and alarm mechanism
• International time display device
• Understand the quality features and key points of complicated mechanical movements of
different origins:
• Swiss Made
• Germany Made
• Japan Made
• China Made
2. Carry out day date automatic mechanical movement repair
• Analyze and shoot troubles
• Master in-depth trouble shooting with advanced mechanical movement testing
instruments, Micrometre Professional and Chronoscope MI
• Analyze troubles with professional knowledge of the structure and functions of
mechanical movements
• Analyze and understand the advantages and disadvantages in design or quality of
mechanical movements of different origins through information media
• Repair complicated mechanical movements with testing instruments
• Master the correct steps and skills of assembling and disassembling basic handwound mechanical movements (without any additional functions)
• Master the notes and key points in assembling and disassembling basic and day
date automatic mechanical movements
• Coordinate the operation between the repair and sales departments, and strengthen the
coordination between the repair department and other departments through regular
working meetings with other departments
• Know how to formulate detailed repair regulations to avoid any unnecessary complaints
• Master training skills to supervise subordinates on the provision of quality aftersales
service and repair techniques
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Deliver aftersales service for timepieces according to the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Employ testing instruments for mechanical movement to repair day date automatic
mechanical movement and mechanical watches; and
• Supervise subordinates on the provision of quality aftersales service and repair
techniques.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Master the Concept of Isochronism Regulating to carry out Timepiece Repair

Code

104938L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to understand the operation principle of mechanical
multi-function movement and the concept of isochronism regulating to carry out timepiece repair.

Level

4

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the operation principle of mechanical multi-function movement and the concept of
isochronism regulating
• Know about the definitions of “multi-function”, “additional function” and “complicated timepiece” from a technical point of view
• Know about the functions and operation principles of mechanical movements that possess
additional functions apart from hour, minute and second display:
• With self-winding function:
• Principle of winding motion driven by oscillating rotor and self-winding
mechanism
• With calendar (date) display function:
• Principle of calendar mechanism driven by motion work mechanism
• Principle of calendar mechanism adjusted directly by winding and setting
mechanism
• With calendar and day display function:
• Principle of calendar and day mechanism driven by motion work mechanism
• Principle of calendar and day mechanism adjusted directly by winding and
setting mechanism
• With time alarm function
• Principle of alarm device driven by motion work mechanism
• Principle of alarm device adjusted directly by winding and setting mechanism
and the power source (winding) of the alarm device
• With international time/GMT display function
• Principle of international time display mechanism driven by gear train
transmission
• With international time/GMT display function
• Principle of international time display mechanism driven by gear train
transmission
• Basic principle of complicated mechanical movement with chronograph
• Operation principle of start/stop push buttons
• Operation principle of reset push button
• Master the concept of isochronism regulating
• Know about the basic concept of isochronous errors and its significance to
mechanical movements
• Accuracy of movement
• Quality assurance of movement
• Specification of mechanical movement repairing techniques
• Master the adjustment skills for isochronous errors
• Master the application of mechanical movement testing instrument to analyze
isochronous errors
2. Carry out timepiece repair
• Master the concept of isochronism regulating to carry out timepiece repair
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Deliver aftersales service for timepieces according to the Occupational Safety and Health
Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master the operation principle of mechanical multi-function movement and the concept of
isochronism regulating to carry out timepiece repair.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Formulate Aftersales Service and Repair Skills Training Plans

Code

104939L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general repair shops and aftersales repair
stations for timepieces. It covers the abilities to formulate aftersales service and repair skills
training plans, so as to enhance the quality of aftersales service for timepiece products.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess the knowledge of aftersales service and repair of timepiece products
• Understand the domestic and overseas aftersales services networks
• Determine the locations of services centres based on geographical factors
• Determination based on regional economic factors
• Determination based on regional policies
• Determination based on regional culture and education
• Understand the Mainland’s legislation on training and repair
• Understand the Mainland’s labour legislation
• Understand the Mainland’s training laws
• Know the current development of training in the Mainland
• Master domestic and overseas training on repair and maintenance
• Know about the vocational training providers in different places
• Know about the development of training on repair and maintenance provided by
brand agents in the Mainland
2. Formulate aftersales service and repair skills training plans
• Set up aftersales service networks, and make strategic decisions based on various factors
• Regional economic and sales capability
• Local government policy
• Social and cultural background
• Financial viability of the organization
• Operation strategy of the organization, including:
• Corporate brand image
• Marketing strategy
• Formulate internal repair training and development plans of the organization
• Devise internal training and development plans based on the following factors
• Workshop equipment
• Number of students
• Technical aspects/level
• Operating policy
• Financial budget
• Formulate comprehensive domestic and overseas repair and training plans, and make
strategic decisions based on various factors
• Requirements in regional markets
• Economic benefits of regional training
• Training policy of local governments
• Coordination and policy of vocational training providers in different places
3. Exhibit professionalism
• The aftersales service and repair skills training plans formulated should match the
development trend of the industry

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand clearly the operation of the domestic and overseas aftersales service
networks for timepieces; and
• Formulate a sound aftersales service training plan for timepieces, strengthen the
aftersales service network and training of the organization, so as to enhance the quality of
aftersales service.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Aftersales Repair
Title

Master the Repair Techniques for Mechanical Watches with Complications

Code

104940L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in high-end timepiece repair shops. It covers the
abilities to understand the complicated structure and operation principle of mechanical watches
with complications and the importance of the watch structure to the concept of isochronism
regulating, and master the repair techniques for mechanical watches with complications to carry
out relevant repair duties.

Level

5

Credit

9 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand the structure and operation principle of mechanical watches with complications
• Master the structure and operation principle of mechanical watches with complications
• With Tourbillon function
• With Minute Repeater
• With Perpetual Calendar function
• Master the importance of the structure of mechanical watch with complications to the
concept of isochronism regulating
2. Carry out the repair of mechanical watches with complications
• Master the concept of isochronism regulating to carry out the repair of mechanical
watches with complications
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Carry out the repair of mechanical watches with complications according to the
Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance and the code of practice for safety at work

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the structure and operation principle of mechanical watches with complications;
and
• Master the concept of isochronism regulating to carry out the repair of mechanical
watches with complications.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Know about Major Brands of Timepiece Products in Different Grades

Code

104941L2

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general timepiece product retail
shops/showrooms/exhibition sites. It covers the abilities to know about major brands of timepiece
products in different grades for selling purpose.

Level

2

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Know about brands of timepiece products in different grades
• Know about timepiece product brands, including:
• Brand history of all kinds of timepiece products
• Concept of brands “Made in Switzerland” and other areas
• Selling points in design/style
• Quality
• Function
• Price
• Master the service support for timepiece product brands, such as:
• Warranty period of product
• Function guarantee
• Other exclusive support services
• Know about the characteristics and needs of the customers targeted by different types of
timepiece products
• Understand the trends of timepiece products
• Understand the mentality and needs of different types of customers in selecting timepiece
products to buy
2. Know about major brands of timepiece products in different grades and apply the knowledge
in daily operations
• Use basic tools/follow instructions to gather the latest information on timepiece products
• Communicate with different types of customers, and recommend timepiece products in
different grades to them according to their needs
• Master the information on the characteristics and functions of major brands of timepiece
products in different grades with the organization as an agent or sold by the organization
• Communicate with different brand agents to obtain the latest information on timepiece
products in different grades
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Exhibit good customer service manner

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Know about major brands of timepiece products in different grades in order to perform
general sales duties.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Implement Brand Promotion Strategies

Code

104942L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to timepiece product brand building or promotion. It
covers the abilities to implement timepiece brand promotion strategies according to the
established corporate strategy, and assist in reviewing the effectiveness of the implementation
plan.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of the brand
• Understand branding and marketing strategies of the organization
• Understand the organization’s purpose and target for the sales of the brand
• Understand the essentials for a timepiece product to become a successful brand
• Master the goals of the branding strategies
• Master the elements of a brand, including:
• Brand identity
• Brand positioning
• Pledge of a brand
2. Implement branding strategies
• Assist in building brand communication channels to support the brand, including:
• Internal (staff training and awareness)
• External (brand, trademark, design, etc.)
• Implement brand promotion plan according to relevant strategies established by the
organization, including:
• Promotional and advertising activities
• Schedule
• Information given to the media in promotional events
• Customer service promotion
• Assist in reviewing the effectiveness of the implementation of the brand promotion plan
and handle clearly-defined adjustments
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Do not use discriminative wording in brand promotion advertisements or promotional
activities to avoid breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex
Discrimination Ordinance, the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race
Discrimination Ordinance
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during promotion

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Implement timepiece branding strategies according to corporate policy, so as to achieve
the target for sales promotion; and
• Assist in review the effectiveness of the timepiece brand promotional strategies and make
suggestions for improvement.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Implement Timepiece Product Display

Code

104943L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general timepiece product retail
shops/showrooms/exhibition sites. It covers the abilities to master window display design
techniques to implement timepiece product exhibition/display, so as to achieve the selling
purpose.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of timepiece product display
• Understand the purposes of window display
• Attract customers to hang around
• Bring visual enjoyment to customers
• stimulate customer’s buying desire
• arouse customer’s demand for product
• Understand different display design techniques
• Match timepiece products with theme of display
• Colour design
• Lighting design
• Matching of decorations
• Understand all kinds of themes for timepiece product exhibition/display, such as:
• Commercialized
• Livelihood (trend, season, festive activities, etc.)
• Personalized
2. Implement timepiece product display
• Employ timepiece product exhibition/display techniques
• Match the theme of display according to the brand/product service of the organization and
the characteristics of the product
• Colour match
• Lighting design
• Side decorations
• Arrange the production flow of the entire timepiece product display
• Conceive the design
• Draft the design (layout)
• Make models
• Find materials/props
• Display racks for timepiece products
• Body (arm/wrist) models
• Materials for display of timepiece products, e.g. metal/wood/fabrics/fibre/rope/net
• Execute the production work
• Exhibit/display timepiece products to attract customers
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Follow the occupational safety laws when implementing timepiece product
exhibition/display

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Master display design techniques and implement timepiece product exhibition/display
according to corporate and brand image as well as customers’ preferences, so as to
attract customers to buy.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Implement Advertising and Promotional Activities

Code

104944L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to brand building or promotion of timepiece
products. It covers the abilities to implement advertising and promotional activities according to
the established objectives of the organization in order to achieve its sales objectives.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of advertising and promotion
• Understand the branding and marketing strategies of the organization
• Understand the objectives for brand sales
• Understand ways of brand advertising and the purposes of related promotional activities
• Understand the characteristics of different timepiece products
2. Implement advertising and promotional activities
• Refer to the information of previous advertising and promotional activities
• Implement advertising and promotional activities according to the guidelines and
objectives set by the organization
• Implement promotional activities
• Ensure that the promotional activities comply with the corporate requirements
• Arrange the design of the promotional materials with the suppliers
• Implement advertising activities
• Arrange the promotional activities with the advertising company
• Assist in devising the design brief for advertising and marketing activities
• Liaise with the franchisees to coordinate the publicity and promotional activities
• Assess the effectiveness of the advertising and promotional activities
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Do not use discriminative wording in brand advertisements or promotional activities to
avoid breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination
Ordinance, the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance
• Ensure that customers can get correct and adequate information during brand promotion

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Implement advertising and promotional activities according to guidelines and objectives
set by the organization, so as to achieve its sales objectives and build its corporate and
brand image.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Apply Timepiece Products Brand Design Techniques

Code

104945L3

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in departments related to the design of timepiece
product brands. It covers the abilities to apply timepiece product brand design techniques and
follow the trend of timepiece products to carry out brand design duties.

Level

3

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of timepiece product brand design
• Master the theory and ideas of designing the functions of timepiece products
• Understand the traditional ways, techniques and technologies used by most of the
timepiece product brands in the market
• Master timepiece product branding strategies and design direction established by the
organization
• Understand the trend of timepiece product brand design
2. Apply timepiece product brand design techniques
• Collect information on timepiece product brand design
• Apply timepiece product brand design techniques and follow the organization’s brand
building strategies to carry out brand design duties
• Match the case and band
• Use unique materials (metal, ceramic, etc.)
• Distinctive engraving
• Assist the market response and consumer acceptance to the new brand design
• Assist in improving timepiece product brand design to meet the market demand
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Apply timepiece product brand design techniques and follow the organization’s brand
building strategies to carry out brand design duties to enhance the product brand image of
the organization and consumers’ buying desire, so as to achieve the sales purpose.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Assess the Relationship of Brand Positioning and Brand Identity

Code

104946L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to brand building or promotion of timepiece
products. It covers the abilities to master the relationship of brand positioning and brand identity,
so as to assist in building a successful brand.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand brand positioning and brand identity
• Understand the overall branding and marketing strategies of the organization
• Understand the purpose of brand positioning
• Understand the importance of brand positioning and the elements of brand positioning,
e.g.:
• Brand attributes
• Consumer expectations
• Strengths and weaknesses of competitors
• Price
• Consumer preference/psychology
• Understand the advantages of brand identity
• Understand the elements of brand identity, e.g. sincere, practical, sophisticated, durable,
etc.
2. Assess the relationship of brand positioning and brand identity and assist in building a
successful brand
• Carry out market analysis and information assessment on the elements of brand
positioning to understand the market position of the brand
• Assist in targeting the positioning of the brand to tie in with the marketing strategies of the
organization
• Assist in identifying the brand identity and its essential elements, e.g. factor of interest,
practicality, self-satisfaction, social status, etc.
• Reinforce the brand image with the identified essential elements of the brand identity and
assist in identifying the objectives and direction of marketing and promotion
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Position the brand for satisfaction of consumer demand and identify the target group of
consumers

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Assess market information and assist in brand positioning;
• Assess the brand identity and assist in matching the essential elements of brand identity
with the market positioning of the brand; and
• Master the relationship of brand positioning and brand identity to assist in building a
successful brand.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Supervise Timepiece Product and Store Displays

Code

104947L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in general timepiece product retail
shops/showrooms/exhibition sites. It covers the abilities to master window display design
techniques and supervise the subordinates to carry out timepiece product exhibition/display
duties according to the sales strategies and requirements set by the organization, so as to
achieve the established sales target.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of timepiece product and store displays
• Understand the limits of timepiece product stores/exhibition sites
• Understand the purposes of decorating stores/exhibition sites
• Increase customer flow
• Attract customers to stop and catch their attention
• Arouse customers’ interests
• Stimulate customers’ buying desire
• Bring visual enjoyment to customers
• Stimulate customers’ product demand
• Build the brand image of the organization’s timepiece products in customer’s mind
• Understand the design and matching of different themes of display
• Understand the themes of various types of timepiece product exhibition/display and their
relationship with the organization’s sales strategies
• Understand the ability and professional standards of staff responsible for timepiece
product exhibitions/displays
2. Supervise timepiece product and store displays
• Master timepiece product exhibition/display techniques
• Communicate with the sales staff of the timepiece product stores, and give appropriate
work instructions to subordinates after assessing the information and making judgement in
order to facilitate the drafting of design
• Communicate with the timepiece product stores/exhibition sites/advertising agency and
the management of the organization
• Supervise and follow up the entire production process for the display, e.g.:
• Negotiate with the advertising agency to follow up the production matter
• Conceive a proposal for the timepiece product exhibition/display
• Prepare materials/props for the timepiece product exhibition/display
• Supervise the subordinates to carry out the timepiece product exhibition/display, so as to
achieve the established sales target
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement
• Ensure that the style of the timepiece product exhibition/display conforms with the
corporate and brand image

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Understand the functions of window display clearly and master timepiece product
exhibition/display techniques; and
• Understand the corporate direction for the image and sales of the timepiece products and
supervise the exhibition/display of timepiece products, so as to achieve the established
sales target.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Apply Brand Creativity Development Skills to Timepiece Products

Code

104948L4

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece product brand design and development
departments. It covers the abilities to apply brand creativity development skills in the course of
timepiece product development by tying in with corporate goals and business strategies, so as to
establish the organization’s timepiece product brands.

Level

4

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Understand brand creativity development skills
• Know how to master creativity and its applications
• Understand and be familiar with creativity development skills
• Master and be familiar with terminology of brand creativity
• Understand creativity development concept
• Understand the importance of “corporate innovation”
• Understand the organization’s business strategies
2. Apply brand creativity development skills
• Integrate creativity development skills with timepiece product development
• Apply brand creativity development skills to utilization of creativity for timepiece products
• Assist in establishing brand creativity evaluation (rating) principles
• Assist in brand creativity development and apply creativity development skills, such as:
• Break the traps of creative constraints
• Demonstrate original creative thinking of oneself
• Demonstrate and activate creative potential of oneself
• Note down the creative ideas generated
• Maintain close communication with departments dealing with brand innovation or creative
issues
• Communicate with department heads on brand creativity/innovation issues to enhance
staff efficiency
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Apply brand creativity development skills in the course of timepiece product development
to assist in establishing the organization’s timepiece product brands.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Formulate a Promotion Plan for a Franchised Brand

Code

104949L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to brand building or promotion of timepiece
products. It covers the abilities to thoroughly understand the terms and conditions of brand
franchise and formulate a promotion plan for it, so as to create a successful franchised brand.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of franchised brand
• Understand the sales strategies of a franchised brand
• Understand ways of promotion, e.g. advertisement, sales promotion, sales team and
direct selling
• Possess legal knowledge related to timepiece brand franchise
• Understand brand franchise agreement and confirm the franchisee’s promotion resources
and standard
2. Formulate a promotion plan for a franchised brand
• Conduct market research and analysis to understand the market and customer needs
• Formulate and launch promotion and advertising activities according to the franchise
agreement and franchisee’s promotion standard, so as to support the development of the
organization
• Monitor and review the effectiveness of promotion, and make adjustments accordingly
3. Exhibit professionalism
• The promotion plan formulated for the franchised brand should not violate the franchise
agreement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate a promotion plan for a franchised brand to achieve the sales purpose; and
• Review the effectiveness of the promotion plan and make adjustments accordingly.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Formulate an Original Brand Promotion Plan

Code

104950L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to brand building or promotion of timepiece
products. It covers the abilities to formulate a comprehensive promotion plan according to the
characteristics of an original brand, so as to establish the original brand.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of original brand promotion
• Understand the characteristics of the organization’s original brand
• Understand the business strategies for an original brand
• Understand ways of promotion, e.g. advertisement, sales promotion, sales team and
direct selling
2. Formulate an original brand promotion plan
• Set targets for brand promotion according to the organization’s brand promotion plan
• Master the characteristics of an original brand to ensure the theme of promotion or the
image design match the expectation of the target group of customers
• Confirm the content of brand promotion kit, e.g.:
• Manual
• Information leaflet
• Price list
• Label
• Confirm ways of promotion (direct selling, advertisement, exhibition, web promotion)
• Confirm the frequency and timetable of promotion activities
• Estimate cost and budget
• Review the effectiveness of the promotion activities regularly and adjust the plan if
necessary
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Promote originality and respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to
avoid individual person and the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate original brand promotion plan to achieve the sales purpose; and
• Review the effectiveness of the promotion plan and make improvement measures.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Build Timepiece Product Brand Image

Code

104951L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to sales management or marketing of timepiece
products. It covers the abilities to tie in with the corporate goals and business strategies to build
brand image for timepiece products, so as to achieve the sales target and foster customer’s
loyalty to timepiece products of the organization.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of timepiece products brand image
• Understand basic principles of marketing and branding of timepiece products
• Understand the definition of brand image design
• Design brand image according to consumer’s feelings and the organization’s own
aesthetic pursuit
• Brand is the symbol of status and strength
• Good brand image leaves customers with subjective impressions, affecting their
buying preferences when making product choices
• Brand is an important basis for customers to make product choices
• Understand the uniqueness of the organization’s timepiece product brands and their
difference with similar products
2. Build timepiece product brand image
• Analyze and assist in research and development of competition strategies for timepiece
product brands, including the organizational structure, market status, competitive prices,
etc.
• Build a marketing team for timepiece product brands to execute and follow up the
marketing strategies and plan
• Use the 4Ps marketing strategy and method (i.e. product, price, promotion and place) to
assist in researching and building timepiece product brand image
• Use timepiece brand attributes, such as: packaging, name, history, credibility, etc., to
arouse the preference of potential customers and build the brand image of a timepiece
product in customer’s mind
• Arrange different ways of promotion and cause the customers imperceptibly to prefer the
brands of the organizations
• Build, develop, review and enhance the corporate and timepiece product image
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property to prevent plagiarization, so as to avoid individual person and
the organization to fall into the trap of infringement

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
• Successfully build brand image of timepiece products of the organization by using
marketing strategies, so as to achieve the sales target and establish customer’s
confidence in the timepiece products of the organization.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Establish Partnerships with Brand Distributors

Code

104952L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to brand building or promotion of timepiece
products. It covers the abilities to extend a brand, find partners to jointly develop the brand and
explore more distribution channels. The practitioners should possess good communication skills
and be able to establish partnerships with timepiece distributors or dealers.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge in establishing partnerships with brand distributors
• Understand the corporate branding strategies
• Understand the market positioning of the sales of different brands and the characteristics
of the target group of customers
• Understand the relationship of brand distribution and dealers
• Possess contract negotiation skills and legal knowledge related to contract
• Understand common difficulties/problems in the cooperation with brand distributors
• Understand the responsibilities of both the organization and the brand distributors
• Understand the skills of establishing good partnerships with the brand distributors
2. Establish partnerships with brand distributors
• Establish partnerships with brand distributors
• Conduct studies to confirm the strength and reputation required of the partners
• Establish promotion and distribution channels with the brand distributors
• Cooperate with the brand distributors to provide assistance for the organization, such as
training, brand design, marketing ways
• Draft the partnership agreement terms and conditions
• Establish good partnerships with the distributors on the basis of mutual trust according to
corporate policy and requirements
• Regularly review the performance of the distributors in respect of the agreement, and
report to the management
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Enter into a partnership with a distributor with the prerequisite that the benefit of the
organization will not be harmed, in order to achieve a win-win situation
• Act in a professional way to prevent any abuse of power or corruption, such as
abuse/misappropriation of the organizational assets and theft

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Employ negotiation skills to work out the terms and conditions for cooperation; and
• Monitor the performance of distributors continuously and take improvement measures
accordingly.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Set the Market Positioning of a New Timepiece Product

Code

104953L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in timepiece product marketing or relevant
departments. It covers the abilities to master the timepiece product trend and position the market
of a newly-launched timepiece product according to the corporate business goals and sales
strategies, so as to build the brand image of the product and achieve the sales purpose.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of the market positioning of timepiece products
• Understand that the ultimate goal of market positioning is to achieve the sales of product
• Have a deep understanding in the development of the trend and culture, such as:
• Living habits
• Social culture
• Political development
• Preference and needs of the target groups of customers
• Understand the close relationship of market positioning and brand positioning, e.g. the
latter is the core and extension of and realization means for the former
• Understand the factors affecting market/brand positioning , such as:
• Characteristics of customer groups
• Brand image of product
• Quality of product
• Sales outlets of product
• Competitive environment
• Understand the current market and brand positioning of timepiece products of the
organization and the competitors as well as the market forecast, trend development, etc.
2. Set the market positioning of new timepiece products
• Use market/brand development techniques and tie in with the development of trend and
culture to develop a new brand and create the trend, so as to give market values to the
products
• Set the market positioning of the new timepiece product brand according to the corporate
goals, strategies and future market outlook
• Use the intellectual property laws to protect the trademarks, design patents, etc.
• Formulate the market positioning strategies for the new timepiece products according to
product research and development plan of the organization
• Formulate brand design and marketing plans to in with the brand planning and market
positioning
• Design products, package, advertisements, trademark and marketing plan according to
the brand planning and market positioning
• Convey the competitive edge of the new products to consumers according to the
marketing strategies
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Avoid blurring the market position of a new timepiece product and show the competitive
edge of it in the market positioning process

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Master the trend and cultural development, develop new brands to the market needs,
develop new markets, set the market positioning and give market value to the new
products; and
• Plan and design new timepiece product brands, and protect the trademarks and design
patents according to the corporate goals and sales strategies.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Formulate Brand Sales Strategies

Code

104954L5

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to brand building or promotion of timepiece
products. It covers the abilities to formulate brand sales strategies, so as to achieve the sales
purpose.

Level

5

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of brand sales
• Understand branding and marketing strategies of the organization
• Understand the purpose and target of brand sales
• Understand various brand sales channels, e.g.:
• Web media
• Traditional advertising media
• Understand the timepiece development trend, consumer psychology, competitors and
product features
• Understand the characteristics, functions and advantages of the branded products
2. Formulate brand sales strategies
• Set the brand sales purpose and target
• Analyze the timepiece market and economic situation
• Collect and analyze market information to confirm the market share
• Analyze customers’ attitude and impression on the branded timepiece products
• Analyze brand position in the market trend
• Analyze the effectiveness of previous marketing activities and sales channels, and
suggest improvement measures
• Re-establish brand sales strategies, e.g.:
• Increase brand awareness
• Increase sales channels
• Strengthen promotion/advertising activities
• Review the effectiveness of the brand sales strategies regularly and make adjustments
when necessary
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Do not use discriminative wording in brand sales activities and advertisements to avoid
breaching the discrimination-related ordinances, e.g. the Sex Discrimination Ordinance,
the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Race Discrimination Ordinance

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Formulate brand sales strategies according to the corporate brand image; and
• Review the effectiveness of the sales strategies and suggest improvement measures.
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area: Brand Management
Title

Formulate Branding Strategies for Timepieces

Code

104955L6

Range

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in branding or marketing work for timepieces. It
covers the abilities to use professional knowledge in branding and brand management strategy
to lead the team to formulate branding strategies for timepieces.

Level

6

Credit

6 (for reference only)

Competency

Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of branding strategies for timepieces
• Understand the importance of building timepiece brands
• Sales performance and profits
• Development of other relevant businesses
• Corporate image
• Master branding knowledge in timepiece products
• Understand consumer orientation, including:
• The impact of trends and culture on consumer behavior
• Changes in consumption pattern and the cause of changes
• Understand the value and profundity of brands
• Understand the trends of international timepiece brands
2. Formulate branding strategies for timepieces
• Analyze different aspects of the timepiece market and formulate sales strategies
• Communicate with overseas timepiece brand agents, including:
• Formulate marketing strategy for timepiece brand agents
• Formulate sales plan for overseas timepiece brand agents
• Formulate original timepiece branding strategies, including:
• Formulate branding positioning and relevant strategies
• Establish the image and value of the brands
• Establish the quality of the products/services
• Integrate operations, sales and product strategies
• Formulate brand management and marketing strategies, including:
• Master brand management methods
• Establish sales channels for the brands
• Apply relevant legislations on the intellectual property of the brands and products,
including:
• Understand the importance of intellectual property to brands
• Understand the legal protection for relevant brands
• Branding strategy management
• Ensure that the building of brands is the long-term objective of corporate
development
• Master the core value of the brand itself
• Consistently maintain the brand image and product quality
• Monitor the suitability of the strategy during the implementation process
• Rectify decision-making problems during the implementation process
• The timepiece branding strategies formulated enforce the competitive edge of the brands
of the organization and attract potential customers to buy
3. Exhibit professionalism
• Respect intellectual property and avoid infringement of intellectual property when
formulating timepiece branding strategies

Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
• Use the specific knowledge of branding strategies and the brand management policy to
formulate concrete plans for timepiece branding strategies (original timepiece brands or
timepiece brands introduced from overseas); and
• Formulate brand management and marketing strategies to enhance the image and value
of the brand itself.
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Appendix 1

Generic Level Descriptors
Level
1

Knowledge & Intellectual Skills
-

-

-

Application, Autonomy &
Accountability

Processes

Employ recall and demonstrate elementary comprehension in a
narrow range of areas with
dependency on ideas of others Exercise basic skills
Receive and pass on
information

Operate mainly in closely
defined and highly structured
contexts
Carry out processes that are
repetitive and predictable
Undertake the performance
of clearly defined tasks

Use, under supervision or
prompting, basic tools and
materials.
Apply learnt responses to solve
problems

Assume a strictly limited
range of roles.

-

-

Communications, IT & Numeracy

The ability to perform tasks
of routine and repetitive
nature given clear direction
Carry out directed activity
under close supervision
Rely entirely on external
monitoring of output and

-

quality

-

-

-

Operate in familiar, personal
and/or everyday contexts
Take some account, with
prompting, of identified

-

consequences of actions.
-

191

Use very simple skills with
assistance — for example:
Take some part in discussions
about straightforward subjects
Read and identify the main
points and ideas from documents
about straightforward subjects
Produce and respond to a limited
range of simple, written and oral
communications, in
familiar/routine contexts
Carry out a limited range of
simple tasks to process data and
access information
Use a limited range of very
simple and familiar numerical
and pictorial data
Carry out calculations, using
whole numbers and simple
decimals to given levels of
accuracy.
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Generic Level Descriptors
Level
2

Knowledge & Intellectual Skills
-

-

-

-

Apply knowledge based on an
underpinning comprehension
in a selected number of areas
Make comparisons with some
valuation and interpret
available information
Apply basic tools and
materials and use rehearsed

Application, Autonomy &

Processes
-

-

Accountability

Choose from a range of
procedures performed in a
number of contexts, a few of
which may be non-routine
Co-ordinate with others to
achieve common goals.

-

-

stages for solving problems.
Operate in familiar, personal
and/or everyday contexts
Take account the identified
consequences of actions.

The ability to perform a
range of tasks in predictable
and structured contexts
Undertake directed activity
with a degree of autonomy
Achieve outcomes within
time constraints
Accept defined responsibility

Communications, IT & Numeracy
-

-

for quantity and quality of
output subject to external
quality checking.
-

-

-
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Use skills with some
assistance —for example:
Take active part in discussions
about identified subjects
Identify the main points and
ideas from documents and
reproduce them in other contexts
Produce and respond to a
specified range of written and
oral communications, in
familiar/routine contexts
Carry out a defined range of
tasks to process data and access
information
Use a limited range of familiar
numerical and graphical data in
everyday contexts
Carry out calculations, using
percentages and graphical data to
given levels of accuracy.
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Generic Level Descriptors
Level
3

Knowledge & Intellectual Skills
-

-

-

-

Apply knowledge and skills in
arrange of activities,
demonstrating comprehension
of relevant theories
Access, organize and evaluate
information independently and
make reasoned judgements in
relation to a subject or

Application, Autonomy &

Processes
-

-

discipline
Employ a range of responses to
well defined, but sometimes
unfamiliar or unpredictable,
problems
Make generalizations and
predictions in familiar
contexts.

Accountability

Operate in a variety of
familiar and some unfamiliar
contexts, using a known
range of technical or learning
skills
Select from a considerable
choice of predetermined
procedures
-

The ability to perform tasks
in a broad range of
predictable and structured
contexts which may also
involve some non-routine
activities requiring a degree
of individual responsibility
Engage in self-directed

Give presentations to an
audience

activity with
guidance/evaluation
Accept responsibility for
quantity and quality of
output
Accept well defined but
limited responsibility for the
quantity and quality of the
output of others

-

-
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Communications, IT & Numeracy
-

-

-

-

Use a wide range of largely
routine and well practiced
skills — for example:
Produce and respond to detailed
and complex written and oral
communication in familiar
contexts, and use a suitable
structure and style when writing
extended documents.
Select and use standard
applications to obtain, process
and combine information
Use a wide range of numerical
and graphical data in routine
contexts, which may have some
non-routine elements.
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Generic Level Descriptors
Level
4

Knowledge & Intellectual Skills
-

-

-

-

Application, Autonomy &

Processes

Accountability

Develop a rigorous approach to the acquisition of a broad
knowledge base, with some
specialist knowledge in
selected areas
Present and evaluate
information, using it to plan
and develop investigative

Operate in a range of varied
and specific contexts
involving some creative and
non-routine activities
Exercise appropriate
judgement in planning,
selecting or presenting
information, methods or

strategies
Deal with well defined issues
within largely familiar
contexts, but extend this to
some unfamiliar problems
Employ a range of specialised
skills and approaches to
generate a range of responses.

resources
Carry out routine lines of
enquiry, development of
investigation into
professional level issues and
problems.

-

-

-

-

Communications, IT & Numeracy

The ability to perform skilled tasks requiring some
discretion and judgement,
and undertake a supervisory
role
Undertake self-directed and a some directive activity
Operate within broad general

Use a wide range of routine
skills and some advanced skills
associated with the
subject/discipline — for
example:
Present using a range of
techniques to engage the
audience in both familiar and

guidelines or functions
Take responsibility for the
nature and quantity of own
outputs
Meet specified quality
standards
Accept some responsibility
for the quantity and quality
of the output of others.

some new contexts
Read and synthesize extended
information from subject
documents; organize information
coherently, convey complex
ideas in well-structured form
Use a range of IT applications to
support and enhance work
Plan approaches to obtaining and

-

-

-
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using information, choose
appropriate methods and data to
justify results & choices
Carry out multi-stage
calculations.
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Generic Level Descriptors
Level
5

Knowledge & Intellectual Skills
-

-

-

-

-

Generate ideas through the
analysis of abstract
information and concepts
Command wide ranging,
specialized technical, creative
and/or conceptual skills
Identify and analyse both
routine and abstract
professional problems and
issues, and formulate
evidence-based responses
Analyse, reformat and evaluate
a wide range of information
Critically analyse, evaluate
and/or synthesize ideas,
concepts, information and
issues

Application, Autonomy &

Processes
-

-

Accountability

Utilise diagnostic and
creative skills in a range of
technical, professional or
management functions
Exercise appropriate
judgement in planning,
design, technical and/or
supervisory functions related

-

-

to products, services,
operations or processes.
-

Perform tasks involving
planning, design, and
technical skills, and
involving some management
functions
Accept responsibility and
accountability within broad
parameters for determining
and achieving personal
and/or group outcomes
Work under the mentoring of
senior qualified practitioners
Deal with ethical issues,
seeking guidance of others
where appropriate.

Communications, IT & Numeracy
-

-

-

-

Draw on a range of sources in
making judgments.

Use a range of routine skills and
some advanced and specialized
skills in support of established
practices in a subject/discipline,
for example:
Make formal and informal
presentations on
standard/mainstream topics in
the subject/discipline to a range
of audiences
Participate in group discussions
about complex subjects; create
opportunities for others to
contribute
Use a range of IT applications to
support and enhance work
Interpret, use and evaluate
numerical and graphical data to
achieve goals/targets.
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Generic Level Descriptors
Level
6

Knowledge & Intellectual Skills
-

-

-

-

-

Critically review, consolidate,
and extend a systematic,
coherent body of knowledge
Utilise highly specialised
technical research or scholastic
skills across an area of study
Critically evaluate new
information, concepts and
evidence from a range of
sources and develop creative
responses
Critically review, consolidate
and extend knowledge, skills
practices and thinking in a
subject/discipline
Deal with complex issues and
make informed judgements in

Application, Autonomy &

Processes
-

-

-

-

Accountability

Transfer and apply
diagnostic and creative skills
in a range of situations
Exercise appropriate
judgement in complex
planning, design, technical
and/or management
functions related to products,

-

-

-

services operations or
processes, including
resourcing and evaluation
Conduct research, and/or
advanced technical or
professional activity
Design and apply appropriate
research methodologies.

the absence of complete or
consistent data/information.
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Communications, IT & Numeracy

Apply knowledge and skills
in a broad range of
professional work activities
Practice significant
autonomy in determining and achieving personal and/or
group outcomes
Accept accountability in

Communicate, using appropriate
methods, to a range of audiences
including peers, senior
colleagues, specialists
Use a wide range of software to
support and enhance work;
identify refinements to existing
software to increase

related decision making
including use of supervision
Demonstrate leadership
and/or make an identifiable
contribution to change and
development.

effectiveness or specify new
software
Undertake critical evaluations of
a wide range of numerical and
graphical data, and use
calculations at various stages of
the work.

-

Appendix 1

Generic Level Descriptors
Level
7

Knowledge & Intellectual Skills
-

-

-

-

Demonstrate and work with a
critical overview of a subject
or discipline, including an
evaluative understanding of
principal theories and
concepts, and of its broad
relationships with other
disciplines

Application, Autonomy &

Processes
-

-

Accountability

Demonstrate command of
research and methodological
issues and engage in critical
dialogue
Develop creative and original
responses to problems and
issues in the context of new
circumstances.

Identify, conceptualise and
offer original and creative
insights into new, complex and
abstract ideas and information
Deal with very complex and/or
new issues and make informed
judgements in the absence of
complete or consistent
data/information

-

-

Make a significant and original
contribution to a specialised
field of inquiry, or to broader
interdisciplinary relationships.

Apply knowledge and skills
in a broad range of complex
and professional work
activities, including new and
unforeseen circumstances
Demonstrate leadership and
originality in tackling and
solving problems
Accept accountability in
related decision making
High degree of autonomy,
with full responsibility for
own work, and significant
responsibility for others
Deal with complex ethical
and professional issues.

Communications, IT & Numeracy
-

-

-

-

-

Strategically use communication
skills, adapting context and
purpose to a range of audiences
Communicate at the standard of
published academic work and/or
critical dialogue
Monitor, review and reflect on
own work and skill
development, and change and
adapt in the light of new
demands
Use a range of software and
specify software requirements to
enhance work, anticipating
future requirements
Critically evaluate numerical and
graphical data, and employ such
data extensively.
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Appendix 3

Units of Competency for the Watch and Clock Industry (Comparison between the old edition and new edition)
Functional
Area
Manufacturing

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZHM101A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 1）

Know about the Drawings of a
Complete Watch and its Parts

WCZZHM102A

（Level 1）

Know about the Computer-aided
Drawings of a Complete Watch and its
Parts

WCZZHM103A

（Level 1）

Know about Computer-Aided
Design/Manufacturing/Engineering
and Their Application on Producing
Timepiece Parts

WCZZHM201A

（Level 2）

Know about the Movement and the
Surface Treatment of the Components
of a Complete Watch

WCZZHM202A

（Level 2）

Change content and credits， change title to “Carry out surface
treatment of the components of a complete watch” Code:
104822L2

Apply Safety Standards for Timepiece
Products*

104821L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104821L2 (Level 2)

Master the Manufacturing Process for
Timepiece Parts

WCZZHM301A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the
manufacturing of timepiece components” Code: 104830L4,
upgrade to Level 4

Know about the Electroplating
Technique for Parts of a Complete
Watch

WCZZHM302A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the
electroplating technique for parts of a complete watch”
Code: 104823L3

Master the Application of

WCZZHM303A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the

Know about the Assembling
Technique of a Complete Watch

Revision Details (New Edition)
Split into “Know about the assembling techniques of a
complete watch” Code: 104819L1 and “Know about the
assembling techniques of a movement” Code: 104820L1
Combine and change titles to “Apply the techniques of
drawing timepiece design sketches” Code: 104840L2, and put
under the functional area of “Design”

Delete

and incorporate the content into “Master the
electroplating technique for parts of a complete watch”
Code: 104824L3

* New functional area/unit competency
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Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)

Level
(Old Edition)

Computer-Aided Design/
Manufacturing/Engineering in the
Production of Timepiece Components

Revision Details (New Edition)

application of computer-aided
engineering” Code: 104824L3

design/manufacturing/

Master the Assembling Management
of a Complete Watch

WCZZHM304A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content Code: 104825L3

Master the Technique of Using
Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
Machining Centre to Manufacture
Timepiece Component

WCZZHM401A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master CNC

Master the Operation of a
Traditional/Semi-automatic/Fully
Automatic Movement Assembling
Line

WCZZHM402A

Master the Efficiency Control for
Production of Complete Watches

WCZZHM403A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content Code: 104828L4

Master the Manufacturing
Technologies of Timepieces

WCZZHM404A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content Code: 104829L4

Understand the Features and Gradual
Development of Products

WCZZHM501A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master timepiece
trend and cultural development” Code: 104856L5, and put
under the functional area of “Design”

Assess Production Management and
Performance Requirements*

104831L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104831L5（Level 5）

Devise and Develop Comprehensive
Production Management Plan and
Performance Requirements

WCZZHM601A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change

Formulate and Improve Timepiece

WCZZHM602A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change content Code: 104833L6

machining technology to
components” Code: 104826L4
（Level 4）

manufacture

timepiece

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the operation

of a traditional/semi-automatic/fully automatic movement
assembling line” Code: 104827L4

* New functional area/unit competency
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content and change title to “Formulate
comprehensive production management and performance
requirements” Code: 104832L6

Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)

Level
(Old Edition)

Manufacturing Technology and
Technology Plans

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)

Appendix 3

Functional
Area
Design

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)

Level
(Old Edition)

Know about the Timepiece Categories
and their Development Process

WCZZDN101A

（Level 1）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Identify the qualities
and features of different timepiece components” Code:
104834L2

Know about Timepiece Products and
their Components

WCZZDN201A

（Level 2）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Identify the qualities
and features of different timepiece components” Code:
104834L2

Understand the Principles and the
Functional Structure of a Complete
Watch and a Quartz Movement

WCZZDN202A

（Level 2）

Enrich/change content Code: 104835L2

Know about the Principles of
Timepiece Design and the Importance
of Intellectual Property Rights

WCZZDN203A

（Level 2）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Understand
timepiece design concept” Code: 104836L2

Master the Techniques for Making
Prototypes of New Timepiece Products

WCZZDN204A

（Level 2）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the basic
techniques for making prototypes of timepiece products”
Code: 104837L2

Identify the Qualities and Features of
Different Timepiece Components*

104834L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104834L2 (Level 2)

Apply Basic Photography Techniques
for Timepiece Products*

104838L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104838L2 (Level 2)

Apply Timepiece Window Display
Design Techniques*

104839L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104839L2 (Level 2)

Apply the Techniques of Drawing
Timepiece Design Sketches*

104840L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104840L2 (Level 2)

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)

Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)

Level
(Old Edition)

Master Creative Thinking Methods for
Design*

104841L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104841L2 (Level 2)

Master the Principles of Structure and
Functions of Basic Mechanical
Movements

WCZZDN301A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply the structural
principles and functions of basic mechanical movements”
Code: 104842L3

Master the Techniques for Designing
Timepiece Products

WCZZDN302A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply analog
timepiece product design techniques” Code: 104844L3

Master the Design of Timepiece
Products by Using Computer Software

WCZZDN303A

（Level 3）

Delete and incorporate the content into “” Code: 104852L4,
upgrade to Level 4

104843L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104843L3 (Level 3)

WCZZDN304A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply rapid
prototyping techniques for timepiece components” Code:
104845L3

Apply Advertising Photography
Techniques for Timepiece Products*

104846L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104846L3 (Level 3)

Apply Graphic Design Software to
Colour Drawings of Products*

104847L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104847L3 (Level 3)

Apply Techniques of Colour Rendering
with Markers*

104848L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104848L3 (Level 3)

Apply Timepiece Shop Environment
Design Techniques*

104849L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104849L3 (Level 3)

Understand Intellectual Property*
Master the Application of Rapid
Prototyping of Timepiece

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
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Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)

Level
(Old Edition)

Know about the Mechanism and
Functions of a Mechanical
Multi-function Movement and Master
the Concept of Isochronism Regulating

WCZZDN401A

（Level 4）

Change content and change title to “Master the mechanism and
functions of a mechanical multi-function movement” Code:
104850L4

Master the Conversion and Application
of Two-dimension to Three-dimension
Computer-aided Design(CAD)

WCZZDN402A

（Level 4）

Delete

Apply Digital Timepiece Product
Design Techniques*

104851L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104851L4 (Level 4)

Apply 3-dimensional Modelling
Applications to Timepiece Design*

104852L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104852L4 (Level 4)

Apply Timepiece Exhibition Booth
Design Techniques*

104853L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104853L4 (Level 4)

Apply Graphic Design and
Post-production Timepiece
Promotional Materials*

104854L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104854L4 (Level 4)

Apply three-dimensional Computer
Scanning to Timepiece Design*

104855L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104855L4 (Level 4)

Master the Product Trends and
Development Directions

WCZZDN501A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master timepiece
trend and cultural development” Code: 104856L5

Undertake Professional Design Duties

WCZZDN601A

（Level 6）

Delete

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)

and

incorporate

the

content

into

“Apply
three-dimensional computer scanning to timepiece design”
Code: 104855L4

Appendix 3

Functional
Area
Quality
Management

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZQA101A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 1）

WCZZQA201A

（Level 2）

Split

104860L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104860L2 (Level 2)

Formulate Quality Assurance Schemes
and Quality Reports on Movements,
Parts and Complete Watches

WCZZQA301A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Compile quality
control reports on movements, parts and complete watches”
Code: 104861L3

Capable of Leading Quality Teams to
Promote Quality Management Culture
and Responding to Purchasers’
Complaints on Quality

WCZZQA302A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Promote quality
management culture in the organization” Code: 104865L4

Capable of Analyzing Quality Control
Report

WCZZQA401A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Analyze quality
control reports” Code: 104862L4

Capable of Analyzing and Handling
Quality Complaints from Buyers

WCZZQA402A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Handle complaints
from buyers on the quality of timepiece products” Code:
104863L4

Capable of Assisting in the
Implementation of Quality
Management and Training for the
Entire Plant

WCZZQA403A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Implement quality
management and staff training” Code: 104864L4

Coordinate the Implementation of

104866L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104866L4 (Level 4)

Know about the Concept of Quality
Control
Master the Quality Check Standards
and Use of Test Equipment for
Movement/Components of Complete
Watch
Implement Quality Control on
Timepiece Products*

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply the basic
knowledge of quality control in timepiece products” Code:
104857L1
into “Master

the quality check standards for
movement/components of complete watch” Code: 104858L2
and “Apply testing instruments for movement/components
of complete watch” Code: 104859L2

Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)

Level
(Old Edition)

WCZZQA501A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Implement total
quality management” Code: 104867L5

104868L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104868L5 (Level 5)

WCZZQA601A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change

Revision Details (New Edition)

Quality Management System*
Implement Total Quality Management
Implement ISO (International
Organization for Standardization)
Quality Management Standards*
Devise and Develop Comprehensive
Quality Management Plans

comprehensive
104869L6

* New functional area/unit competency
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content

and

quality

change

title

management

“Formulate
strategy” Code:
to

Appendix 3

Functional
Area
Product
Development

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZRD201A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 2）

WCZZRD301A

（Level 3）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Apply technologies
relevant to the development of timepiece products” Code:
104871L3

104871L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104871L3 (Level 3)

Master the Technologies for Timepiece
Materials

WCZZRD401A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the

Execute Research and Product
Development Plan

WCZZRD501A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Execute product
development plan for timepiece products” Code: 104873L5

Define and Develop Plans for Scientific
Research and Product Development

WCZZRD601A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate product
development plans for timepiece products” Code: 104874L6

Formulate the Overall Strategy and
Development Direction of Product
Technology

WCZZRD701A

（Level 7）

Enrich/change

Master Basic Knowledge in Product
Development and its Application
Capable of Assessing Product
Development
Apply Technologies Relevant to the
Development of Timepiece Products*

Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply basic
knowledge in product development” Code: 104870L2

technological development of timepiece materials and
production” Code: 104872L4

* New functional area/unit competency
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content and change title to “Formulate
comprehensive strategy for developing technological
support and the research and development of timepiece
products” Code: 104875L7

Appendix 3

Functional
Area
Operational
Management

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZPM101A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 1）

Know the Operational Framework of
Timepiece Companies

WCZZPM102A

（Level 1）

Enrich/change content, Code: 104877L1

Apply General Labour Regulations*

104878L1

（Level 1）

New unit, Code: 104878L1 (Level 1)

Know the Inventory Management for
Timepieces and Relevant Components

WCZZPM201A

（Level 2）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply inventory
management on timepiece products/components” Code:
104879L2

Know the General Procurement Skills
of Timepieces and Relevant
Components

WCZZPM202A

（Level 2）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Procure general
timepiece products and their components” Code: 104880L2

Master Engineering Management

WCZZPM301A

（Level 3）

Delete

Master Production Control, and
Supervision and Management Skills

WCZZPM302A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title

Know about Occupational Safety and
Relevant Labour Legislation

Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply general
occupational safety and environmental ordinances” Code:
104876L1

the content into “Implement
worksite/factory management” Code: 104886L4, upgrade to
Level 4
and

incorporate

to “Implement
supervisory management and production control” Code:
104881L3

Master the Preparation of Orders for
Timepiece Components

WCZZPM303A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Handle orders for
timepiece products/components” Code: 104882L3

Master the Inventory Control of
Timepiece Products

WCZZPM304A

（Level 3）

Change content and change title to “Implement inventory
procedures” Code: 104883L3

Master Cost Accounting Techniques

WCZZPM305A

（Level 3）

Change content and change title to “Apply cost accounting”
Code: 104884L3

* New functional area/unit competency
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Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZPM306A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 3）

Master the Techniques of Engineering
Management

WCZZPM401A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Implement
worksite/factory management” Code: 104886L4

Master the Techniques of Financial
Management

WCZZPM402A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Implement financial
management” Code: 104887L4

Master the Techniques of Logistic
Management

WCZZPM403A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Implement logistic
management” Code: 104888L4

Know about Business Law

WCZZPM404A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Apply business
laws” Code: 104889L4

Master Human Resources Management
Techniques

WCZZPM405A

（Level 4）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Formulate human
resources management strategies” Code: 104895L5

Appraise Staff Performance*

104890L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104890L4 (Level 4)

Handle General Labour Disputes*

104891L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104891L4 (Level 4)

Apply Information Management*

104892L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104892L4 (Level 4)

Execute Retail Inventory Control*

104893L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104893L4 (Level 4)

Devise and Develop the Operation
Management Plan

WCZZPM501A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate business
strategy” Code: 104901L6，upgrade to Level 6

Devise and Develop the Human
Resources Management Plan and Know
about Relevant Laws

WCZZPM502A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate human
resources management strategies” Code: 104895L5

Understand the Import and Export of
Timepiece Products

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the import
and export of timepiece products” Code: 104885L3

Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Devise and Determine Budgets and
Implement Financial Management

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZPM503A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 5）

Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate financial
management strategies” Code: 104896L5

WCZZPM504A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate logistic
management strategies” Code: 104897L5

104894L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104894L5 (Level 5)

WCZZPM505A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate risk
management strategies” Code: 104898L5

Assess the Manpower Market and
Establish the Salary System*

104899L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104899L5 (Level 5)

Handle Complicated Labour Disputes*

104900L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104900L5 (Level 5)

Formulate Strategies for Skills
Development

WCZZPM601A

（Level 6）

Delete

Formulate Project Management
Strategies

WCZZPM602A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change content Code: 104902L6 (Level 6)

Formulate Outsourcing Plans

WCZZPM603A

（Level 6）

Delete

Master the Development of
Organizations

WCZZPM604A

（Level 6）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Formulate business
strategy” Code: 104901L6

Formulate the Basic Development
Strategy of Enterprises

WCZZPM605A

（Level 6）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Formulate business
strategy” Code: 104901L6

Master the Commercial Laws of China

WCZZPM606A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change content Code: 104904L6

Define and Develop Logistics
Management Plans of the Watch and
Clock Industry
Formulate Recruitment Strategies*
Define and Develop Risk Management

* New functional area/unit competency
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Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZPM607A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 6）

Master Creative Management

WCZZPM701A

（Level 7）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Develop innovative
thinking” Code: 104905L7

Set the Overall Corporate Direction,
Concepts and Strategies for Timepiece
Development

WCZZPM702A

（Level 7）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Formulate business
strategy” Code: 104901L6

Devise and Develop Comprehensive
Procurement Plans and Performance
Requirements

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to

“Formulate
procurement strategies and performance requirements for
timepieces and components” Code: 104903L6
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Functional
Area
Sales &
Marketing

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZPR101A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 1）

WCZZPR102A

（Level 1）

Delete as it is a generic competency

Know about the Basic Knowledge of the
Timepiece Market*

104907L1

（Level 1）

New unit, Code: 104907L1 (Level 1)

Receive Customers*

104908L1

（Level 1）

New unit, Code: 104908L1 (Level 1)

Know and Implement Promotion
Strategies

WCZZPR201A

（Level 2）

Delete and incorporate the content into “Master the market
trend of timepiece products and related marketing skills”
Code: 104911L3

Communicate in English

WCZZPR202A

（Level 2）

Delete as it is a generic competency

Customer Relationship Skills

WCZZPR203A

（Level 2）

Change content Code: 104910L2

Communicate in Putonghua

WCZZPR204A

（Level 2）

Delete as it is a generic competency

104909L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104909L2 (Level 2)

Master the Market Trend of Timepiece
Products and the Related Marketing and
Development Skills

WCZZPR301A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the market
trend of timepiece products and related marketing skills”
Code: 104911L3

Master and Use Fluent English to
communicate with customers

WCZZPR302A

（Level 3）

Delete as it is a generic competency

Master and Use Fluent Putonghua to
communicate with customers

WCZZPR303A

（Level 3）

Delete as it is a generic competency

Know about the Marketing Skills for
Timepiece Products
Master Communication Skills

Guard Against Thefts in Timepiece
Outlets*

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to “Promote the sales of
general timepiece products” Code: 104906L1

Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
104912L3

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 3）

Master Customer Behaviour
Psychology*

104913L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104913L3 (Level 3)

Implement Security Measures for the
Watch and Clock Industry*

104914L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104914L3 (Level 3)

Implement Marketing Plans for
Timepiece Products*

104915L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104915L3 (Level 3)

Implement Market Research Plans*

104916L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104916L3 (Level 3)

Manage Customer Relations*

104917L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104917L3 (Level 3)

WCZZPR401A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change

Handle Customer Complaints*

Develop a Marketing Plan

Revision Details (New Edition)
New unit, Code: 104912L3 (Level 3)

content

and

change

title

to

“Formulate

marketing plans” Code: 104918L4
Implement Supervisory Management on
Retailing Business*

104919L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104919L4 (Level 4)

Implement Customer Service
Management*

104920L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104920L4 (Level 4)

Assess Sales Status and Formulate Sales
Estimates*

104921L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104921L4 (Level 4)

Analyse and Implement Comprehensive
Strategy for Timepiece Marketing

WCZZPR501A

（Level 5）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Assess the
comprehensive marketing plan” Code: 104922L5

104923L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104923L5 (Level 5)

Formulate Customer Service Scheme*

* New functional area/unit competency
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Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZPR601A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 6）

WCZZPR602A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate
comprehensive strategies and related measures for exhibitions”
Code: 104925L6

Formulate Customer Service
Management Strategies*

104926L6

（Level 6）

New unit, Code: 104926L6 (Level 6)

Formulate Customer Relations
Management Strategies*

104927L6

（Level 6）

New unit, Code: 104927L6 (Level 6)

Formulate Timepiece Product Sales
Staff Management Strategies*

104928L6

（Level 6）

New unit, Code: 104928L6 (Level 6)

Formulate Sales Strategies for
Timepiece Products*

104929L6

（Level 6）

New unit, Code: 104929L6 (Level 6)

WCZZPR701A

（Level 7）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate branding
strategies for timepieces” Code: 104955L6 (Level 6) and put
under the functional area of “Brand Management”

Formulate Comprehensive Marketing
Plans and Performance Requirements
Formulate Comprehensive Strategies
for Exhibitions

Formulate Branding Strategies for
Timepieces

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
Enrich/change content and change title to

“Formulate
comprehensive marketing strategies and performance
requirements” Code: 104924L6

Appendix 3

Functional
Area
Aftersales
Repair

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZAR101A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 1）

WCZZAR102A

（Level 1）

Change content and credits, and change title to “Understand the
timepiece repair workshop environment and facilities” Code:
104931L1

Understand Exterior Parts of a Watch
and their Features*

104932L2

（Level 2）

New unit, Code: 104932L2 (Level 2)

Master the Techniques for Changing
Exterior Parts and Assembling
Complete Watches

WCZZAR201A

（Level 2）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the

Master the Repairing Skills for Quartz
Movement and Quartz Watch

WCZZAR301A

（Level 3）

Enrich/change content Code: 104934L3

Offer Aftersales Repair and Consulting
Services*

104935L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104935L3 (Level 3)

Master the Repair Techniques for
Mechanical Movements and Mechanical
Watches

WCZZAR401A

（Level 4）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master basic

Master the Repair Techniques for
Complicated Mechanical Movements
and Mechanical Watches

WCZZAR402A

Master the After-Sales Service Skills in
Respect of Basic Timepieces
Know about the Working Environment,
Instruments and Equipment of a
Timepiece Repair Station

Master the Concept of Isochronism
Regulating to Carry Out Timepiece
Repair *

Revision Details (New Edition)
Change content and credits, and change title to “Understand
aftersales service for timepieces” Code: 104930L1

techniques for changing exterior parts and assembling
complete watches” Code: 104933L3

hand-wound mechanical movements
techniques for them” Code: 104936L4
（Level 4）

and

the

repair

Enrich/change content and change title to “Master the repair

techniques for day date automatic mechanical movement
and mechanical watches” Code: 104937L4
（Level 4）

104938L4

* New functional area/unit competency
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New unit, Code: 104938L4 (Level 4)

Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

After-Sales Service and Repair Plans
Master the Repair Techniques for
Mechanical Watches with
Complications*
Devise and Develop Plans for
After-Sales Service and Repair
Techniques

Code
(Old Edition)
WCZZAR501A

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 5）

104940L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104940L5 (Level 5)

WCZZAR601A

（Level 6）

Enrich/change content and change title to “Formulate aftersales
service and repair skills training plans” Code: 104939L5
(Level 5)

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
Delete and incorporate the content into “Formulate aftersales
service and repair skills training plans” Code: 104939L5

Appendix 3

Functional
Area
Brand
Management*

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
104941L2

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 2）

Implement Brand Promotion Strategies*

104942L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104942L3 (Level 3)

Implement Timepiece Product Display*

104943L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104943L3 (Level 3)

Implement Advertising and Promotional
Activities*

104944L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104944L3 (Level 3)

Apply Timepiece Products Brand
Design Techniques*

104945L3

（Level 3）

New unit, Code: 104945L3 (Level 3)

Assess the Relationship of Brand
Positioning and Brand Identity*

104946L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104946L4 (Level 4)

Supervise Timepiece Product and Store
Displays*

104947L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104947L4 (Level 4)

Apply Brand Creativity Development
Skills to Timepiece Products*

104948L4

（Level 4）

New unit, Code: 104948L4 (Level 4)

Formulate a Promotion Plan for a
Franchised Brand*

104949L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104949L5 (Level 5)

Formulate an Original Brand Promotion
Plan*

104950L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104950L5 (Level 5)

Build Timepiece Product Brand Image*

104951L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104951L5 (Level 5)

Establish Partnerships with Brand
Distributors*

104952L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104952L5 (Level 5)

Know about Major Brands of Timepiece
Products in Different Grades*

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
New unit, Code: 104941L2 (Level 2)

Appendix 3

Functional
Area

Title of the Unit of Competency
(Old Edition)

Code
(Old Edition)
104953L5

Level
(Old Edition)
（Level 5）

Formulate Brand Sales Strategies*

104954L5

（Level 5）

New unit, Code: 104954L5 (Level 5)

Formulate Branding Strategies for
Timepieces*

104955L6

（Level 6）

New unit, Code: 104955L6 (Level 6)

Set the Market Positioning of a New
Timepiece Product*

* New functional area/unit competency
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Revision Details (New Edition)
New unit, Code: 104953L5 (Level 5)

